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Abstract 

It is envisaged that the 4 1h  generation (4G) of wireless networks will need to carry a variety of heteroge-
neous traffic types with different Quality of Service (QoS) requirements. A number of Medium Access 
Control (MAC) and Physical (PRY) layer technologies have been proposed for 4G networks. These 
schemes are typically based on multicarrier transmission and require a large amount of scarce radio 
frequency spectrum relative to current systems. As a consequence, there has been increased interest in 
dynamic radio resource allocation (RRA) algorithms that aim to make decisions on the optimal usage of 
resources to provide the QoS required by 40 networks. 

The majority of RRA algorithms manage resources on a per layer basis and either make assumptions 
about the nature of traffic and propagation conditions, or assume that they have perfect, real-time esti-
mates of these conditions. In practice a per layer management of resources may offer poorer performance 
benefits when compared to a cross layer approach. In addition, the assumptions made about the traffic 
and propagation conditions mean that it is hard to take full advantage of the variability in these condi-
tions. These issues are further compounded for multicarrier systems as such systems have an additional 
degree of freedom by virtue of their frequency component. 

This thesis investigates the management of radio resources in the PHY and MAC layers of multicarrier 
CDMA (MC-CDMA) systems and how the estimation of metrics in the various layers may be used in 
performing a cross layer management of resources to provide increased Q0S whilst making optimal 
usage of the radio resource. 

At the PHY layer, the grouping and subcarrier allocation problem for a grouped MC-CDMA system 
is formulated as an integer linear programming problem. Two algorithms are proposed to solve this 
problem, namely a Branch and Bound based algorithm and a mixed greedy-probabilistic Local Search 
algorithm. The Local Search algorithm is found to offer increased QoS (in terms of BER) for more 
users at a lower complexity than any of the other algorithms. At the MAC layer, a new multi-rate 
model - multi-group MC-CDMA (MG-MC-CDMA) - is introduced and the performance of power 
control and multi-group allocation algorithms in the MG-MC-CDMA system examined. A generalised 
processor sharing scheduler that takes advantage of the particular features of the MG-MC-CDMA system 
is proposed. The performance of some of these MAC layer algorithms is found to be limited by their 
assumptions as to how much capacity is available for use, underscoring the desirability of accurate 
capacity estimates to enable the management of resources. 

A capacity model, incorporating an interference analysis and that takes into account the nature of the 
traffic types carried in the system, is outlined. In addition to MAC layer metrics characterising the traffic 
in the system, the capacity model has, as some of its required metrics, PHY layer parameters such as the 
ratio of inter-cell interference to total received power and information of whether or not a mobile is in a 
cell's edge region. New techniques are proposed to estimate these metrics. It is shown that the resulting 
dynamic capacity estimation framework can accurately and dynamically measure the capacity. 

The final contribution of the thesis is the use of the proposed dynamic capacity estimation framework 
to develop new radio resource management algorithms that work across the PRY and MAC layers to 
deliver enhanced QoS. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

The last four decades have seen the explosion of the Internet from a research program at the US 

Army's Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) to a network that pervades everyday life 

providing access to a wide variety of information and a plethora of applications and services 

such as downloadable music, video, video telephony etc. 

Forecasts on mobile usage suggest that as the penetration of cellular services saturates, the 

revenues from traditional circuit switched speech will stagnate. If the wireless communications 

industry is to sustain its business growth and continue to satisfy customer demand, then the 

provisioning of data services over wireless networks will be key. The wireless communications 

industry has coped with such changes by introducing progressive evolutions of wireless systems 

beginning with the first generation of circuit-switched analogue systems through to the current 

third generation (30) of digital mixed circuit and packet switched systems. 

The wireless industry is not resting on its 30 laurels and has already begun to focus on the next 

generation of wireless systems, otherwise known as beyond-3G or 4G systems. The vision of 

what a next generation system will look like is still under much discussion. There are, however, 

some common themes: next generation systems will be entirely packet switched, will require 

large amounts of throughput and will support an even larger variety of traffic types with hetero-

geneous quality of service (QoS) requirements relative to current 30 systems. Furthermore, to 

maximise their revenue, operators would need to provide these services whilst making optimal 

usage of the limited and expensive radio resource. 

A number of high throughput Media Access Control (MAC) and physical layer (PHY) schemes 

have been proposed for next generation systems. The majority of these schemes have the com-

mon characteristic that they are based on multicarrier transmission. These schemes are the likes 

of Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA, [4]) and spread multicarrier sys-

tems such as Multi-Carrier Code Division Multiple Access (MC-CDMA, [5,6]), Orthogonal 
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Frequency and Code Division Multiplexing (OFCDM, [71), etc. Of these, spread multicarrier 

systems offer the most potential for next generation services due to their combining the advan-

tages of both CDMA and multicarrier systems. OFCDM allows for two dimensional spreading 

in both the frequency and time domains, whereas MC-CDMA only spreads information in the 

frequency domain. MC-CDMA may therefore be thought of as a special case of OFCDM. 

To better examine the key component of multicarrier systems, i.e. the frequency domain, this 

thesis focuses only on MC-CDMA. 

The usage of MC-CDMA to meet Q0S requirements whilst providing resource efficient services 

raises a number of interesting questions: 

• The frequency component of MC-CDMA systems offers an additional degree of freedom 

compared to conventional CDMA systems. How should radio resource management 

algorithms take advantage of this degree of freedom? 

• The capacity of MC-CDMA systems is interference limited, optimal usage of the capacity 

will aid in the efficient usage of resources. What metrics characterise the capacity and 

the state of the wireless resource in MC-CDMA systems, how may these be measured 

and how may they be used to provide better quality of service? 

• The state of the PHY layer impacts on the MAC layer and vice versa, how can the metrics 

that characterise the state of the wireless resource be leveraged to enable the cross-layer 

management of resources to provide better performance? 

The aims of this thesis are thus to investigate the management of resources in MC-CDMA 

systems, how measurements that characterise the radio resource are taken and used to aid in the 

management of resources to provide increased QoS. 

1.2 Thesis structure 

The structure of the remained of this thesis is as follows: 

• Chapter 2: In this chapter multicarrier systems are introduced in some depth, CDMA is 

discussed and the advantages gained by combining multicarrier transmission with CDMA 

based multiple access presented. QoS and methods to provide Q0S in wireless systems 

are highlighted. 
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• Chapter 3: A study of PHY level subcarrier allocation for a grouped MC-CDMA system 

is performed in this chapter. Several criteria for grouping and subcarrier allocation are 

presented, the received per subcarrier amplitude is chosen as the metric upon which to 

perform subcarrier allocation. It is shown that MC-CDMA subcarrier and grouping allo-

cation with this metric can be formulated as an integer linear program. Two techniques 

to solve this linear program are proposed; a branch and bound based technique and a 

low complexity local search based technique. It is shown that both these techniques offer 

improved QoS for more users than other approaches in the literature. 

• Chapter 4: Here the performance of various resource management algorithms are eval-

uated for MC-CDMA. Three power control variants are evaluated for the grouped MC-

CDMA system and the best is found to be one which includes both per MS and per group 

constraints. A multi-rate allocation model termed multi-group allocation, that takes into 

account the frequency dimension of MC-CDMA systems is proposed. The performance 

of three multi-group allocation schemes is evaluated for real-time traffic and it is found 

that in the case of traffic requiring absolute bandwidth guarantees a multi-group alloca-

tion algorithm that performs allocations on a super-group basis is preferred to flexible 

schemes that perform per-group allocation. A new scheduler, termed the multi-group 

generalised processor sharing (MG-GPS) scheduler, that takes into account the specific 

nature of the grouped MC-CDMA system is proposed. This scheduler is shown to offer 

better quality of service for non-real time traffic than the other schedulers evaluated. 

• Chapter 5: To maximise the use of the capacity in CDMA systems it is advantageous to 

be able to measure it. In this chapter two schemes for MC-CDMA capacity estimation 

are proposed. The first is for single cell MC-CDMA and does not take into account the 

specific nature of the carried traffic. For the second scheme an in depth capacity analysis 

is highlighted that allows the inclusion of traffic information in obtaining capacity esti-

mates for the multi-cell downlink. The capacity analysis is then used as a basis to define 

what metrics are required. The chapter then goes on to propose various techniques in 

which the requisite metrics may be measured. The resulting capacity estimation frame-

work termed the Dynamic Capacity Estimator (DCE) is evaluated for various PHY layer 

imperfections in the estimates. 

• Chapter 6: The focus of this chapter is to combine the techniques developed in the pre-

vious chapters to allow for the cross-layer management of resources. The management 
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of resources is is divided into two approaches depending on the traffic type. For real-

time traffic the resource management issue is taken to be whether or not a call should be 

admitted into the network. A joint call admission and multi-group allocation algorithm 

utilising the DCE is proposed. This algorithm is compared to not using any admission 

control and to using a joint multi-group and power threshold based admission control 

algorithm. The DCE based admission control algorithm is shown to have equivalent 

performance to the power threshold algorithm without the need to pre-set an admission 

threshold. Both admission control algorithms perform better than not using any admis-

sion control. For non-real time traffic, scheduling of data and resources is taken to be the 

key resource management issue. A scheduling algorithm utilising a DCE based MG-GPS 

scheduler in conjunction with a cross-layer aware metric calculator is proposed to allow 

for the cross-layer management of resources. This scheduling algorithm is found to offer 

Q0S performance gains at moderate to high loads over other scheduling algorithms. 

• Chapter 7 The objective of the final chapter is to summarise the work presented, present 

some conclusions, highlight limitations of the work performed and provide pointers to 

potential future work. 
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Chapter 2 
Wireless Communications and Quality 

of Service 

In order to establish the contributions of this thesis, it is necessary to review the background 

behind the concepts to be investigated. This chapter begins with a description of orthogonal 

frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) in section 2.1, section 2.2 describes multiple access 

techniques with an emphasis on CDMA. The combination of multicarrier transmission with 

CDMA multiple access is explained in section 2.3. Quality of service and its provisioning is 

described in section 2.4. The concept of resource metric estimation first broached by Jorguseski 

et al. [8] is explained in section 2.5. The chapter ends with a summary in section 2.6. 

2.1 OFDM 

The history of OFDM dates back to the work by Chang [9] in which he set out the principle 

of transmitting simultaneous messages through a linear band limited channel without either 

inter-symbol interference (IS!) or inter-channel interference (ICI). This was followed by work 

on orthogonal multiplexing [10]. Weinstein and Ebert [11] made a contribution that was to 

aid in the implementation of OFDM in practical systems with their introduction of the use of 

the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) in generating the multiple subchannels. The problem of 

keeping the subcarriers orthogonal to achieve zero ICI even after the signal has passed through 

a time-dispersive channel was addressed by Peled and Ruiz [12]. They solved this problem 

with the use of a cyclic prefix or cyclic extension in which a guard space between symbols is 

filled with a cyclic extension of the OFDM symbols. 

OFDM is based on frequency division multiplexing in which data is transmitted over several 

frequency sub-bands each separated by a sufficiently large guard band to prevent adjacent bands 

interfering with each other. This implementation results in an inefficient use of spectrum, which 

can be overcome if orthogonal sub-bands are used that allow the sub-bands to overlap. A set of 

transmitter receivers pairs can be used to implement such a modem, which is inefficient from a 

5 
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receiver complexity point of view. A more efficient implementation is possible through the use 

of the DFT to perform baseband OFDM modulation and demodulation. 

Figure 2.1 shows the structure of an OFDM system. 

Ii 	I 	I 	I 

2 	I 	I 
I 	Add Cyclic DA 	 Nc  

S/P 	• 
 

OFT / I P/S 	
Prefix 

I 	• 	I 	I 

Nc 	 I 

Channel 

sip ... 	 Rem. Cyclic Demodulator 	P/S i 	DFT I 	
I 	Prefix 

Figure 2.1: OFDM system 

The serial, binary data for transmission is mapped to data symbols with a symbol rate of 1IT 5  

using some phase and amplitude modulation technique e.g. m-ary phase shift keying (m-PSK), 

quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) etc. Conversion of the modulated data into time 

domain samples is performed using an A,-point IDFT, via a serial to parallel conversion. The 

resulting time domain samples at the output of the parallel to serial converter form an OFDM 

symbol whose symbol rate is I/ (NT,,) i.e. the symbol rate has been reduced by a factor of N. 

In order to counteract the inter-symbol interference introduced when the symbols are passed 

through a time dispersive channel, a cyclic prefix or guard interval is appended to the OFDM 

symbol. The cyclic prefix is composed of samples from the end of the OFDM symbol as shown 

in Figure 2.2. The length of the cyclic prefix, N is chosen to be longer than the multipath 

delay spread such that components of one symbol do not interfere with the next symbol [13]. 

The resulting length of the OFDM symbol plus cyclic prefix is N + N. In the receiver, the 

N N 
CP 

Figure 2.2: Appendage of the cyclic prefix 

channel corrupted OFDM symbol has the 	samples of the cyclic extension discarded to leave 
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the N samples of the original symbol. A spectral decomposition of the OFDM symbol into its 

N constituent parts is performed by an N,-point DFT via a serial to parallel conversion. The 

N modulated data symbols are restored to serial order before being passed to a demodulator 

for conversion back to binary data. 

2.1.1 Advantages of OFDM over single-carrier transmission 

The channel equaliser is typically one of, if not the most computationally expensive part of a 

wireless communication receiver. For wireless channels, the bandwidth-delay spread product is 

a measure of the relative amount of frequency selectivity [13]. A channel is generally said to be 

frequency selective if the bandwidth delay spread product exceeds 0.1 [14]. The complexity of 

a time domain equaliser is governed by the number of taps it requires, a large bandwidth delay 

spread product translates into a large number of taps. The large throughput demands of next 

generation systems will require large amounts of bandwidth meaning a correspondingly large 

bandwidth delay spread product. 

OFDM offers a way to manage this complexity; the increase in the symbol duration by a factor 

of N results in a symbol duration that is larger relative to a given delay spread. An oper -

ation which is equivalent to increasing the channel's coherence bandwidth by a factor of N. 

Therefore, with judicious choice of N, the OFDM system can be designed such that flat-fading 

narrowband propagation conditions apply to each sub-carrier which can be easily corrected by 

a complex multiplication [15].  Coupled with the use of the cyclic prefix to combat ISI, OFDM 

is able to deal with large delay spreads without the implementation complexity associated with 

having a long equaliser. It should be noted that the complexity difference between OFDM 

and single-carrier transmission is reduced if a frequency domain equaliser is utilised, however 

the equalisation process will still be twice as complex as that of OFDM due to the frequency 

domain equaliser needing to perform both a DFT and an IDFT [16]. 

There are some disadvantages to using OFDM; the use of a cyclic prefix reduces the data rate 

by a factor of N/(N + OFDM systems are more sensitive to synchronisation errors and 

their signal output has a higher peak to average power ratio (PAPR) than single-carrier systems. 

More information on these degradations can be found in the work by Hanzo et al. [15] and the 

references therein. 
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2.2 Multiple Access Techniques 

Multiple access techniques are used to allow the simultaneous sharing of a finite radio resource 

by multiple users without causing a significant degradation in the performance each user expe-

riences [17]. 

There are several ways in which multiple users may access the channel depending upon how 

the radio resource is partitioned. The three major techniques are treated briefly below: 

In frequency division multiple access (FDMA), the radio bandwidth is divided into smaller 

units (or channels) and each user given one of these channels for the duration of its call. 

. Division of the radio resource into small time units (or time slots) is the basis for time 

division multiple access (TDMA). Each user in a TDMA system occupies the entire band-

width, but is only periodically allowed to use this bandwidth for a duration corresponding 

to the length (or a multiple of the length) of a time slot. 

• Spread spectrum multiple access (SSMA) uses a pseudo noise sequence (also known as 

a spreading code) to increase (or spread) the bandwidth of a signal. Users in an SSMA 

system are separated in the code domain and may exist in the same bandwidth at the 

same time. There are two main types of SSMA techniques, frequency hopped spread 

spectrum (FH-SS) and direct sequence spread spectrum (DS-SS). In FH-SS the carrier 

frequencies of individual users are varied in a pseudo-random fashion within a wideband 

channel [17]. DS-SS systems spread the information signal by multiplying it with a 

larger bandwidth spreading code [18]. DS-SS is also known as direct sequence code 

division multiple access (DS-CDMA). Of the two aforementioned CDMA techniques, 

DS-CDMA is more prevalent in wireless standards and is the spread spectrum multiple 

access technique considered in this thesis. Henceforth the term CDMA will be taken to 

mean DS-CDMA. 

It is also possible to have hybrids of the above techniques, for example FDMATDMA such as 

is used in the GSM standard, or CDMAITDMA as used in some 3G standards. 

8 
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2.2.1 Cellular CDMA 

In a CDMA receiver the despreading operation used to detect a CDMA signal results in an 

increase in the power of the desired signal by a factor proportional to the amount by which the 

bandwidth of the original signal was expanded (i.e. the spreading gain). Spreading gain is what 

gives a CDMA system its robustness against interference. Theoretically, in a single-cell envi-

ronment affected only by additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), and assuming synchronous 

orthogonal codes (or synchronous pseudo-noise codes with an optimal multi-user detector) 

there is no self-interference and the spectral efficiencies for FDMA, TDMA and CDMA are 

equal [18]. 

However in a multi-cell environment the situation is different. A finite radio resource means 

that the same resource must be reused in other cells of a multi-cell system, this process is 

known as frequency reuse. The reuse of resources introduces inter-cell interference. To cope 

with the degradation caused by the inter-cell interference, TDMA and FDMA systems define 

a certain minimum distance, D, at which resources in another cell may be reused; the larger 

the separation, the smaller the inter-cell interference. The separation does come at a price 

though; the spectral efficiency of the multiple access technique is reduced. Herein lies the main 

advantage of CDMA, the robustness to interference afforded by the spreading gain allows the 

CDMA system to operate at much higher interference levels than a non-spread system with the 

very beneficial effect that resources can be reused in every adjacent cell (i.e. a frequency reuse 

factor of 1). The reuse of resources in every cell means that the spectral efficiency of CDMA in 

a cellular environment is higher than that of either TDMA or FDMA which are not interference 

robust. It is for this reason that CDMA techniques are used for 3G systems, and are being 

considered for next generation wireless networks. Further spectral efficiency improvements are 

possible with the use of sectorised antennae, discontinuous transmission to exploit the inactivity 

of users and exploitation of the wider system bandwidth to resolve multiple propagation paths 

with higher accuracy to take advantage of multipath diversity. 

There are some provisos to obtaining this spectral efficiency in CDMA [19,20]: 

Perfect power control is required without which the spectral efficiency can be reduced 

significantly. 

MSs are assigned to communicate with the BS to which they experience the lowest path 

loss, rather than just being assigned to the nearest BS. This means that for MSs with 
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mobility special attention must be paid to hand them off from unsuitable BSs when this 

criteria is not met. Handoff must also be performed for FDMA and TDMA systems, 

however due to the large separation between cell's using the same resource, handoff is 

not as critical an issue as it is for CDMA systems. 

2.2.1.1 Simple capacity analysis for downlink CDMA 

The downlink refers to the direction of data flow from a BS to an MS(s). It is also known as 

the forward link. The information flow in the opposite direction is known as the uplink, or 

reverse link. The two link directions are illustrated in Figure 2.3. The asymmetry of throughput 

(a) The uplink 	 (b) The downlink 

Figure 2.3: Cellular link directions 

requirements (in favour of the downlink) for some of the services envisaged for next generation 

networks suggests that the downlink will be the limiting link in these networks [ 2 1]. For exam-

ple, internet surfing generally requires large amounts of throughput in the downlink to transmit 

downloaded content such as images, media files etc., whereas the uplink carries relatively low 

throughput page requests and protocol acknowledgement messages etc. Thus this thesis focuses 

on the downlink. 

What follows is a simple analysis of the downlink capacity to reveal some of its characteris-

tics. Before proceeding to do so, it is important to clarify the term "capacity" as used in this 

thesis. The capacity in wireless communications systems is normally defined as the sum of 

information bits that can be transmitted by all users in a cell within a certain time period. This 

may be referred to as the "transmission capacity". The transmission capacity is governed by 

the interference conditions, the PHY layer techniques used such as error correction, advanced 

modulation etc. An alternative measure of capacity to the transmission capacity is the maxi-

mum number of users that can be simultaneously accommodated in the cell also with a given 
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quality [22]. The capacity in this sense may be referred to as the "connection capacity". The 

connection capacity assumes that users are given sufficient capabilities to meet the transmis-

sion capacity requirements. The objective thereafter is to maximise the number of users that 

can simultaneously connect and achieve this transmission capacity. Say for example each user 

can achieve a transmission capacity of 100 kbps at a certain bit energy to interference spec-

tral density ratio, Eb/Io, the system design aim with regards to the connection capacity will 

then be to maximise the number of users that can simultaneously achieve this Eb/Io and thus 

transmission capacity. The connection capacity also allows for an accounting of the statistical 

multiplexing gain to be obtained from the silence periods in user's transmissions (e.g. during 

silence periods in speech or when a WWW traffic user is reading a downloaded page). 

In the remainder of the thesis whenever the term capacity is mentioned, it will be taken to mean 

the achievable maximum number users that can connect simultaneously with a given quality, 

i.e. the connection capacity. 

The El/I() for a CDMA user can be expressed as follows: 

Eb 	 W 	P. 	
(2.1) 

in which W is the spreading bandwidth, R is the data rate, P is the power of the u-th user's 

desired signal, 'in  is the in-cell interference power, I is the other-cell interference power and 

N is the noise power. 

The downlink is synchronous and as such orthogonal spreading codes may be used, however 

multipath channels degrade the orthogonality of these codes resulting in in-cell interference. 

An orthogonality factor c describes the loss in orthogonality with a '0' indicating perfect or-

thogonality between codes and a '1' completely non-orthogonal codes. The downlink in-cell 

interference at the u-th user's location may then be expressed as 

'in = 
	

(2.2) 

in which So, is the total received power from the in-cell BS (the 0-th BS) at the u-th user. 

The other-cell interference at each user location can be described in relation to the total in-cell 
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received power via an other-cell interference power to total in-cell received power ratio: 

'out 
Cu = 	 (2.3) 

so,u 

the other-cell interference is then simply 'out = Cu So, u . 

If all U users in the desired cell are assigned the same transmit power, then the total received 

power from the in-cell BS will be: 

	

so,u  = UP. 	 (2.4) 

The in-cell and other-cell interference can then be respectively written as: 

'in = a U Pu 	 (2.5) 

'out = eUP 	 (2.6) 

and the Eb/Io for the u-th user expressed as: 

W 	PU 
Yu = R aUP + eUP + N 	

(2.7) 

For the purpose of this analysis N is assumed to be negligible compared to the interference. 

Further, it is assumed that all users are positioned in the cell in such a way that their gain 

to the BS is the same and they therefore experience the same received power and interference 

conditions making their Eb/Io, other-cell interference to total received power ratio and received 

power values the same: 

P1  = P2 = ... = Pu = P 

to give 
W 	p 

7RaUP+eUP 	
(2.8) 

Equation 2.8 is easily manipulated to give the capacity of the system: 

1 
Ry(c+e) 	

(2.9) 
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Despite the limitations of this capacity analysis, it illustrates some important points about 

CDMA in general and the downlink in particular. Firstly, the capacity depends upon the pro-

cessing gain of the system, as the bandwidth W is increased, the ability to reject interference in-

creases correspondingly, however an increase in spreading bandwidth is limited by the amount 

of expensive radio resource spectrum available. Secondly, the capacity can be improved by 

having a lower required Eb/Io. Finally, the amount of capacity is dependent on the interference 

experienced from inside and outside the cell. For instance a small orthogonality factor means 

less in-cell interference and higher capacity, a corresponding increase in capacity is possible 

with smaller other-cell interference. The CDMA capacity is therefore rather flexible depending 

on the prevailing interference conditions and is said to be interference limited. 

In deriving equation 2.9, some assumptions were made namely that the gain between each user 

and the BSs in the system was the same and that the in-cell BS assigned all its users the same 

transmit power level. In actual fact each user will experience different gains to the BSs in 

the system, resulting in different desired receive power levels and interference powers at each 

user location. Variations caused by different traffic loads in cells will also result in variation 

in the transmit power from each BS. Therefore accounting for all these factors to calculate and 

estimate the capacity of a CDMA system turns out to be a non-trivial task. 

2.3 Spread OFDM Techniques 

Combined OFDM and DS-CDMA transmission systems have recently received significant in-

terest as potential multiple access methods for the next generation of high data rate wireless 

systems. OFDM modulation provides robustness against multipath fading with minimal re-

ceiver complexity, while the CDMA part is used for its multiple access flexibility and ability to 

provide higher capacity over other multiple access techniques [23]. 

There are two main types of combined OFDM/CDMA schemes. One converts the original 

data stream from serial-to-parallel, spreads the converted data using a spreading code and then 

modulates a different subcarrier with the resulting spread data stream [24] (this is similar to a 

normal DS-CDMA system where the spreading operation is performed in the time domain). In 

the second type, the original data stream is spread using a spreading code and then each chip of 

the resulting spread data stream is used to modulate a different subcarrier [5,6](this is equivalent 

to the spreading operation being performed in the frequency domain). These two schemes 
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are commonly known as MC-DS-CDMA and MC-CDMA respectively. A third scheme is 

orthogonal frequency and code division multiplexing (OFCDM) which combines MC-CDMA 

with MC-DS-CDMA to perform spreading in both the frequency and time domains. 

Abeta et al. [25] performed a study of the performance of MC-CDMA and MC-DS-CDMA. 

They concluded that MC-CDMA was superior to MC-DS-CDMA in the downlink due to MC-

CDMA's ability to better take advantage of the channel's frequency diversity. Accordingly, 

in this thesis only MC-CDMA is considered, the combination of MC-DS-CDMA with MC-

CDMA is not examined due to the focus of the thesis being on how the frequency dimension 

can be better utilised. 

The following sub-section treats MC-CDMA in greater depth. 

2.3.1 MC-CDMA 

The structure of a single-user MC-CDMA transmitter is shown in figure 2.4. The data to be 

transmitted is modulated, copied N times (where N is the number of subcarriers and the 

length of the spreading code) and then multiplied by a spreading code C. The resulting spread 

data is then OFDM modulated by performing an Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform (IDFT). 

This whole operation is equivalent to transmitting each chip of the spreading code through a 

different subcarrier. 

Mc 
Da 

Figure 2.4: Single-user MC-CDMA transmitter 

A conventional single-user MC-CDMA receiver is shown in Figure 2.5. Information received 

from the channel is serial-to-parallel converted, demodulated by passing it through a Discrete 

Fourier Transform (DFT) and despread by multiplying each subcarrier by its corresponding 

Lode chip. The .V subcarriers are then combined into one received data estimate using a corn- 
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bining technique. 
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Figure 2.5: MC-CDMA receiver 

Figure 2.6 shows the internal structure of the combiner, which is so called due to its combining 

the frequency domain information into one received data estimate. After the k-th subcarrier 

zl J  

z 2  

.2 	 Received Data 
Estimate 

H I 

Z N c  

Figure 2.6: MC-CDMA combiner 

is multiplied by the corresponding chip of the spreading code, it is multiplied by a combining 

gain, zk, before the individual chips are summed to produce the decision variable for the u-th 

user: 
N 

S' 	 (2.10) 
k=1 

where &k  is the per subcarrier equalised channel coefficient given by 

QkZkrk 	 (2.11) 

here zk is the combining gain and rj is the complex baseband component of the received signal 

after down conversion [23]: 

rk = duhucku + nk 	 (2.12) 
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in which du, h and nk are the transmitted symbol, complex channel gain and noise, respec-

tively, on the k-th subcarrier for the u-th user. U is the number of users belonging to the same 

BS. For the downlink channel h can be assumed to be hk for all users belonging to the same 

BS. 

There are various ways to select the combining gain zk, some of these are briefly covered below. 

More information can be found in the works by Hara [23],  Kaiser [26,27] and the references 

therein. 

• Orthogonality Restoring Combining (ORC) or Zero Forcing: the combining gain is cho-

sen as 
h 

Zk 
= V'12 	

(2.13) 

ORC can completely eliminate the multi-user interference, however this comes at the 

price of an amplification of noise when low-level subcarriers are multiplied by high gains. 

• Maximum Ratio Combining (MRC): the combining gain is given by 

Zk = 
	

(2.14) 

In the case of one user, MRC is able to minimise the BER. However with multiple users 

MRC tends to heighten the loss of orthogonality, rendering it practically unusable. 

• Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE): sets the combining gain as 

Zk 
= hi2  + 1/(bU) 	

(2.15) 

in which 	is the present signal to noise ratio and U the number of users. The MMSE 

criterion limits the size of the combining gain for weak subcarriers, reducing the amount 

of noise amplification. For strong subcarriers the combining gain approaches that of 

ORC, restoring the orthogonality amongst users. For these reasons, the MMSE criterion 

is the preferred combining technique from the class of single-user detectors. 
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2.4 Quality of Service 

2.4.1 Introduction 

The quality of service (Q0S) is a measure of how well a network does its job of transferring 

various kinds of information from a source to its destination. The Q0S a network offers refers 

to a conglomeration of several performance metrics, the most important of these are [28,29]: 

Throughput: is the effective data transfer measured in bits per second. Sharing a network 

lowers the per user realisable throughput. 

Latency: or delay, is the time taken by data to travel from source to destination. 

Residual Bit Error Ratio: is the undetected bit error ratio in the delivered data units. 

Packet loss due to congestion: is the number of packets lost when the source's finite 

length data queue overflows due to the link being congested. 

Availability: is the time a network is available for use, ideally it should be available 100% 

of the time. 

In this thesis BSs are assumed to be available 100% of the time and to have infinite length 

queues; therefore the QoS parameters of most relevance are the throughput, latency and residual 

bit error ratio. 

Different services have different requirements for these parameters. Services may be broadly 

classified as falling into one of two classes [29]: 

• Real-Time (RT) Traffic. Real-time services are those considered to place strict latency 

requirements to transfer data within a certain maximum delay. Due to these strict latency 

requirements, error correction and data retransmission possibilities are limited. Therefore 

the RT application must be able to cope with errors introduced in transmission. 

• Non-Real Time (NRT) Traffic. These have less stringent latency requirements than RT 

traffic, but typically demand error free transmission. The lenient latency requirements 

allow for more robust error recovery mechanisms such as retransmissions. 
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2.4.2 QoS provisioning 

For wireless systems there are a number of ways in which Q0S over the air interface may be 

provided, these approaches have been divided into those that are generic to all wireless systems, 

those particular to multicarrier systems and those particular to CDMA. 

2.4.2.1 Generic QoS provisioning 

Some ways, common to most wireless systems, of providing improved air interface QoS over 

and above that provided by basic receiver algorithms (e.g. modulation, equalisation, channel 

coding, etc.) are: 

• Link Adaptation. This involves adapting some parameter of the wireless system to obtain 

optimum performance in a given temporal channel condition. Parameters that may be 

adapted include the choice of modulation scheme, coding rate and transmit power [30, 

311. 

• Dynamic Channel Allocation. In dynamic channel allocation all resources to be used are 

placed in a common pool and dynamically assigned to users depending on the prevailing 

interference and traffic conditions [31]. 

• Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ). Errors in transmission may be coped with by repeat-

ing the transmission which is done using some ARQ protocol. The retransmission of 

data reduces the error rate at the expense of an increase latency and reduction in overall 

throughput. 

• Scheduling. Wireless scheduling algorithms provide a means to consider the state of the 

current interference and traffic conditions to allocate bandwidth and provide multiplexing 

at the packet level [32). 

2.4.2.2 Q0S provisioning particular to multicarrier systems 

In multicarrier systems some subcarriers may experience significantly deep fades, making com-

munication on these subcarriers very difficult, conversely some subcarriers may experience 

large gains and be able to support larger bit rates. The following techniques for QoS provision-

ing in multicarrier systems take advantage of the different subcarrier gains: 
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. Bit and power loading: here each subcarrier may be allocated a different power and 

number of bits [15,33]. 

. Subcarrier allocation. Rather than waste bandwidth transmitting data on weak subcarri-

ers, in a multi-user scenario it is much better to take advantage of the multi-user diversity 

by dynamically allocating subcarners to users with the aim of giving each user its best 

subcarriers. Since a subcarrier may not be equally faded for all users, then performance 

may be improved [341. 

There are also algorithms that combine the two above steps, i.e. subcarrier allocation followed 

by bit and power loading [35, 36]. 

2.4.2.3 Q0S provisioning particular to CDMA systems 

In CDMA systems the QoS provisioning centres on managing the interference, some techniques 

for doing so are: 

• Multi-user detection seeks to minimise or eliminate the interference coming from the 

same cell [37]. As was shown in the simple capacity analysis presented earlier, this will 

have the effect of increasing the number of users that can access the network with a given 

QoS. 

• Call admission control. If the load is allowed to increase excessively, the QoS of existing 

users may not be guaranteed. Before admitting a new user, admission control must check 

whether the admission of that user will cause the interference situation to deteriorate to 

the extent that the quality of existing calls suffer as a result [38]. 

• Handoff. Chebaro and Godlewski [19] showed that allocating MSs to the nearest BSs 

rather than to those to which they experienced the lowest path loss could result in a factor 

of 4 increase in the interference. As users are mobile, careful design of algorithms that 

handoff from one BS to another can avoid exacerbation of the interference situation. 

2.4.3 QoS provisioning in a layered structure 

It is useful to highlight where the air interface QoS provisioning techniques outlined in section 

2.4.2 fall in relation to the ISO/OS! layer model. This model describes the different layers in 
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a network operating system and is shown in Figure 2.7. In terms of a wireless communication 
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Figure 2.7: The ISO/OS! layer model 

network, the most important parts of this model are those that deal with how the mobile gets 

access to the fixed portion of the network. In wireless communications circles these parts of the 

model are also referred to as the air interface; it is comprised of the physical (PHY), data link 

and network layers. 

The air interface may be redrawn as in Figure 2.8 [39] in which the data link layer has been 

broken down into two further sub-layers; the link access layer and medium access control layer. 

The PHY layer performs transmission of data between MS and BS over the wireless channel. 

Layer 3 

Layer 2 

Layer 1 

Network 

Link access 

Medium Access Control (MAC) 

PHY 

Figure 2.8: The air interface 

The medium access control (MAC) layer coordinates and controls access to the PHY layer. 

The link access control performs functions necessary to set up, maintain and release a logical 

connections. The network layer contains functions to control information flow between nodes 
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(MSs and BSs) in the network. 

The QoS provisioning techniques may now be placed in the air interface structure: 

. Bit and power loading, subcarrier allocation and multi-user detection exist in the PHY 

layer. Typically link adaptation exists in the PHY layer, however in the case of power 

control it may exist in the MAC layer'. 

• Dynamic channel allocation, ARQ and scheduling exist in the MAC layer'. Call ad-

mission control may exist in the MAC or the data link layer depending on what type of 

information it takes in to make its admission decision and the granularity with which an 

admission decision is made e.g. on a call level, portion of call level etc. 

The above illustrates that to properly provide air interface Q0S, the different layers must be 

considered. 

2.5 Resource Metric Estimation 

From the previous section it is seen that Q0S is provided across a variety of layers. This leads 

to a question as to whether a framework can be defined to provide Q0S across layers as the 

layers in the air interface are not completely uncoupled, e.g. a large residual bit error rate at the 

PHY layer means more retransmissions at the MAC layer which may lead to congestion at the 

network layer. 

In particular, a framework is desired that allows the exploitation of the interference limited ca-

pacity to ensure that the diverse QoS requirements of next generation systems are met. Jorgus-

eski et al. [8] broached such a new approach, in the form of the Resource Estimator (RE), 

which takes in inputs such as interference conditions, current system load, traffic requirements 

etc., and uses these inputs along with built in capacity models to assist the RRA algorithms. 

Espinosa et al. [40] then outlined the use of a Resource Estimator and Control mechanism to 

improve resource utilisation by adaptively controlling the real time and non-real time traffic. 

'It should be noted that some of the radio resource functions attributed here to the MAC layer were originally 
placed in the network layer in 30 and previous wireless networks. This corresponded to the functionality being car-
ried out by radio network controllers (RNC) i.e. units that control several BSs. In high speed downlink packet access 
(HSDPA) and next generation networks it has been recognised that the best place for some of this functionality is at 
the BS to allow for faster, more adaptive resource allocation decisions [38]. 
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However, they focused on pure CDMA systems and did not consider how resources could be 

managed across layers in a multicarrier CDMA system. Therefore in this thesis the resource 

estimator is developed into a Resource Metric Estimator (RME) suitable for multicarrier sys-

tems. Figure 2.9 depicts the multicamer RME. Measurements of the interference and radio 
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Figure 2.9: The MC-CDMA resource metric estimator 

channel conditions are taken from MSs, these are passed onto a capacity model that uses them 

to estimate the capacity in conjunction with information on PHY layer capabilities and the 

QoS requirements of any admitted flows. The capacity model's information is used to aid in 

call admission control and in making resource management decisions such as the allocation of 

powers, scheduling of data, dynamic channel allocation and subcarrier assignment. 

2.6 Summary 

This chapter contained a brief review of the principles behind the concepts to be explored in the 

remainder of this thesis. Specifically, the advantages of multicarrier systems over single carrier 

systems were outlined, cellular CDMA and its interference limited capacity was presented and 

a description of quality of service and how to provide it given. 

Multicarner systems are preferred over single carrier systems for the ease with which they deal 

with multipath with relatively smaller implementation complexity. There are distinct advan-

tages to be had by combining multicarrier transmission with CDMA due to the latter's resource 
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efficiency in its ability to reuse the radio resource in every cell. This however requires some 

thought to be put into how quality of service can be maintained whilst maximising the capacity. 

Definitions for quality of service were provided and several ways to provide quality of service 

outlined. It was seen that QoS provisioning must by necessity consider the various layers in the 

air interface. An approach from the literature termed the Resource Estimator to provide QoS 

was described, and subsequently an enhanced version to provide Q0S in MC-CDMA presented. 

The approach taken in the coming chapters will be to first consider QoS provisioning in the 

different layers, namely the PHY and MAC. Thereafter a description of a multicarrier capacity 

model and estimation framework will be presented, the final technical chapter will cover the 

use of the RME with the newly developed Q0S provisioning techniques to achieve a cross-

layer allocation of resources for better Q0S performance. 
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Chapter 3 
PHY-layer Allocation for MC-CDMA 

The objective of this thesis is to explore the use of radio resource metric estimation techniques 

in the management of resource across the PHY and MAC layers. As such, it is necessary 

to investigate methods of using and allocating resources in the different layers. Therefore, 

in this chapter the PHY level allocation of resources - primarily focusing on the frequency 

component - in MC-CDMA systems is investigated. Chapter 4 will deal with the issue of 

allocating resources at the MAC/system level. 

Orthogonal spreading codes can be used in an MC-CDMA system, but in a frequency selective 

channel, the attenuations in subcarriers destroy the orthogonality of the codes [5]. Hence the 

capacity of an MC-CDMA system is limited by multiple access interference (MAT). A multi-

user detector (MUD) can be used to mitigate the effects of MAT. There are number of MUD 

algorithms available, of these the best performance is obtained by using a maximum likelihood 

multi-user detector (ML-MUD) [6]. The disadvantage of the ML-MUD is that its complexity 

grows exponentially with the number of users. To reduce the aforementioned complexity, a 

grouped MC-CDMA scheme was proposed by Kaiser [261 whereby the transmitted signals of 

all the users were sub-divided into a set of smaller groups. Each group was then transmitted on 

a subset of all the subcarriers'. 

In this chapter a linear programming approach is formulated to solve the grouping and subcar-

rier allocation problem. In section 3.1, grouped MC-CDMA is described in more detail and 

the system model presented. Section 3.2 explains how the grouping and subcarrier allocation 

problem is formulated as a linear program (and that it in fact belongs to the subset of linear pro-

grams known as integer linear programs). Two techniques - based on local search and branch 

and bound - to solve the integer linear program are described in section 3.3. In section 3.4, 

simulation results are presented showing the performance of the integer linear programming 

approach with the two solution approaches, these results are compared to those obtained by 

A fact that was not mentioned in the paper by Kaiser is that the presence of distinct groups also allows for an 
additional multi-rate mechanism; allocation of multiple groups to one user. The issue of multi-group allocation will 
be dealt with in further detail in subsequent chapters. 
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two approaches from the literature. The penultimate section presents a complexity comparison 

of these approaches. Conclusions are drawn in the final section. 

3.1 Grouped MC-CDMA and System Model 

3.1.1 Multi-User MC-CDMA Transceivers 

In a frequency selective fading channel, generally all of the subcarriers have different amplitude 

levels and different phase shifts; degrading the orthogonality of the spreading codes. In a 

single-user system, this is of little consequence if the system is designed properly. However 

in a multi-user system, any degradation in the orthogonality of the spreading codes results in 

multiple access interference (MA!), which is where users interfere with each other. 

To mitigate the effects of MA!, a MUD can be used. A MUD uses the channel, timing and 

code information for multiple users to jointly detect each individual user. As mentioned in the 

preamble to this chapter, when it comes to the choice of MUD algorithm, an ML-MUD would 

be ideal in most applications. Unfortunately, because the ML-MUD searches through a set of 

all the possible transmitted sequences, its complexity grows exponentially with the number of 

users. For example if the system had 8 users then the ML-MUD would have to search through 

28 = 256 sequences, if there were 64 users, then there would be 264 = 1.84x10' 9  sequences to 

search through! Clearly the use of the ML-MUD in its conventional form is impractical for a 

large number of users. 

3.1.2 Grouped MC-CDMA 

To reduce the complexity of the ML-MUD 2 , Kaiser [26] suggested a grouped MC-CDMA 

scheme where the transmitted signals of U users are clustered into G groups, resulting in each 

group having a maximum capacity of U/G users. The complexity of the ML-MUD is thus 

reduced from having to search through 2" sequences to searching through only G2 G sequences. 

In his paper, the choice of user grouping and allocation was fixed i.e. the channel/resource 

information was ignored and the same users always went into the same groups which were then 

allocated to the same subcarriers. 

2There are other approaches to multi-user detection, which while being suboptimal, have low complexity and 
provide good performance relative to the NIL-MUD. Examples of these algorithms are the likes of successive and 
parallel interference cancellation [41-44]. 
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In an alternative approach, Al-Susa and Cruickshank [45] developed an adaptive algorithm that 

performed grouping and subcarrier allocation algorithm using a combination of ranking and 

swapping. Henceforth this adaptive algorithm is referred to as the swapping algorithm. This 

algorithm performs the grouping and subcarrier allocation by dividing the procedure into three 

stages: 

Cluster Users: Users are clustered into groups based on how similar their Channel Im-

pulse Responses (CIR) are. 

Ranking: All the subcarriers for each user are ranked according to their frequency domain 

powers (the subcarrier with the highest power for a particular user is ranked first). 

Allocate Subcarriers to Groups: Using the ranking information, allocate subcarriers to 

groups; for each group select the subcarriers that share the highest number of best ranks. 

In case a subcarricr is selected by more than one group, allocate that subcarrier to the 

group with smallest power and assign the other group(s) a subcarrier from those sub-

carriers which have not been selected by any of the other groups. And then, in order to 

further improve the average received power of the overall weakest user, the weakest users 

from the different groups are swapped around, if this produces a better overall weakest 

user, then the new user grouping is kept. The weakest user swapping is terminated when 

no further improvement is achieved. 

Here an adaptive grouped MC-CDMA scheme, for the downlink, is described that takes ad-

vantage of grouping to allow the use of an ML-MUD, but performs grouping and allocation 

adaptively according to some predefined criteria. Figure 3.1 is a diagram of the downlink adap-

tive Grouped MC-CDMA system with ML-MUD. 

At a particular time instance, using criteria and a technique that will be explained later in 

section 3.2, the grouping and allocation algorithm allocates subcarriers to groups resulting in a 

subcarrier grouping vector 

SUBC 9  = [subco, 9 , subc1,9 , .. ., stthcK_I, g], 	g = 0, 1,... G - 1 	(3.1) 

consisting of K components (where K is the length of each group's spreading code). This vec-

tor shows which K subcarriers are assigned to the gth  group. Thus the total number of carriers 

used in the system is N = KG. The individual elements of SUBC 9 ; 
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Figure 3.1: Downlink adaptive grouped MC-CDMA receiver 

subc0 ,9 , subc1,9 , 	subcK_1, 9 , are subcarrier indices chosen, by the grouping and allo- 

cation algorithm, from the set of all possible subcamers SUbCIC,g  C [0, 1, . . . , N - 1]. The 

grouping and allocation algorithm also assigns users to groups, giving a user-to-groups vector 

GRP9  = [grpo,g , grpl,9 , ..., 9rp11 _ 19 ] 	g = 0, 1,... , G - 1 	(3.2) 

which is composed of 	] components (the notation [xl indicates that x is rounded up to the 

nearest integer) and whose elements grpo,g , grpl,g ,... , grp11 _ 19  correspond to user indices 

taken from the set of all possible users, grpj ,g  C [0, 1,. , U - 1]. 

Following the grouping and allocation, the data bits d of each user u in the gth  group - as 

indicated by GRP9  - are spread by a spreading code vector C of length K. The chip streams 

of all users in the gth  group are then added synchronously in the base station to yield the vector 
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S9 ,g=O,1,...,G-1,with 

S9  = 	dC = [s,o, sg,i, ..., Sg,K_11 	 (3.3) 
uEGRP9  

consisting of K components resulting in a diversity of K at the receiver. The output of each 

group is passed to a subcarrier assignment block that simply assigns the elements of S 9  to 

its chosen subcarriers (indicated by SUB C9). After the subcarrier assignment block, the K 

elements for each group are input to an IDFT for OFDM modulation onto K subcarriers. Thus, 

the total number of subcarriers used in the system is N = KG. 

The IDFT output, x(t), can then be expressed as 

G_1 K_1 

x(t) = 	:: s9,kexp(j 27rfSUbCY k01 	t E [0, T] 	 (3.4) 
g=O k=O 

where fSUbCgk  is an element taken from the gth subcarrier to groups assignment vector SUBC9  

and defines the subcarrier frequencies allocated to all the users in the gth group. If T03  and 

T are defined as the duration of one basic OFDM symbol and the duration of the cyclic 

prefix respectively, then the total OFDM symbol duration (i.e. basic OFDM symbol with cyclic 

prefix attached), T, is T = T03  + T. (The cyclic prefix is inserted to prevent Inter Symbol 

Interference - ISI - and Inter Carrier Interference - Id.) The subcarrier frequencies are taken 

from a set of all the subcarriers allowed in the system 

fSubCgk c [Jo, fl, .., 1KG-11 	 (3.5) 

where fo  is the lowest subcarrier frequency, 1KG-1  is the highest subcarrier frequency, and the 

distance between subcarriers is 1/T0; therefore fKG-1 = Jo + (KG - 1)/T03 . 

It is assumed that the signal is transmitted through a frequency selective Rayleigh fading chan-

nel. In addition, the following reasonable assumptions are made: that the system is designed 

such that the duration of the cyclic prefix is greater than the multi-path spread of the chan-

nel and that the channel varies slowly compared to the symbol duration. With the latter two 

assumptions, the received signal has each of its subcarriers being affected by frequency non-

selective, slow Rayleigh fading. It is also assumed that the noise is additive, white and Gaussian 
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(AWGN). The received signal, in analytical form, is therefore given by 

G—i K—i 

r(t) = 	> hU , 5UbC9 s9,kexp(j27rf SU j 9 t) + n(t), 	t E [O,T] 	(3.6) 
g=O k0 

In equation (3.6), hu,subc9 k 	I3u , subc9k e 91c accounts for the overall effects of fading 

(/3usubCgk) and phase shift (e38tcg,k)  for the kth subcarrier, of the desired user u that is in 

the gth group. As the focus is on the downlink, at the desired user all signals from other users 

using the same BS are received over the same channel. 

At the receiver, the signal is spectrally decomposed, using a DFT, into a set of KG subcarriers. 

For analysis purposes only, it is assumed that the receiver has, via some feedback channel, 

perfect knowledge of which group it belongs to and which subcarriers are allocated to that 

group. With this knowledge, the receiver can extract the desired subcarriers from the set of 

all received subcarriers. Therefore, the received signal, R9 , can be written as a vector of K 

components with 

Rg Hg Sg +Ng 	 (3.7) 

where H9  is a diagonal matrix 3  that describes the flat Rayleigh fading on the subcarriers as-

signed to group g. ST  represents the transposed transmitted sequence and N9  is the noise 

vector. 

As mentioned in subsection 3.1.1, an ML-MUD detector is used in the receiver. Denoting 

V,j = 1,... , as the set of all possible transmitted sequences, then the estimate of the 

received signal S9  = V if the Euclidean distance e between the received and all possible 

transmitted sequences is minimised. i.e. 

e = minR - H9VJTI2 	 (3.8) 

The estimate of the data bit of the desired user, d,, can be obtained from S. 

3 lnter-subcarrier interference is caused by the channel characteristics changing during a symbol [46]. The lack 
of inter-subcarrier interference in equation 3.7 follows from the earlier assumption that the channel varies slowly in 
relation to the MC-CDMA symbol duration. 
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3.2 Grouping and Subcarrier Allocation 

3.2.1 Criteria for Grouping and Subcarrier Allocation 

There are several criteria that may be used to execute the grouping and allocation of subcarriers. 

Namely these include 

Global received amplitude. 

Bit Error Rate (BER). 

Quality of Service (QoS) requirements. 

Any combination of the above three. 

Using global received amplitude as a criterion means optimising the grouping and allocation 

such that the received amplitude for all the users in a single cell is as high as possible. The 

idea behind this criterion is that having a high amplitude on the subcarriers will aid in diver-

sity reception of the different received data chips, correspondingly, a low amplitude will hinder 

diversity reception of the transmitted chips. The disadvantage of this criterion is that if not 

explicitly taken into account, those users whose subcarriers are very weak will have little influ-

ence on the allocation and may consequently be allocated the poorest subcarriers. An advantage 

of the global received amplitude as a criterion is that this information is readily available in the 

form of the channel estimates that are used in detecting received user data at the base station 

(this is assuming that the system uses time division duplexing - TDD). 

With BER as a criterion, the grouping and allocation could be performed to minimise the BER 

seen by all the users in a cell. The advantage of BER as a criterion is that, unlike global received 

amplitude, BER is a direct system performance measure. In contrast the relationship between 

BER (and any other system performance measure such as throughput) and global received 

amplitude is not direct and depends on other factors such as the noise level, rate of fading etc. 

The major disadvantage of BER as a criterion is the latency involved in estimating the BER per 

subcarrier; a large amount of time is required to accumulate enough error events to enable the 

BER per subcarrier to be estimated with reasonable accuracy. In fact, to the author's knowledge 

there are as yet no real-time algorithms that provide direct estimates of the BER per subcarrier. 

Q0S requirements may be used on their own, or in conjunction with the above two criteria 

in deciding which users get priority in the grouping and allocation procedure. For example, 
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users that are transmitting real-time data (e.g. video) with higher BERllatency requirements 

would get priority over users transmitting data with lower BERllatency requirements (e.g. file 

transfer). Similarly, operators could decide to give users who pay a price premium priority over 

users that opt only for a basic service. 

In this chapter, due to the ready availability of estimates, only the global received amplitude 

is used as a criterion for grouping and allocation. The combination of QoS requirements and 

global received amplitude is left as an item for subsequent chapters. 

3.2.2 Maximisation of Global Received Amplitude 

As has been stated in the previous section, the aim in performing the grouping and allocation 

is to maximise the global received amplitude in a single cell. With reference to equation (3.6), 

this is equivalent to 
G-1 U—i GK—! 

maximise 	 I3U,3UbC9,k 	 (3.9) 
g=O u=O k=O 

Note that in equation (3.9) the bounds of the last two summations have been modified to indicate 

that in performing the maximisation users are to be selected from the whole set of available 

users, whilst subcarriers are to be selected from the whole set of available subcarriers. Herein 

lies the problem, in its present form it is difficult to apply any optimisation technique to equation 

(3.9) as it does not allow the specification of items like how many users are allowed in a group 

and how many subcarriers are to be allocated to a group. 

To assist in converting equation (3.9) into a more optimisable format, a sharing factor is intro-

duced 

Pu,g,k E [0, 1] 	 (3.10) 

If Pu,g,k = 1, this indicates that the uth user in the gth group is assigned to the kth subcarrier. 

Conversely, if Pu,g.k = 0, this indicates that the uth user in the gth group is not assigned to the 

kth subcarrier. 

If the sharing factor is added to the maximisation problem of equation (3.9), the following 

modified maximisation problem is obtained 

C—I U—i GK-1 

maximise 	E I3u 1 3ubC9 ,Pu,g,k 	 (3.11) 
g=O u=O k=O 
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If equation (3.11) is to be used as the objective function in performing a maximisation, then 

examination of this equation reveals that such an objective function will have UG2 K elements. 

(Recall that U = Total Number of Users in the system, C = Total Number of Groups and K 

= Number of Subcarriers per Group.) In addition to equation (3.11), constraints will also be 

needed to 

Ensure only a certain number of subcarriers are allocated to each group 

Ensure only a certain number of users can be allocated to each group 

Restrict the allocation of subcarriers to one group only. Otherwise, it is possible that a 

potential allocation would seek to assign subcarriers to more than one group, meaning 

that users in those groups would cease to be orthogonal and hence interfere heavily with 

each other. 

It is possible to reduce the number of elements in the maximisation problem by cognisance of 

the fact that it is not necessary to explicitly take the groups into account. Instead the problem 

can be redefined such that if a user shares more than one subcarrier with another user, then it 

must share all its other subcarriers with that user. In this way the grouping will be inherent in 

the result i.e. users assigned the same subcarriers must be in the same group. Thus, if the groups 

information is dropped from equation (3.11) and the new notation 0u,k  is adopted to indicate 

the amplitude of the kth subcarrier belonging to the uth user, and Pu,k  to indicate the allocation 

of the kth subcarrier to the uth user, then the following smaller maximisation problem results 

U-I GK-1 

maximise 	j /3u.,kPu,k 	 (3.12) 
u=O k=O 

The objective function from the maximisation problem in equation (3.12) has a reduced number 

of elements; UGK compared to UG2 K in the original equation (3.11). 

An example is introduced to illustrate this principle. In this example a system with U = 4, 

G = 2 and K = 2 is assumed. Figure 3.2(a) shows a conceptual matrix diagram of the 

objective function in equation (3.11). The rows represent subcarriers, the columns users, the 

left half of the matrix represents those users assigned to Group 0 and the right half those users 

assigned to Group 1. A '1' in any position of the matrix indicates that the user on that column 

is assigned to the subcarner on that row. An empty position in the matrix is equivalent to a 

0' and indicates no assignment; the actual zeroes are omitted in the interests of clarity. Figure 
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3.2(a) shows that users uO and ul are grouped into Group 0 and allocated subcarriers sO and 83. 

Correspondingly. users u2 and u3 are grouped into Group 1 and allocated subcarriers si and 

s2. If the objective function is now modified to that in equation (3.12), then this is equivalent 

to merging both halves of the matrix diagram of Figure 3.2(a), to result in the smaller matrix 

diagram of Figure 3.2(b). As can be seen from Figure 3.2(b), unlike in Figure 3.2(a), the 

grouping of users is not explicitly defined in the matrix structure, but can still be extracted by 

noting that those users that share the same subcarriers are in the same group. 

(a) Allocation with explicit grouping 
	

(b) Allocation with no explicit 
groups 

Figure 3.2: An example of the two grouping and allocation methods 

With equation (3.12), the following constraints can now be added to the maximisation problem 

GK —1 

Pu,k = Number of Subearriers Allowed per User 

Vu E [0,1,...,U-1] 	 (3.13) 

Pu,k < Number of Users Allowed per Group 

Vke[O,1.....GK-1] 	 (3.14) 

U—i 	 U—i 

V Pu,k Pu,k' 	A (Pu,k Puk') 
u=O 	 u=O 

VkE[O,1,...,GK-1] 

Vk' c [0,1,... ,GK —1], k' 	k 	(3.15) 
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Equation (3.13) limits the number of subcarriers allocated to a user, while equation (3.14) 

limits the total number of users allocated to a group. Equation (3.15) results in a set of logical 

constraints that serve to ensure that subcamers can only be allocated to one group, the notation 

is used to indicate the logical OR-ing of a particular sequence of terms x, V n E [0, 1,... , N]: 

V XnXoVX1VX2V ... VxN 

Similarly, 

indicates the logical AND-ing of a sequence of terms x 7 , V n e [0, 1,... ,N]: 

N 

Equation (3.15) takes special advantage of the structure of the grouping and allocation matrix 

introduced in Figure 3.2(b). Thus, it is perhaps not intuitive to see how this equation limits the 

allocation of subcarriers to one group. This is explained with the aid of the example in Figure 

3.3 which shows an infeasible grouping. To understand why it is infeasible recall that a group 

is defined as a collection of subcarriers. In the figure there are 2 groups to which a maximum of 

2 subcarriers may be allocated. From the grouping shown it can be seen that user U2 by virtue 

of its subcarrier allocation belongs to both group GO and Cl. The constraint of equation (3.15) 

should be able to identify such an infeasible allocation. To begin with an examination is made 

of how the constraint deals with subcarriers SO and Si. The first half of the constraint is used 

to identify whether or not the allocation of two subcarriers is different, and in the case of SO 

and Si would evaluate to 

(po ,o po , i ) v(pi , o p i , i ) v(p2 ,o ep2 , i ) 	 (3.16) 

The XOR condition is used to test if the two input values to the XOR are different, if they are 
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then the result will be TRUE. It is easy to see that if the required values for Pu,k  (from Figure 

3.3) are put in, then the whole expression in equation (3.16) will evaluate as TRUE i.e. some of 

the elements in the allocation of SO and Si differ. As they differ, the next part of the constraint 

is to ensure that in the allocation of SO and Si, the subcarriers are not allocated to the same 

users. The NAND condition's two inputs can take on any logic values apart from both being 

'1', i.e. it makes sure that both subcarriers are not assigned to the same users. In the case of 

SO and Si this would mean that P1,0  and P1,1  cannot both be '1'. The current solution would 

have to be discarded and another solution found. (A feasible allocation would for example be 

U2 being allocated to S2 instead of Si.) 

To summarise the two parts of the constraint: 

if (a user is assigned to subcarrier k and not subcarrier k') 

then, 

make sure that none of the users assigned to subcarrier k are at the same 

time assigned to subcarrier k' 

Applying the constraint to the case of subcarriers Si and 82, it can be seen that the first part of 

the constraint will evaluate to being FALSE as all the users assigned to subcarrier Si are also 

assigned to subcarrier S2. 

UO UI U2 

so 
Go 

Si 

S2 

GI 

S3 

Figure 3.3: Example of bad grouping 

The maximisation problem may now be stated as shown in equation (3.17). It is possible to 

convert the last set of logical constraints of this equation into a linear form. If this is done, 

then the optimisation problem of equation (3.17) is recognisable as a multi-dimensional (i.e. 

it is seeking to maximise both user grouping and subcarrier allocation) linear combinatorial 

optimisation problem that may be solved using integer linear programming techniques. Unfor -

tunately, when the logical constraints are expanded, they result in such a large number of linear 

constraints that the maximisation becomes too complex to solve in real time. 
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U-i OK-i 

	

maximise 	 /3u ,k gOu ,k 

u=O k=O 

GK-1 

subject to E Pu,k = Number of Subcarriers Allowed per User 

VuE[0,1,...,U-1] 

U-i 

	

Pu,k 	Number of Users Allowed per Group 

VkE[0,1,...,GK-1] 

U-i 	 U-i 

	

V Pu,k Puk' 	' A (Pu,k Puk') 

Vke[0,1,...,GK-1] 

Vk'e[O,l,...,GK—l], k'k 

	

Pu,k 	E 	[0,1] 	 (3.17) 

3.2.3 Sub-optimal Approach to the Maximisation 

To reduce the complexity of the maximisation algorithm, a sub-optimal approach is inves-

tigated. In particular, the goal is to change the maximisation problem from being a multi-

dimensional one to a one-dimensional problem. This is done by dividing the problem into two 

steps. 

3.2.3.1 Group subcarriers 

In the first step, subcarriers are grouped together resulting in the Subcarrier to Groups vector 

SUBC 9  that was introduced in equation (3.1). A simple random assignment of subcarriers to 

groups is performed. 
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3.2.3.2 Assign users to groups 

With the subcarriers grouped, the second step is to allocate the users to these subcarriers (and 

hence to groups) by solving the one-dimensional optimisation problem in equation 3.18. 

The purpose of the third constraint in equation (3.18) is to ensure that the subcarriers from step 

1 of the algorithm are always grouped together. Essentially this constraint says that if a user u 

is to be assigned a subcarrier that is in a group SUBC 9 , then that assignment can only proceed 

if the user is assigned to all the subcarriers in SUBC g . This constraint makes use of slack 

variables bk+GK  that can only take the integer values 0 or 1. In this form, the optimisation 

problem in equation (3.18) results in a much smaller number of constraints than that for the 

optimisation problem in equation (3.17). 

U-i GK—i 

	

maximise 	E E I3u,kPu,k 
u=O k=O 

GK-1 

	

subject to: 	II Pu,k 	= Number of Subcarriers Allowed per User 

VUE[O,1,...,U-11 

	

Pu,k 	Max. Number of Users Allowed per Group 

Vke[O,1,...,GK-1] 

Pu,k = (1 - bk+GK) Max. Number of Users Allowed per Group 
kESUBC 9  

Vu[0,1,...,U-1] 

Vge[O,1,...,G-1] 

Pu,k E [0, 1] 

	

bk+uGK 	E [0, 1] 
	

(3.18) 

The optimisation in equation (3.18) is a linear program. More specifically, because the variables 

are limited to take on the integer values of 0 or I, it is of the subset of linear programs known 

as integer linear programs. Some algorithms to solve this integer linear program are explained 

in the next section. 
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3.3 Solving the Integer Linear Program 

Before explaining the methods used to solve integer linear programs, it is useful to highlight 

the difference between a linear and an integer linear program. Linear programming, or equiva-

lently linear optimisation, consists in trying to find the optimal value of a linear function with 

a certain number of variables, given a set of linear constraints on these variables. Integer linear 

programming consists of finding the optimal value of a linear function with a certain number 

of variables, given integer and linear constraints on these variables. 

Integer linear programs belong to the class of ArP-complete  problems [47]. An ,VP-complete 

problem is one for which no polynomial-time algorithm exists; that is any algorithm that cor-

rectly solves an .iV7'-complete problem will, in the worst case, require an exponential amount 

of time. This often leads to computation times that are too high to be useful [47,48]. The prac-

tical significance of a problem being .iVP-complete is that attention can be focused away from 

developing algorithms that always find an exact solution, to alternative algorithms that give 

good solutions in a practical time frame. This section focuses on such alternative algorithms. 

There are a variety of techniques that may be used to solve integer linear programs, these 

techniques may be divided into two broad categories of being either general purpose algorithms, 

or special purpose algorithms. 

General purpose algorithms are the likes of [47,49] 

total enumeration 

and, branch and bound. 

The main advantage of general purpose algorithms is that they are fairly generic in nature and 

thus applicable to a wide set of problems with little, or no modification. Their main disad-

vantage lies in their generality in that for many types of problems they are computationally 

intensive. 

Some examples of special purpose algorithms are [47,49] 

dual ascent 

and, local search. 
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Special purpose algorithms usually outperform general purpose algorithms in terms of compu-

tational time. Their disadvantage is that they are not generic, and in order to make savings in 

computational time, careful design needs to be done to fit each special purpose algorithm to a 

particular problem. 

One algorithm from each of the aforementioned categories is selected to solve the integer pro-

gram of equation (3.18). From the category of general purpose algorithms, the branch and 

bound algorithm is selected. From the category of special purpose algorithms the local search 

algorithm is selected. The key features of these two algorithms are highlighted in the following 

sub-sections. 

3.3.1 Branch and Bound 

3.3.1.1 Introduction to Branch and Bound 

In the integer program of equation (3.18), each variable can take on only one of two values, 

either a '0' or a '1'. Hence one technique to solve this integer program would be simply to 

enumerate all these possibilities, working out the objective function for each and then selecting 

the solution with the highest value. This approach is feasible for problems with a small number 

of variables, for example if there are 5 variables there needs to be an enumeration of 2 5 = 32 

possibilities, however if the problem has anything over approximately 25 variables then the 

enumeration technique becomes computationally impractical, for example with 100 variables 

there are in the region of 2 100  = 1030  possibilities. 

Branch and Bound is a general purpose linear programming based tree search that system-

atically enumerates feasible solutions such that the optimal integer solution is found without 

having to enumerate all the possible solutions [49]. In the branch and bound approach, nodes 

of a search tree are examined, if at any node the algorithm can show that the optimal solution 

cannot occur at any of its descendants, then the tree can be pruned at that node. 

How does the Branch and Bound technique determine whether or not the optimal solution can 

exist in the descendants of a node? Starting from the root node, the integrality requirement 

on all the variables is relaxed and they are allowed to take on values in the range of 0 to 1. 

With the integrality requirements relaxed, the integer program now becomes a straightforward 

linear program. The linear program may then be solved using any of the conventional linear 

programming algorithms such as the simplex algorithm. Solving the linear program will result 
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in a set of values that the variables should have so as to give an optimal solution to the relaxed 

problem. The values that these variables have will often be non-integer and therefore the branch 

and bound algorithm now seeks to add tighter bounds to the problem to force those variables 

with non-integer values to take on integer values. Tighter bounds are achieved by solving the 

problem with minimal relaxation. (The tightest bound is achieved when the problem is solved 

with no relaxation at all i.e. all the integer constraints are restored.) To tighten the bound at a 

node, a variable with a non-integer value is selected and forced to take on integer parts. As the 

branch and bound algorithm is unable to tell which integer value the variable must have to give 

an optimal solution, it examines all the possible integer values that variable can take. In the 

case of an integer program with '0' or '1' values, this will result in the root node branching into 

two descendant nodes, the left descendant with the constraint that the variable takes a '0' value 

and the right descendant with the constraint that the variable takes a '1' value. Without any 

loss of generality from this point onwards the explanation of the Branch and Bound algorithm 

is restricted to the case where the variables can only take on 4 0' or 'I' values. 

Using a linear programming algorithm such as the simplex algorithm [50], the relaxed integer 

program at each of the two descendant nodes is solved and two solutions obtained (which may, 

or may not, have variables that are all integers). The descendant node with the lowest solution is 

pruned i.e. it is not considered any more in the branch and bound process. The rationale behind 

the pruning of descendant nodes with the smallest solution is as follows. The solution at the 

parent node had a larger feasible region; by adding integer constraints (of either '0' or'!') at the 

descendant nodes, the branch and bound algorithm is in effect decreasing the feasible region. 

The feasible region may be equated to a space in which solutions are searched for. A smaller 

feasible region means there is less space from which a solution may be obtained. The linear 

programming algorithm employed to solve the relaxed integer program at each node guarantees 

to find the optimal solution (if that optimal solution exists) within a certain search space. If the 

solution at the parent node was optimal in that search space, then making the search space 

smaller means the resulting optimal value can only - at best - be equal to the value before the 

search space was reduced. In the worst case, by making the search space smaller, the original 

solution is excluded leaving behind a solution that has a smaller optimal value than which was 

obtained before the search space was reduced. This concept is illustrated in Figure 3.4. 

The original search space is the grey shaded area shown in Figure 3.4(a), the optimum point 

in this search space is found - using a linear programming technique - to be located at P. If a 
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(a) Original search 	(b) Search space with con- 	(c) Search space with con- 
space 	 straint x = 0' 	 straint x = '1' 

Figure 3.4: Adding constraints to a search space 

constraint x= '0', is added, then this is tantamount to reducing the size of the search space as 

shown in Figure 3.4(b). Adding x= '0' however does not affect the best solution; it remains at 

P. If instead of x= '0' a constraint x= ']' is added as shown in Figure 3.4(c), then this means 

that the optimum point P would be excluded from the new search space. The optimum point of 

the reduced search space of Figure 3.4(c) is found to be at Q. Looking back to Figure 3.4(a), 

points P and Q were both in the original search space, but P was found to be the optimum point 

i.e. P was better than Q. Therefore, regardless of how the original search space is partitioned 

(by adding constraints), no point will be better than that found at P. 

To sum up the above, the solutions (with tightened bounds) obtained from the descendant nodes 

can never be better than that of the parent node because additional constraints (in the form of 

integer constraints) are imposed on the problem reducing the problem's feasible region. As 

such nodes cannot give rise to better integer solutions, there is no need to consider them; they 

are pruned. 

This branching process can be carried out recursively; each of the descendant nodes results in 

two additional nodes. Eventually after enough bounds are placed on the variables, a solution to 

the relaxed integer program whose variables are all integers with '0' or '1' values is obtained. 

The value of the best integer solution found so far is retained. If there are no other nodes to 

examine then this is the optimal solution to the integer program. 
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3.3.1.2 Specialised Branch and Bound solution to the Integer Program 

Some specialised heuristics are introduced to the generic Branch and Bound technique pre-

sented in the preceding section. These specialisations aim to minimise the time required by the 

technique to converge to a good solution, and are as follows: 

Active node selection: To select which node is selected for processing next, the node with 

the highest bound is always selected; this search heuristic is also known as a 'best-first' 

search. Another example of an active node selection rule - that is not used here - is a 

'depth-first' search. In a 'depth-first' search one path of the tree is descended as far as 

possible until a solution is found, this solution is then used as a bound. The algorithm 

then continues descending the remaining paths and storing their solutions. When all the 

paths have been evaluated, the path with the best solution is selected. 

Branching variable selection: To choose branching variables, the variable whose value in 

the solution is furthest from being integral is always selected. The direction of processing 

is always the left branch (which - as explained in the introduction to this section - is that 

branch with the value '0'). 

Branch pruning rule: A GMC-CDMA feasible solution is defined as one in which sub-

carriers exist in only one group and all the constraints about users/subcarriers per group 

are met. Then, as an addition to pruning branches based on their bounds, those branches 

that result in a GMC-CDMA feasible solution are pruned regardless of whether or not all 

the slack variables are integers. (For a GMC-CDMA feasible solution it is not necessary 

for the slack variables, bk+GK,  to be integers so long as the main constraints are met 

and the main variables, Pu,k'  take on integer values). 

In Figure 3.5, an example is provided to illustrate the operation of the specialised branch and 

bound algorithm. At the root of the tree all the integer constraints are relaxed. The resulting 

linear program is solved, using the simplex algorithm (this is an algorithm that is used to solve 

linear programs [50]), to give a solution with a value of 71 that is not GMC-CDMA feasible. 

The first branching variable P0,0  is selected and the relaxed linear program at the left node, 

Node 1, is solved (using the simplex algorithm) with the constriction that P00 = 0. This 

results in a non-GMC-CDMA feasible solution with a value of 50. The linear program at the 

right branch, Node 2, is solved with the constriction that Po,o = 1, this results in a solution 

with a value of 60 that is also not GMC-CDMA feasible. Due to Node 2 having a value greater 
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than that of Node 1, the branch po,o = 0 is pruned i.e. it is not necessary to examine the 

descendants of Node 1. The next branching variable, P21,  is selected as that which is furthest 

from being integral. A similar procedure to that outlined for Node 1 and Node 2 is followed 

resulting in Node 3 that has a non-GMC-CDMA solution with a value of 54 and Node 4 with 

a GMC-CDMA feasible solution with a value of 55. Node 4 has a higher bound than Node 3, 

therefore Node 4 is taken as the final solution. 

Nod. 0 

Not GMC-CDMA 

Solution = 7 

QO -o 	 P0)  I 

Nod. I 	 Nod, 2 

	

Not OMC-CDMA 	 Not GMC-CDMA 

	

Solution = 50 	 Solution = 60 

	

0 	 I 	I 

	

Nock 3 	 Nod. 4 

Not GMC-CDMA 	 GMC-COMA 

Solution = 54 	 Solution-55 

Figure 3.5: Example of specialised Branch and Bound 

3.3.2 Local Search 

3.3.2.1 Introduction to Local Search 

Local search is based on what is probably the oldest optimisation technique - that of trial and 

error. Local search starts from an initial solution and iteratively tries to replace the current solu-

tion, s, with a better solution from an appropriately defined neighbourhood, .,V(s) of the current 

solution [47,48]. So long as an improved solution exists, it is adopted and the neighbourhood 

search is repeated from the new solution. When a local optimum is reached, the algorithm 

stops. 

The general local search algorithm is as shown in algorithm 1. 

Algorithm I The general local search algorithm 

— Generate_Initial_Solution() 
while (improvement still occurs) do 

s 4-  Improve(.iV(s)) 
end while 

To apply this algorithm to a problem a number of choices have to be made. Firstly, how is an 
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initial decision made? Secondly, what neighbourhood is to be used? A small neighbourhood 

might be quick to search, but this may come at the expense of providing poorer local optima 

than if a larger neighbourhood were used. Thirdly, how is the neighbourhood to be explored? 

One option is to take the first solution that results in an improvement, another is to exhaustively 

search the neighbourhood and take the solution with the best value. Very little theory is avail-

able as a guide, so these choices are usually made on the basis of empirical evidence [47]. The 

performance of local search on combinatorial optimisation problems depends highly on these 

choices and can be quite poor due to the tendency of the algorithm to get stuck in local optima 

of the neighbourhood space [48].  Modifications of the basic local search therefore primarily 

focus on the addition of mechanisms, such as annealing, indexing etc., that allow the search 

algorithm to escape from local optima. Because the stopping condition is then more complex 

than reaching a local optima, an additional termination condition is usually required. 

Within the wireless communications arena, local search algorithms and their derivatives have 

mainly been applied to the channel assignment problem in radio network planning [51-54], 

they have also been applied to perform access point placement for wireless LANs [55] and to 

perform dynamic channel allocation for satellite systems [561. 

3.3.2.2 Mixed Probabilistic-Greedy Local Search 

In this section, a local search algorithm is presented that uses a mixed probabilistic-greedy 

scheme to navigate the neighbourhood space and hence avoid getting trapped in a local opti-

mum. The objective function of this algorithm is as highlighted in equation 3.18, that is to 

maximise the total subcarrier amplitude subject to constraints on how many users can be in one 

group. Greedy algorithms have found applicability as solution approaches for a wide range 

of problems e.g. multi-user detection [57], contention-resolution protocols [58],  image pro-

cessing [59] etc. With regards to their use in multicarrier systems, Kivanc et al. [36] proposed 

a greedy descent algorithm for an orthogonal frequency division multiple access system (i.e. 

OFDMA - a combination of OFDM and FDMA) that used each user's rate requirements and 

average channel gains to decide the number of subcarriers to assign to a user. Kim et al. [60] 

proposed a greedy algorithm for the OFDMA uplink that used marginal rate functions to allo-

cate subcarriers. 

The neighbourhood space for the mixed probabilistic-greedy local search algorithm is defined 

as follows, firstly a group is selected at random, the neighbourhood space is then that set of 
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users not allocated to this group. Using the notation of the user-to-groups vector from equation 

(3.2), the neighbourhood space can be expressed as 

j\f(s) = GRP9  

V {ge[O,1,...,G-1] Ig} 	 (3.19) 

This is potentially a large neighbourhood space, but in a real wireless system the actual number 

of users that are active at any one time, for any one base station, is normally in the order of tens 

of users. 

The structure for the mixed probabilistic-greedy algorithm is shown as algorithm 2; the same 

notation that was used in earlier portions of this chapter is adopted. As the algorithm func-

tions by exchanging users between groups, the concept of a source group and a target group is 

applied. The target group, , is the group on which the algorithm attempts to perform a neigh-

bourhood search at any one point. The source group, j, is a group from the neighbourhood 

space of the target group and is the group from which the algorithm has decided a (source) user, 

ft, should be drawn from and placed into the target group in place of (or in addition to) the 

target user, ü. 

The algorithm begins with an initialisation phase whereby the subcarrier-to-groups and user-to-

groups vectors, SUBC9  and GRP9  respectively, are randomly initialised. This initialisation is 

done in such a manner so as to ensure that the constraints of equation (3.2) are observed to give 

a feasible initial solution. The total allocated subcarrier amplitude, 0max,  is then calculated 

with this initial solution. 

The target group is then selected randomly from the set of all groups. With a target group 

the neighbourhood space, V(s), can then be explored. Two strategies are used to explore the 

neighbourhood space, the first is an exhaustive greedy search that finds the user whose subcarri-

ers have the largest total amplitude in the current group. The second exploration strategy is one 

where the user is selected from the neighbourhood space randomly. This random strategy copes 

with local minima by introducing perturbations in the neighbourhood space. The decision as to 

which of the two exploration strategies is used is decided probabilistically. The probability of 

the exhaustive greedy search being used is given by Pb,,t  and that of the random perturbation 

is 1 - Pb5t. 
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Algorithm 2 The mixed probabilistic-greedy local search algorithm 

% Initialisation 
SUBG9  Random() % Generate random subcarrier to groups allocation 
GRP9  Random() % Perform initial randon user to groups allocation 

I3max - CalculateTotalAmplitude(SUBC 9 , GRP9 , 3) 
4--  PickRandom([O, 1,... , C - 1]) 

iternoimprov i- 0 

while (iterno_improv < maxiternomprov) do 
% Explore the neighbourhood space 
if (UniformRandomNo.() < 	then 

for (1V(s)) do 
% Best exhaustive search (greedy) 
u. Tj = IdentifyUserWithBestAmplitude() 

end for 
else 

% Random selection 
= PickRandom(.N'(s)) 

end if 

% Update the new solution and recalculate the objective function 
ü 4- PickRandom(CRP) % Pick user from target group 
UpdateUserGroupingVector(GRP9 ,new , U, ', U, ) 
I3new - CalculateTotalAmplitude(SUBC g , GRP9 , new , /3) 

% Accept or reject the new solution, update iteration counter correspondingly 
if (/3new > 13) then 

CR1'9  CRP9 , new  

iterno_improv - 0 

/3max 4-  /3new 
else 

iternoimprov i-  iter_no_improv + 
end if 

end while 
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After a source user and group have been selected, the algorithm then updates the subcarrier-to-

groups and user-to-groups allocation vectors, in effect temporarily exchanging the target user 

in the target group with the source user in the source group. The total new allocated subcarrier 

amplitude, Iinew,  for this allocation is calculated and if it is found to be higher than the previous 

value, 3max'  then the new solution is accepted. Acceptance of a new solution means that 

a counter of the number of iterations without improvement is reset. Rejection of a solution 

implies this counter is incremented. The algorithm is deemed to have reached a good solution 

when the number of iterations without an improvement exceeds some predefined threshold. 

From the above description there are two thresholds that must be set, the probability of a greedy 

search being used and the maximum number of iterations without an improvement. The choice 

of what value to use for these thresholds is a trade-off between computational time and the 

quality of the resulting solution. A large number of iterations means that a better solution may 

be found, but this is obviously at the expense of computational time. With regards to the Pbesj 

threshold, a high value may mean that only poor solutions are found in a given time as the 

algorithm may get trapped in a local optima. As mentioned in section 3.3.2.1, there is very 

little theory on how to select such parameters, therefore an empirical approach is followed 

whereby the computational time and resulting solutions for a number of channel instances are 

evaluated. The combination of the two thresholds is chosen such that a good compromise - 

between computational time and resultant solution - is achieved. For the channel types used 

in section 3.4 the values so chosen were Pbes t = 0.25 with a maximum number of iterations 

without a solution of 200. 

3.4 Simulation Parameters and Results 

3.4.1 Simulation Parameters 

Table 3.1 outlines the parameters used in the simulation. 

The two channel types used in the simulation are as shown in Figures 3.6 and 3.7. The two 

channels are modified versions (to take into account the smaller number of subcarriers used in 

the simulations) of the exponential models used by Maeda et al [61]. Channel 1 is a six tap 

exponential channel with a maximum delay spread of 15 samples and an RMS delay spread of 

4.2903 samples. If a channel bandwidth of 20 MHz is used, this corresponds to a maximum 

delay spread of 0.75 ps and an RMS delay spread of 0.215 vs. Channel 2 is a twelve tap 
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Parameter Value 

Total Number of Users, U 64 

Number of Groups, G 8 

Number of Subcarriers per Group, K 8 

Total Number of Subcarriers 64 

Channel Models 6 and 12-tap exponential 

Spreading Code Type Walsh-Hadamard 

Modulation Type BPSK 

Table 3.1: Simulation Parameters 

exponential channel with a maximum delay spread of 11 samples and an RMS delay spread of 

3.2944 samples. Again, with a channel bandwidth of 20 MHz, this corresponds to a maximum 

delay spread of 0.55 tts and an RMS delay spread of 0.165 Ps. Such delay spreads are typical 

of microcells. 
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Figure 3.6: Channel type I 

It is assumed that the length of the cyclic prefix used in the system is long enough such that there 

is no inter-symbol interference (with the channel types simulated this condition is met with a 

cyclic prefix length of 16). This assumption allows the whole simulation to be performed in the 

frequency domain, thus saving simulation time. 
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Figure 3.7; Channel type 2 

3.4.2 Simulated policies 

Four grouping/allocation policies are simulated. Firstly, a fixed allocation as described in the 

preamble to this chapter. 

The second grouping/allocation policy simulated is the swapping algorithm of [45] in which 

they aim to maximise global received power. The operation of this algorithm was explained in 

section 3.1.2. 

The third policy simulated is the proposed linear programming algorithm with subcarriers as-

signed randomly to groups and the linear program solved by using the specialised Branch and 

Bound algorithm of section 3.3.1. This policy is referred to as the Branch and Bound algorithm 

(LP-BaridB). 

The final policy is the proposed linear programming algorithm with subcarriers assigned ran-

domly to groups and the linear program solved by using the mixed probabilistic-greedy local 

search algorithm of section 3.3.2. This policy is referred to as the Local Search algorithm 

(LP-LSearch). 
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3.4.3 Effect of algorithms on subcarrier amplitudes 

In this section an investigation is made of the effect of the different grouping/allocation poli-

cies on the user's subcarrier amplitudes. This investigation is performed for the two channels 

of section 3.4.1 and is done by executing the grouping and allocation algorithms on multiple 

realisations of the channel in question (500 realisations are used throughout this section). 

3.4.3.1 Channel 1 

Figure 3.8 shows a plot of the CDF of the subcarrier amplitudes. It can be seen that the group-

ing/allocation algorithm that results in the largest mean subcarrier amplitude is the Local Search 

algorithm, followed by the Branch and Bound algorithm, with the Swapping and Fixed alloca-

tion algorithms coming last with very similar means. The actual values are as shown in Table 

3.2 below. 

Grouping/Allocation algorithm Mean Subcarrier Amplitude 

Fixed Allocation 1.4111 

Swapping Algorithm 1.4322 

Proposed LP, Branch and Bound 1.5310 

Proposed LP, Local Search 1.6816 

Table 3.2: Average subcarrier amplitudes for the different algorithms, channel 1. 

The poor performance of the fixed allocation with respect to the other algorithms is hardly 

surprising as it makes no attempt to optimise the assignment of users to subcarriers. 

What is surprising though is the relatively small gain from using the Swapping Algorithm. 

This discrepancy is due to an underlying unfairness inherent to the Swapping algorithm. As 

was explained in section 3.1.2, the first step of the Swapping algorithm is to cluster users into 

groups depending upon how similar their channel impulse responses are. Similar channel im-

pulse responses translate into similar frequency domain transfer functions, thus this clustering 

is equivalent to users being grouped according to how similar their frequency domain transfer 

functions are. This means that the diversity in a group will be reduced with users sharing the 

same set of good subcarriers and equally the same set of bad subcarriers. This on its own does 

not necessarily have to lead to a poor allocation, however in the allocation of subcarriers to 

groups, the algorithm arbitrates between those users that select the same subcarrier by assign-

ing such a subcarrier to the group with the lowest power. The problem then comes in that the 
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other groups that selected this subcarrier are assigned subcarriers from the set of subcarriers 

that are not selected by other groups. By virtue of these subcamers not being selected by other 

groups, they are likely to be of poor quality, furthermore, due to the lack of diversity in the 

groups, such subcarriers are likely to be poor for all users in a group. The algorithm then tries 

to improve the performance of the weakest users by swapping such users amongst the groups, 

however this is likely to result in little improvement for such users, and the system as a whole, 

as the basic allocation is so poor that no benefit can be gained. 

Of the two linear programming based algorithms, the superior performance of the Local Search 

algorithm over the Branch and Bound is most likely due to the nature of the search heuristics 

introduced in the Branch and Bound search procedure. As it may be recalled, part of the 

purpose of these heuristics was to reduce the size of the search space to result in a quicker 

algorithm. However, in doing so the search heuristics may inadvertently cause the exclusion 

of better solutions with the result that the Branch and Bound algorithm finds local optima of 

the reduced search space. The Local Search algorithm avoids this with the use of randomised 

jumps to effectively increase the size of the search space. 
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Figure 3.8: CDF of user's allocated subcarrier amplitudes. Channel 1. 

To get a further insight into the effects of the allocation algorithms on the subcarrier amplitudes, 

an examination is made of how the different grouping/allocation algorithms affect the allocation 
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of low value subcan-iers. This is shown in Figure 3.9 in the form of a plot of the CDF of the 

the number of poor subcarriers per user. In this context a poor subcarrier is defined as one with 

an amplitude of less than 1. For example the value '0' on the x-axis indicates the percentage of 

users that had no poor subcarriers i.e. those with an amplitude of less than 1. It can be seen that 

the Local Search algorithm performs best in this regard, with the Branch and Bound, Swapping 

and Fixed allocation algorithms following. In addition, whilst the Swapping algorithm has 

a smaller percentage of users with 2 or fewer poor subcarriers than the Fixed allocation, this 

situation is reversed when a higher number of subcarriers is considered; the Swapping algorithm 

in fact has a larger percentage of users with 3 or more poor subcarriers, reinforcing the earlier 

notion that the Swapping algorithm results in users being allocated poor subcarriers. 
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Figure 3.9: CDF of the number of allocated subcarriers per user that have an amplitude of 

less than 1. Channel I. 

3.4.3.2 Channel 2 

Figures 3.10 and 3.11 show the CDF of the subcarrier amplitudes and the number of users 

with poor subcarriers, respectively, for channel 2. The mean of the subcarner amplitudes is 

shown in Table 3.3. Similar to the data obtained for channel 1, the grouping and allocation 

algorithm with the highest subcarrier amplitude is the Local Search algorithm, with the Branch 

and Bound, Swapping and Fixed allocation algorithms following in that order. In terms of 

the number of poor subcarriers per user, the same order is preserved, with the Local Search 
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algorithm allocating fewer users to poor subcarriers than any of the other algorithms. 

Grouping/Allocation algorithm Mean Subcarrier Amplitude 

Fixed Allocation 2.3203 

Swapping Algorithm 2.4225 

Proposed LP, Branch and Bound 2.6181 

Proposed LP, Local Search 2.8480 

Table 3.3: Average subcarrier amplitudes for the different algorithms. Channel 2. 
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Figure 3.10: CDF of user's allocated subcarrier amplitudes. Channel 2. 

3.4.4 QoS (BER) results 

The focus is then shifted to the quality of service (QoS) - in terms of BER - experienced by 

users in the system. The majority of users will experience good Q0S if the system has a low 

average user BER coupled with a low variation between individual user's BERs. The variation 

of BERs in the system is measured by calculating the standard deviation of user's BERs. 

In the simulation, a static channel is used and the BER for one such channel realisation obtained. 

The final BER results are those after averaging the BER results from 100 channel realisations. 
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Figure 3.11: CDF of the number of allocated subcarriers per user that have an amplitude of 

less than I. Channel 2. 

3.4.4.1 Channel 1 

Figure 3.12 shows the average user BER for the four grouping allocation policies when passed 

through channel I. Also shown in this figure is the average user BER experienced if the only 

degradation is the addition of white Gaussian noise. As expected from the results of the group-

ing algorithms on the subcarrier amplitudes presented in section 3.4.3, the Local Search algo-

rithm outperforms the other three algorithms, bringing the average user BER very close to that 

experienced in an AWGN only channel for an SNR of 0 to 8dB. The gain of the Local Search 

algorithm over the other grouping/allocation algorithms is tabulated in Table 3.4. As these re-

sults show, the performance of the Swapping algorithm is such that it is in fact better not to use 

any allocation algorithm than use the Swapping algorithm. 

It must be noted that the performance of the Swapping algorithm relative to the Fixed alloca-

tion algorithm is at variance with what was presented in the original paper on the Swapping 

algorithm [451. In particular, that paper showed that the Swapping algorithm performed better 

than the Fixed allocation algorithm. However, as the results in Figure 3.12 show, the Swapping 

algorithm does not in fact perform better than the Fixed allocation algorithm. Apart from dif-

ferences in the channel used in the original paper [45],  this is most likely due to the fact that the 

average BER was obtained by averaging over a small number of realisations of the static chan- 
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nel, making the performance of the Swapping algorithm seem more optimistic as compared to 

when the results are averaged across a much larger number of realisations. 
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Figure 3.12: Average user BER for various grouping/allocation policies (Channel I) 

Grouping/Allocation algorithm Relative gain of Local Search 

Proposed LP, Branch and Bound 0.75dB 

Fixed Allocation 1.75 dB 

Swapping Algorithm 2.25 dB 

Table 3.4: Gain of the Local Search algorithm over the other grouping and allocation algo-

rithms (taken at an SNR of 4 dB) 

Figure 3.13 shows the logarithm of the standard deviation of user's BERs. Once again the 

Local Search algorithm performs better than the other algorithms with the Branch and Bound 

algorithm's performance being at par with the fixed allocation, while the Swapping algorithm 

performs poorly in comparison to the rest. 

3.4.4.2 Channel 2 

Figures 3.14 and 3.15 show the average user BERs and the standard deviation of user's BERs 

respectively for channel 2. With this channel, the Local Search algorithm remains superior 

to the other algorithms, with the Branch and Bound coming in second and the Swapping and 
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Figure 3.13: Logarithm of the standard deviation of user's BER for various group-
ing/allocation policies (Channel I) 

Fixed Allocation jointly last. The performance of the Swapping algorithm relative to the Fixed 

Allocation is slightly improved with the Swapping algorithm showing less of a performance 

loss than that observed with channel 1. However, it is still better to use no adaptive allocation 

than to use the Swapping algorithm. 

3.5 Complexity Comparison 

A superior algorithm is one that gives a performance improvement with little to no additional 

computational complexity over other comparable algorithms. An analysis of the complexity of 

the different grouping and allocation algorithms presented in this chapter is difficult due to the 

nature of the stopping conditions used by these algorithms. All the algorithms presented in this 

chapter (with the exception of the Fixed allocation which for all intents and purposes has zero 

complexity as it has no decisions to make) have no precisely defined stopping point. The algo-

rithms essentially choose instead to stop computing when they decide no further improvement 

is possible/justified over the currently obtained solution. 

Therefore an empirical approach to obtain the relative complexity of the algorithms is war - 

ranted. This is done by measuring the time it takes the algorithms to solve multiple, different 
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Figure 3.14: Average user BERfor various grouping/allocation policies (Channel 2) 
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Figure 3.15: Logarithm of the standard deviation of user's BER for various group-

ing/allocation policies (Channel 2) 
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channel realisations and comparing the average solution times. Because the actual timing was 

done on a multi-tasking computer, the timing metric used was not the real world time (or wall 

clock time) taken to solve each channel instance, instead the number of CPU clock ticks is 

used to obtain a meaningful measure of the actual time spent by the CPU in performing each 

algorithm. 

Table 3.5 shows the time in CPU clock ticks taken to perform each algorithm averaged over 

1000 channel realisations. For the operating system and CPU on which the measurements were 

performed, there are 100 clock ticks per second, equivalently each clock tick corresponds to 10 

ms. This figure is used to convert the CPU clock ticks into an appropriate number of seconds 

rounded to 2 significant figures. 

Grouping/Allocation algorithm Average CPU Clock Ticks Time in Seconds 

Swapping Algorithm 1.19 0.012 

Proposed LP, Branch and Bound 18277.6 182.78 

Proposed LP, Local Search 0.25 0.0025 

Table 3.5: Comparison of the algorith,n complexity measured in CPU clock ticks 

The important thing to note from these results is not the absolute time taken to perform each 

algorithm, but that the Local Search algorithm is relatively less complex than either the Branch 

and Bound or Swapping algorithms. Despite the Local Search and Branch and Bound algo-

rithms being based on the same foundations, there is a vast complexity reduction with the 

Local Search algorithm over the Branch and Bound algorithm. This may seem startling at first, 

however it may be explained by noting the differences in the way the two algorithms navigate 

the search space. In particular the Local Search algorithm has its search space constrained to 

only consist of the set of feasible solutions whereas the Branch and Bound algorithm's search 

space includes feasible as well as infeasible solutions. Furthermore, at each search node of the 

Branch and Bound algorithm it must perform a computationally expensive simplex algorithm 

to solve the relaxed linear program at the node. 

3.6 Conclusion 

This chapter investigated PHY layer grouping and subcarrier allocation methods for a grouped 

MC-CDMA system. The best solution to perform a multi-dimensional grouping and subcarrier 

allocation was found to be prohibitively complex. A new, sub-optimal approach was suggested 
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whereby the subcarriers are first grouped and then users are assigned to groups by solving an 

integer linear program. 

The best algorithm to solve the integer linear program was found to be a new mixed probabilistic-

greedy local search algorithm. This algorithm when used resulted in larger mean subcarrier 

amplitudes than any of the other algorithms examined including a more computationally com-

plex branch and bound based algorithm. The mixed probabilistic-greedy local search algorithm 

also meant fewer users were allocated poor subcarriers than with any other algorithm. 

The improvement in subcarrier amplitudes obtained by the Local Search algorithm was trans-

lated into improved Q0S performance, in terms of BER, for more users in the MC-CDMA 

downlink. Furthermore, this improvement was gained with a corresponding reduction in com-

putational complexity as compared to the other algorithms examined. 
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Chapter 4 
MAC-Layer Allocation for 

MC-CDMA Systems 

One of the visions for the next generation of wireless systems is that they will have to carry a 

diverse mix of data services. A basic feature of such heterogeneous services is the requirement 

to support different bit rates. The support of different bit rates requires a multi-rate allocation 

model; in 3G systems, such as UMTS, multi-rate allocation is achieved by pooling multiple 

codes, multiple slots, or even, multiple codes and slots [16]. Unlike conventional CDMA sys-

tems, MC-CDMA systems - by virtue of their frequency component - allow for an additional 

degree of freedom in their resource management. To take advantage of this degree of free-

dom in the frequency domain, and utilising the grouped MC-CDMA structure of chapter 3, in 

this chapter an additional allocation model - termed multi-group allocation - is proposed. The 

resulting system is described as Multi-Group Multi-Carrier CDMA (MG-MC-CDMA). Whilst 

chapter 3 examined how allocations may be performed in the grouped MC-CDMA system when 

considering only PHY layer parameters, in this chapter the focus is extended to the allocation 

of MAC layer resources. In particular, an examination is made into how, in MG-MC-CDMA, 

power and groups may be allocated at the MAC layer to take into account of MS's slow fading 

and QoS requirements in the form of multiple data rates. 

The transmitter power that an MS uses affects that MS's own link quality and also affects the 

total capacity of the wireless system. A terminal with low SIR may choose to increase its 

power, however any such power increase will come at a cost of increased interference to other 

MSs in the system which may then resort to increasing their own powers resulting in a power 

race [31]. Thus the choice of what transmission power to use is non-trivial. In section 4.1.1 of 

this chapter several power control variants are presented and their performance when applied to 

the MG-MC-CDMA system assessed. Three schemes for multi-group allocation are presented 

in section 4.1.2. 

When it comes to the choice of how many groups to assign to an individual MS, that choice 

primarily depends on the MS's traffic type. The focus is placed on two traffic types, namely 
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a real-time service in the form of voice over Internet protocol (V0IP) traffic and a non real-

time interactive service in the form of world-wide web (WWW) data. VoIP traffic has a fixed 

data rate, therefore the number of groups to assign is straightforward, whereas WWW data is 

often bursty with time varying amounts of data to be transmitted, thus the number of groups to 

allocate and how MSs are scheduled to those groups becomes an interesting issue. In section 

4.2 a technique is described, for scheduling WWW data, that is based on generalised processor 

sharing and takes advantage of the structure of the MG-MC-CDMA system. 

The simulation model used to assess the various radio resource allocation and management al-

gorithms is presented in section 4.3. Simulation results showing the performance of the power 

control and multi-group allocation algorithms are shown in section 4.4. Results for the schedul-

ing algorithm are shown in section 4.5. Finally, conclusions are presented in section 4.6. 

4.1 Power Control and Multi-Group Allocation 

4.1.1 Power Control 

The power control models implemented are based on Distributed Constrained Power Control 

(DCPC [311); DCPC aims to control the power to meet an SIR target. The three variants 

implemented are described in the next sub-sections. 

4.1.1.1 DCPC with per MS power constraints for each group 

Here the maximum power each MS is allowed to have per group is limited to P,g,nax  the 

minimum power is Pu,gmin.  The output powers for the u-th MS' g-th group, pu,g(fl),  are thus 

updated according to 

j Pu,g(fl)\ '1 
pu ,g (n + 1) = min {Pugmax max (PU,9 , min 	 (4.1) 

where yu ,g (n) is the current 	and 	is the target 	for the u-th MS' traffic type. 
10  

4.1.1.2 DCPC with per group total power constraints 

The second DCPC variant does not limit the output power each MS is allowed to have. Instead, 

the output power is limited per group, so that each MS in a group can have any power as long 
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as the total power allocated to that group, ptot,g(n), does not exceed the maximum per group 

power Pg,max,  and does not go below the minimum per group power Pg ,min: 

\) 
p,9 (n+1) = min 	 * j Pu,g(fl){ max( 

P = Pg,max - Ptot,g(Th) + Pug (n) 

	

= Pg,rnin - Ptat,g(Th) + pu ,g (n) 	 (4.2) 

4.1.1.3 Hybrid DCPC with per MS and per group total power constraints 

The third variant is a hybrid of the previous two. As well as limiting the total power per group, 

the power each MS may have is also limited. Thus each MS is only allowed powers that do 

not exceed its per MS maximum, Pumax,  with the proviso that the total power allocated to a 

group does not exceed the per group maximum, Pg,max'  or fall below the per group minimum, 

Pg,min. 

Pu,g( + 1) = min 
	
max (

P. 
tPu,g(n) \ 

yu , g (n)J J 
p* = Pg,rniri - ptot,g (n) +Pu,g (n) 

= mm (Pu,g,max, hybrid , ) 

	

P = Pg,max - Ptot,g(fl) + Pu,g(fl) 	 (4.3) 

4.1.2 Multi-group Allocation 

Three multi-group allocation algorithms are studied in this chapter. They are described as 

follows. 

4.1.2.1 Random multi-group allocation 

In the random multi-group allocation algorithm, when a traffic session arrives for an MS, the 

groups to which it is to be allocated are chosen randomly from the set of all groups. 

4.1.2.2 Least Resource multi-group allocation 

In the least resource multi-group allocation algorithm, each BS keeps a list of the groups or - 

dered in terms of the amount of resources assigned to each group. MSs are allocated to the 
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group(s) with the least allocated resource drawn from this list. This allocation algorithm is 

illustrated in Figure 4.1 which shows the allocation of 2 groups in a system with 8 groups. 

Groups 	 01 02 G3 G4 05 06 G7 08 

Free Resources for each group 	1 2 1 0 	16 	8 	1 1  5 1  11 	2 

Groups Ordered in terms of 	02 05 01 08 06 04 G7 G3 

Free Resources 	 1 0 1 1 	2 	2 	5 1 8 	ii 	16 

Newly arrived MS requesting 2 groups 
is allocated to the groups with most free 
resource - 07 & 03 

Figure 4.1: Example of Least Resource multi-group allocation 

4.1.2.3 Least Interference multi-group allocation 

In this allocation algorithm, at the start of a transmission the BS requests a measurement report 

at which point the MS measures the interference on the groups and communicates this to the 

BS. The MS is then allocated to the group(s) with the least amount of interference. 

4.2 Data Scheduling 

In a CDMA system, the radio resources are shared by all services and thus a decision on how 

and when these services access the resources must be made. This decision is governed by the 

requirements of the traffic class to which an MS's data belongs. In this thesis, for reasons 

of simplicity, only two traffic classes are considered; real-time conversational traffic and non-

real time interactive traffic. (Further information on these traffic types can be found in section 

4.3.2.) Real-time traffic typically has stringent latency requirements, but with low average bit 

rates, whilst non-real time interactive traffic has relatively lenient latency requirements with 

high peak and average bit rates. Due to the low latency requirements of real-time data, packets 

from this traffic class are given the highest priority, are not queued and are instead guaranteed to 

be transmitted on a first come first served basis. Resources for real-time traffic data packets are 

thus effectively reserved. The remainder of the radio resource is then left for utilisation by the 

non-real time interactive traffic. The amount of non-real time data to be transmitted using the 

remaining radio resource is decided by a packet scheduler that decides the transmission rate for 

each data connection based on factors such as the amount of data for transmission, the channel 

conditions, amount of radio resources available etc. 
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A scheduling discipline that is efficient in utilising radio resources and fair in scheduling users 

is the generalised processor sharing (GPS) discipline [621; in its packet based emulation this 

is also known as weighted fair queueing (WFQ) [32, 631. GPS uses the resources efficiently 

as it facilitates statistical multiplexing and it is fair as when resources become available it re-

distributes those resources to active sessions. Furthermore, UPS guarantees that every session 

will receive its share of the network resources irrespective of the behaviour of other session and 

therefore offers perfect isolation [64]. 

GPS-based scheduling disciplines function by allocating each user a positive weight, the amount 

of traffic a user receives is then proportional to this weight. If a session u is assigned a weight 

and continuously has packets to transmit in a time interval (T, t] then the amount of service 

R(T, t) the session receives in that interval is 

R('r,t) > 
Rm(T,t) - 

for all sessions m that have also received some service in this time interval [62]. 

There have been a number of implementations of GPS-based schedulers in wireless systems. 

Initially the focus of such schedulers was on the implementation of GPS based on a time-

scheduling approach [65,66]. This approach is suitable for use in hybrid TDMA/CDMA sys-

tems as shown by Arad and Leon-Garcia [67]. However in general CDMA systems the key issue 

is the variation in the interference in the network, schedulers for general CDMA systems that 

do not use time division multiplexing and account for this have also been proposed [64,68-701. 

4.2.1 Multi-Group Generalised Processor Sharing 

In this section a simple multi-group generalised processor sharing (MG-GPS) scheduler is pre-

sented that adjusts the service rate that each MS flow receives by taking advantage of the multi-

group MC-CDMA system to vary the number of groups allocated to an MS flow as well as the 

number of multiple codes assigned to such flows. The proposed MG-GPS scheduler schedules 

non-real time traffic flows in the following manner: 

Firstly, the BS, using information from its non-real time traffic queues, obtains the amount of 

backlogged traffic, B, that is to be served for MS u (u = 1,2,.. . , U), during the current time 

slot. 
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Secondly, using the value B, the expected amount of service R,. which is to be received by 

the u-th MS is calculated: 

• If B = 0, then R = 0 

• If BL >0, then R. = 

where Rres is the amount of data that can be transmitted by one group/code resource unit 

during a time slot of duration T and ru  is the resource allocated to MS u which is given 

by 	

= min

([_ 	
gj, [f]) 	(4.4) 

>Ii=1 	g=1 
in which the term C9  denotes the amount of free capacity - or, equivalently, free resource 

- that is available in the g-th group. (The term to the left of the comma is actually the 

minimum guaranteed resource for the u-th MS if that MS has enough backlogged data to 

utilise this amount of resource.) 

• Each MS has its amount of backlogged data reduced by the total number of bits it is 

expected to transmit in the current scheduling interval (this is given by multiplying the 

number of resource units allocated to each MS by Rye3). If the amount of total allocated 

resources, r, is less than that of the maximum usable resources, >i  C9 , then 

the remaining resources are distributed to MSs that still have backlogged data to transmit. 

This distribution is done by repeating the MG-GPS procedure for those MSs requesting 

more resources. 

4.2.2 Comparison schedulers 

To evaluate the performance of the MG-GPS scheduler it is compared with the following two 

schedulers: 

Fixed Resource - Round Robin (FR-RR) This scheduler assigns a fixed and predetermined 

amount of resource in each time slot to MSs that have data to transmit. The MSs to be scheduled 

for transmission are chosen in a random round robin fashion. 
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Fair Resource (FaR) The fair resource scheduler simply divides the resources amongst MSs 

that have data to transmit. It is akin to the MG-GPS scheduler with weights of 1, but does not 

consider how much backlogged data an MS has when deciding how much resource to allocate. 

Thus this scheduler is not efficient as resources that go unused by an MS with low amounts of 

backlogged data are not utilised by other MSs that desire to have more than their fair share of 

resources. 

4.3 System-Level Simulation Model 

4.3.1 Introduction to the Simulator 

The pseudo-code for the simulator is as shown in algorithm 3. 

Algorithm 3 The system-level simulation 

for (Simulation Iterations) do 
Initialisation 
while (Simulation Time < Max Time) do 

for (All Mobiles) do 
Mobility Update 
Traffic Update 
Wireless Channel 
BS Ownership 
Multi-Group Allocation/Scheduling 
for (All groups assigned to this mobile) do 

Power Allocation 
SIR Calculation 

end for 
end for 
Identify blocked calls and calls to be dropped 
Identify successfully transmitted packets 
Increment Simulation Time 

end while 
Performance measures for 1 iteration 

end for 
Performance measures averaged across multiple iterations 

The main thing to note from this pseudo-code is that there is an iteration that performs per 

group power control and SIR calculation. 

Key features of the simulator are dealt with, in detail, in the following sub-sections. 
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4.3.1.1 Wireless Channel 

The slow fading is modelled as a Gaussian random variable with an adjustable standard devia-

tion. Fast, frequency selective fading is not considered at this stage. 

In a cellular system, co-channel interference from neighbouring cells has a significant effect on 

the performance of a sample cell. To reduce the computing burden, it is normal to simulate only 

a finite, small set of cells that are taken to be representative of the cells in a real system. Taking 

a small set of cells means that cells at the boundary of the simulation area experience lower 

co-channel interference than cells at the centre of the simulation area as the boundary cells are 

not surrounded by cells on all sides. Taking results from such boundary cells would result in an 

over optimistic evaluation of the system's performance [311. 

There are two approaches to eliminate such effects. The first - the 'sea of cells' technique 

- is to create a small set of core cells from which results are drawn and then surround these 

cells with more cells from which no results are drawn. The boundary effects are eliminated as 

each of the core cells is surrounded by other cells. The disadvantage of this approach is that 

even though no results are drawn from the surrounding cells, the same effort must be put into 

simulating the surrounding cells as the core cells. The result is that the simulation burden is 

very heavy. The second approach - the wraparound technique - has less of a simulation burden 

and involves making each one of the small set of core cells appear to be in the middle of the 

simulation area. This is done by making each boundary cell the neighbour of the boundary cell 

located directly opposite in the cell layout [71] and calculating the path gains in a corresponding 

manner. Conceptually this approach can be thought of as placing the cells into a parallelogram 

that is stitched together to create a torus shaped surface. A torus has no borders and thus all 

cells will have neighbours on all sides and there will be an infinity of straight paths between 

any two points of the torus [31]. To eliminate boundary effects in the system-level simulations 

in this thesis, the wraparound technique is used. 

The path loss model used is: 

L = 136.51 + 37.61og 10 (d) 	 (4.5) 

where d is the MS-BS distance in km. This is based on the path loss model outlined in the ETSI 

selection procedures for UNITS [72], with a carrier frequency of 5 GHz. 
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The correlation of the shadow fading between the successive positions of a moving MS is 

implemented as defined by Gudmundson [73]. In this paper he characterises the normalised 

autocorrelation function, with distance, of the shadow fading as an exponential function 

f 	\ 
R(x) = exp ( 

.x 
1n2 	 (4.6) 

\dCr 	I 

where Ax is the separation between two points and d,.r  is the environment dependent decor-

relation length. 

4.3.1.2 SIR Calculation 

Assuming that the u-th MS is attached to BSO, the downlink 	for this MS's g-th group is 
10 

as given in equation (4.7). The numerator of this equation is the spreading gain multiplied by 

the received signal power (which is calculated as the power allocated to a group multiplied 

by the path loss - the assumption is made that the path loss is approximately constant across 

all groups). The denominator of the equation characterises the interference plus noise; the 

first term in the denominator is the inter-cell interference received in a user's group from other 

BSs. Despite orthogonal codes being used by the BS, the presence of multipath propagation 

may degrade the orthogonality of these codes. The second term is the intra-cell interference 

resulting from this degradation in orthogonality in the BS's own codes, with the orthogonality 

factor reflecting the degree of degradation. The final term is the noise power experienced in 

each group. 

  

10 	 b=l 
= 	

P,9L + ao,,9Po,9 Lo, + NWgrp 	
(4.7) 

where 
B = total number of BSs in the system 

Wgrp = spreading bandwidth for one group 

Rtm = data rate for the u-th MS' service type tm  

PO,u,g = power transmitted by BSO to the u-th MS's 

g-th group 

Pb,9  = total power transmitted by the b-th BS to the 

g-th group 

= path loss from the b-th BS to the u-th MS 
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aO,u,g = 1 - 

aO,u,g = downlink orthogonality factor for the u-th MS 

communicating on the g-th group to BSO, where 

'0' = Completely non-orthogonal 

'1' = Perfectly orthogonal 

N 	= noise power density 

4.3.1.3 Performance measures 

The performance measures utilised depend on the traffic type. Because real-time services are 

guaranteed resources, the performance measure for this traffic class is the probability of calls 

being blocked from accessing the system and, once they are given access to the system, the 

probability that they are dropped from the system due to having poor quality resources i.e. the 

outage probability. Non-real time traffic sessions are generally always allowed into the system, 

thus the blocking probability is an inappropriate measure. In addition, in the case of an outage 

event, the user is not dropped, instead the data is re-transmitted, making the probability of 

outage an inappropriate measure of performance. More appropriate measures of performance 

for the non-real time traffic class are the packet delay and packet call throughput. All these 

measures are explained in further detail below. 

Blocking and Outage Probability The blocking and outage probabilities are calculated from 

the number of new real-time traffic calls arriving, the admitted real-time traffic calls in the 

system and the real-time traffic calls in outage at the end of each simulation iteration. The 

number of blocked calls is the number of calls that were refused entry to the system during the 

traffic update. The number of calls in outage is based on the group outage probability. Whether 

or not an individual MS's group is in outage is decided based on that group's calculated . If 

the 	is below the threshold for the service, then that group is deemed to be in outage. 

As one MS can be communicating over multiple groups, the group outage needs to be related 

to the MS outage. The relationship depends on the MS's traffic type: if the traffic type is such 

that it is allowed to have a flexible data rate (e.g. instead of a fixed data rate it has a maximum 

and a minimum guaranteed data rate) then the MS goes into outage when the number of groups 

meeting the El threshold drops below the required minimum number of groups. For example, 1 0  
if each group can transmit 12.5 kbps and the MS's traffic type requires a minimum data rate of 
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50kbps and a maximum data rate of 100 kbps (corresponding to an allocation of 4 and 8 groups 

respectively). Such an MS will only go into outage if more than 4 of its groups do not meet the 

Ek threshold. Conversely, if an MS's traffic type is such that it requires a fixed data rate, then 
10 

that MS will be in outage if even one of its groups is unable to meet the 	threshold. 
10 

The actual 	threshold used will depend on the traffic type and the results of link level simu- 

lations. 

Packet delay and throughput Two measures of performance for non-real time interactive 

traffic are used, these are the packet delay and packet call throughput (the definition of a packet 

call is explained in section 4.3.2.2). The packet delay is defined as the time a packet exists in 

the BS's queue i.e. the time taken from the moment it arrives in the queue to the moment it 

leaves the queue. A packet may only leave the queue if it has had all of its bits successfully 

transmitted, or optionally, if its time in the queue exceeds some threshold. 

The MAC layer can only transmit a certain number of bits at each scheduling interval, these 

bits are stored in a MAC transport block. A packet, depending on its size, may be divided 

into one or more MAC transport blocks. A MAC transport block may also contain multiple 

packets of the same traffic class destined for the same MS. If the received Eb/IO of a MAC 

transport block equals, or exceeds, the Eb/Io threshold for that traffic class, then that transport 

block's bits are deemed to be received error free (thus too are the corresponding bits of the 

packet(s) being carried in the transport block). Should the transmission of a transport block 

be unsuccessful, then it is assumed that, via some ARQ protocol, the MS is able to inform 

the BS of the unsuccessful transmission and as a result all the transport block's bits are slotted 

for re-transmission in the next scheduling interval. In some ways this model for bit errors in 

a transport block is pessimistic as it behaves like a step function; all bits are received error 

free above a threshold and in error below that threshold. The situation in practice does not 

follow such a step function with the number of bit errors increasing as the Eb/Io decreases. 

However, it should be noted that without knowledge of what was transmitted, the only way a 

receiver can check for errors in a transport block is via cyclic redundancy checks (CRC). Part 

of the transport block is typically reserved for a CRC value calculated by the transmitter. The 

receiver calculates the CRC value of the data it has received and compares it with that sent by 

the transmitter. If the two values differ, then the transport block is erroneous and it is discarded. 

Consequently it is of no importance whether one bit, or an intermediate number of the transport 
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block's bits were received in error; the end result is the same, that transport block is in error and 

all its bits must be re-transmitted. Therefore, the step function model while being inaccurate at 

the bit level, is sufficient to characterise the error behaviour at the transport block level. 

The size of a MAC transport block in this thesis is defined to be the bit rate of one code/group 

combination multiplied by the simulation time interval. For example, if one code/group combi-

nation has a bit rate of 10.2 kbit/s and the simulation time step is 0. Is, then the size of a MAC 

transport block would be 1020 bits. 

The packet call throughput is defined as the number of bits in a packet call, B p,, divided by the 

time taken to successfully transmit that packet call's bits, T: 

Packet call throughput - 	 (4.8) 
TPC 

TPC is the duration between the first packet of a packet call arriving in the BS's queue, to the 

last packet of that packet call leaving the queue. 

It should be noted from above that the performance of individual MSs is not explicitly mea-

sured. 

4.3.1.4 Mobility Model 

The mobility model is a pseudo random mobility model with semi-directed trajectories as used 

in the ETSI selection procedures for UNITS [72]. MSs are uniformly distributed across the cells 

and their direction is randomly chosen at initialisation. 

The MS's positions are updated according to the decorrelation length of the long-term fading. 

Their direction can be changed at each position update according to a given probability, the 

maximum change in direction is limited. 

An MS's speed is initialised at the beginning of each new traffic session; its speed is fixed for 

the duration of the traffic session. The speed is a random number drawn from a truncated (i.e. 

no negative speeds) normal distribution. 

Table 4.1 summarises the parameters for the mobility model. 

The first three parameters in the above Table are as defined in [72]. The last two parameters - 

the mean and standard deviation of the normal distribution used to generate the MS speed - are 
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Parameter 	
] _Value 

Decorrelation length of long-term fading 20m 

Probability of changing direction at position 
update  

0.2 

Maximum swing angle 45 degrees 

Mean of normal distribution used to generate 
MS speed  

5 km/h 

Standard deviation of normal distribution 
used to generate MS speed  

10 km/h 

Table 4.1: Mobility model parameters 

chosen to give speed values that are suitable for micro-cells. A histogram of the MS speed with 

these parameters is shown in Figure 4.2. 

Speed (kmTh) 

Figure 4.2: Example histogram of MS speed 

4.3.2 Traffic Models 

As mentioned earlier, only two traffic classes are considered, namely real-time conversational 

traffic and non-real time interactive traffic. The models used for these two traffic classes are as 

follows. 

4.3.2.1 Real-Time Conversational Traffic 

Under the real-time conversational traffic class the example is taken of Voice over IP (VoIP). 

The session arrival process is modelled by a Poisson process. A session lasts for a mean dura-

tion, Dv0jp,  that is exponentially distributed. The previous parameters are the same as those for 

conventional circuit switched voice traffic. 
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Within a session, voice activity detection is implemented and no packets are transmitted in the 

silence periods. The durations of the talk and silence periods are exponentially distributed with 

mean ON duration D0,v01p  and mean OFF duration Doff,V 0}p. 

In each ON period, packets are generated by a voice codec. It is assumed that the ITU G.729A 

codec [74] is used. The codec output bit rate is 8 kbitls. These output bits are produced as 

frames at lOms intervals (or multiples thereof) forming the voice payload. After the codec, 

Internet Protocol UP), User Datagram Protocol (UDP) and compressed Real-time Transport 

Protocol (cRTP) headers are added to the voice payload to make up the VoIP packet. 

Table 4.2 lists the VoIP model's numerical parameters. 

Parameter Value 

Mean length of a VoIP session, Dv01p 120s 

Mean ON Time, Don, oip is 

Mean OFF Time, D0ff,v01p 1.35s 

Codec Bit rate 8 kbitls 

Codec voice payload interval 30 ms 

Codec voice payload size 30 bytes 

Number of packets per second 33.3 

Size of IPIUDP/cRTP headers 32 bytes 

VoIP packet size 62 bytes 

Required data rate 16.53 kbit/s 

Required BER 10- 6  

Table 4.2: VoIP parameters 

4.3.2.2 Non Real-Time Interactive Traffic 

In this traffic class web browsing data is considered. The session arrival process is modelled by 

a Poisson process. The web traffic model is based on that used in the ETSI selection procedures 

[72], whereby a web browsing session is divided into packet calls in which a number of packets 

arrive. This is illustrated in Figure 4.3. 

The number of sessions arriving per second is altered to give different loads. The number 

of packet calls per session, N1,, is a geometrically distributed random variable. The reading 

time between two consecutive packet calls, DPC  is a geometrically distributed random variable 
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Session 

 

771 

Packet Call 	 I 	I 	I 

liii 	III 	11111 	liii 

Packet arrivals at BS buffer 

Figure 4.3: W14'W data model 

with mean PD,.  The reading time starts when the last packet of the packet call is completely 

received; the reading time ends when the user makes a request for the next packet call. The 

number of packets in a packet call, 'Vd,  is a geometrically distributed random variable with a 

mean 

The time interval between two consecutive packets inside a packet call, Dd, is a geometrically 

distributed random variable with mean tDd.  The packet size, Bpkt, follows a Pareto distribution 

with shape parameter a, tail parameter k, maximum allowed size m, minimum allowed size n 

and an average value  Pn- 

Table 4.3 summarises the values these parameters are assigned. These are exactly the same 

as that used in the ETSI model, except for the reading time between packet calls and the mean 

time interval between packet calls. The reading time is changed to 5 seconds to facilitate shorter 

simulation times, while the mean time interval between packets in a packet call is altered to give 

a peak bit rate of 10 Mbps. 

4.3.3 Simulation Parameters 

Table 4.4 shows the general simulation parameters. The cell radius is chosen to be suitable for 

a microcell. The path loss coefficient is from the path loss model outlined in section 4.3.1.1. 

The standard deviation of lognormal shadowing is selected as a value suitable for the urban 

environment [17]. The number of BSs is set to either 7 or 19 corresponding to either 2 or 

3 cell tiers respectively. 7 cells are used when the basic simulation burden is so large as to 

make the simulation of 19 cells prohibitive. The maximum power for a BS is selected as 
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Parameter 1 	Value 

Mean number of packet calls per session, N ., 5 

Mean number of packets in a packet call, Nd 25 

Mean reading time between packet calls, DPC  5s 

Mean time between packets in a packet call, Dd 400 jis 

Packet size; Pareto shape parameter, a 1.1 

Packet size; Pareto tail parameter, k 81.5 bytes 

Packet size; maximum size, m 66,666 bytes 

Packet size; minimum size, n 81.5 bytes 

Average packet size 480 bytes 

Table 4.3: WWW data parameters 

3W (34.77 dBm) and is a little above the 2W (33 dBm) maximum power recommended by 

the Yd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) for microcell BSs [75].  The system bandwidth 

and number of subcarriers are as chosen for a typical next generation multicarrier system by 

researchers at NTT DoCoMo in Japan [7]. The thermal noise density is calculated as hT where 

k is Boltzmann's constant and an ambient temperature, T, of 290 Kelvin is assumed [ 1 7]. 

The bit rate per group per user per time slot is calculated using the given number of subcarriers 

and system bandwidth in Table 4.4, along with the number of data symbols per slot as in Table 

5.2 of section 5.4.1. Further, QPSK modulation is assumed with an error control coding rate of 

2/3. The bit rate is thus 

Bit rate = 	
No. of Data symbols per group 

x No. of bits per symbol x (1 - Coding rate) 
No. of Time Slots x Time slot length  

Where the time slot length is calculated as 

Total no. of MC-CDMA symbols > No. of subcarriers + Cyclic prefix length 
System bandwidth 

Putting in the appropriate values 

Time slot length = 85 x 512 + 128= 680 us 
80MHz 

and 
78 2 

Bit rate = 	 x 2 x - = 10.196 kbps 
15x680s 	3 
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Parameter Value 

Cell radius 300m 

Maximum probability of outage 0.01 

Path loss coefficient 3.76 

Standard deviation of log-normal shadowing 8 dB 

Number of cells 7 or 19 

Max. total BS power 34.77 dBm 

Mm. total BS power -10 dBm 

User distribution Uniform across network 

System bandwidth 80 MHz 

Number of subcarriers 512 

Spreading factor 16 

Total number of groups 32 

Noise power spectral density -174 dBmJI-Iz 

Bit rate per group per user per time slot (after error 
control coding)  

10.2 kbps 

Target Eb/lo, real-time traffic 7 dB 

Target E/10, non-real time traffic 5 dB 

Orthogonality factor 0.9 

Simulation time step 0.1 s 

Table 4.4: System- level simulation parameters 

The target Eb/lO is the Eb/Io that gives the desired BER and is selected by running PHY 

simulations. In this case, the target Eb/Io for real-time traffic is set to 7 dB from the set of 

PHY simulations and field experiment results in the work by Kishiyama et al. [76]. 

Non-real time traffic's lenient latency requirements allows for re-transmissions in which a hy-

brid automatic repeat request (HARQ) scheme with packet combining may be used. HARQ 

differs from conventional ARQ in that erroneous packets are not discarded and are instead 

stored in the receiver for combining with a newly re-transmitted packet to form a more reli-

able packet [77, 78].  For non-real time traffic, the Eb/lo is set to 5 dB due to this traffic type 

allowing such HARQ re-transmissions. 

The orthogonality factor is similarly dependent on PHY parameters such as the delay spread in 

the channel, the type of detector used in the receiver etc. A value of 0.94 has been recommended 

by the 30FF for the evaluation of microcell systems [75],  in this chapter's simulations it is 
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set to the slightly lower value of 0.9. The simulation time step is chosen as the length of 

approximately 10 time slots. 

4.4 Power Control and Multi-Group Simulation Results 

4.4.1 Results for Multi-Group Allocation 

Figure 4.4 shows results for the probability of outage (per MS's group and per MS) for the three 

multi-group allocation algorithms presented in section 4.1.2. For these results, VoIP traffic is 

assumed as presented in section 4.3.2.1. This service type requires a data rate of 16.5 kbps 

which can be provided by using two groups (each of which has a data rate of 10.2 kbps giving 

a total data rate of 20.4 kbps). As explained in section 4.3.1.3 if one of an MS's groups goes 

into outage (from which the per MS group outage value is calculated), then that MS also goes 

into outage (from which the per MS outage value is calculated) as the MS can no longer be 

provided with the required data rate. Outage is defined to be when the Eb/IO drops below the 

target Eb/Io. 

1 -S-I  

1 

0.. 

I 

I Least Resource, per MS 
* Least Resource, per MS's Group 

Random, per MS 
Random, per MS's Group 

-4'- Least Interference, per MS 
-, Least Interference, per MS's Group 

60 	65 	70 	75 	80 	85 	90 	95 	100 
Load in Ertangs 

Figure 4.4: Probability of outage for different multi-group allocation schemes 

Comparing the performance of the three multi-group allocation algorithms, it can be seen that 

the Least Interference algorithm outperforms the Least Resource and Random algorithms. This 

is due to the Least Interference algorithm's direct use of the measured interference values to 
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preferentially assign users to those groups in which they experience the least amount of inter-

ference, i.e. where the users have the most chance of having low outage probabilities. Focusing 

on the performance of the Least Resource and Random algorithms, the Least Resource algo-

rithm is seen to perform similarly to the Random allocation algorithm in terms of the per MS, 

per group outage. However, examining the per MS outage shows that the Least Resource algo-

rithm outperforms the Random allocation algorithm. Allied to this is the fact the per MS group 

outage is virtually indistinguishable from the per MS outage for the Least Resource allocation 

whereas the two are very different for the Random Allocation algorithm. These phenomena 

can be explained by noting that the Least Resource algorithm tends to allocate groups to users 

in 'chunks', or groups of groups; making it very likely that each of an MS's groups will ex-

perience similar interference values. Hence, with the Least Resource algorithm, if one of an 

MS's groups is in outage, then it will be very likely that all of that MSs other groups will also 

be in outage. The Random algorithm by its very nature ensures that an MS's groups will face 

very different interference values, thus with this algorithm, even though one group is in outage 

(and thus the MS is in outage), the rest of the groups might still be able to support transmission 

giving rise to the difference between the two outage values. 

4.4.2 Results for Power Control 

Figure 4.5 shows results for the probability of outage (per MS's group and per MS) for the three 

power control variants presented in section 4.1.1. The outage assumptions are as presented in 

the preceding section. The Least Resource allocation algorithm is used to obtain all sets of 

results. 

The maximum power limits for the two DCPC variants were calculated in the following manner: 

. DCPC with per MS power constraints: 

Pbs ,max 
Pu,g,max = 90 	

(4.9) 

where Pbs,m  is the maximum power per BS. The number 90 is obtained experimentally 

from the results in Figure 4.4 and is the maximum number of MSs that can exist in the 

system for an outage probability of approximately 1%. 

Pu,g,min = 	
Pbs ,min 	

(4.10) 
Number of Groups 
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where Pbs,min  is the minimum power per BS. 

. DCPC with per group total power constraints: 

Pg,max = 	
Pbsmax 	

(4.11) 
Number of Groups 

Pg,min = 	
Pbsmm 	 (4.12) 

Number of Groups 

• Hybrid DCPC with per MS and per group total power constraints has Pg,max  and p9 , 7  

as in equations (4.11) and (4.12) with an added constraint on the maximum power per 

MS Pu,g,rnax,hybrzd'  which is calculated by performing a link budget analysis - using the 

general simulation parameters contained in Table 4.4 - to find out how much power an 

MS at the edge of a cell would need to meet the Eb/Io target. 

Table 4.5 gives numerical values for these limits calculated using the preceding formulae. 

Parameter Value 

Maximum BS power 34.7 dBm 

Minimum BS power -10 dBm 

Number of Groups 32 

Pu,g,max 15.17 dBm 

Pu,g m m -25.05 dBm 

Pg,max 19.65 dBm 

Pg,min -25.05 dBm 

Pug ,max,hybrid 15 dBm 

Table 4.5: Power limits 

Figure 4.5 shows the probability of outage results for the three power control schemes. It is 

seen that the algorithm with per MS power constraints performs poorly compared to the other 

two power control schemes at lower loads. This is because the per group and hybrid power 

control algorithms allow flexibility in allocating the downlink power resources, for example, 

it an MS is in a favourable propagation situation, the hybrid and per group algorithms may be 

able to allocate that MS appreciably less power than if the power was limited per MS. 

In turn, the hybrid power control algorithm performs better than the per group algorithm. The 

hybrid power control trades off some of the flexibility of the per group algorithm for a limit 
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on the power each MS may enjoy. The effect of this limit is that an MS that requests a power 

value beyond the relaxed per MS limit is deemed to be in an unsupportable location and thus is 

removed from the system before it can cause additional interference. The per group algorithm 

would continue ramping up such an MS's power causing yet more interference to other MSs. 

At higher loads the performance of the per MS algorithm converges to that of the hybrid algo-

rithm's as the power demanded by each MS with either algorithm is likely to be equally high. 

However, at these higher loads the probability of outage is greater than the conventionally ac-

cepted value of 1%. Thus for the main operating loads (i.e. those where the outage probability 

is less than 1%) the hybrid power control algorithm outperforms the other two algorithms. Fur-

thermore the parameters for the hybrid algorithm are easier to set up than those of the per MS 

algorithm, as no assumption is made as to the maximum number of MSs that can exist in the 

system. 

10_I 

-*- DCPC with per MS power limit 
-8- DCPC with total per group power limit 
-9-- Hybrid DCPC 

	

10-41 	1 	 1 	 1 	 I 

	

60 	65 	70 	75 	80 	85 	90 	95 	100 
Load in Erlangs 

Figure 4.5: Probability of outage for the three power control schemes. 

4.5 Data Scheduling Simulation Results 

The simulations of the schedulers presented in section 4.2 were performed with the number 

of base stations set to seven to reduce the simulation duration. Only non-real time interactive 

WWW data was considered in these simulations. All other parameters were set as laid out in 

1 

a- 

1 
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Table 4.4. 

The maximum number of usable resources per group was altered to examine the effect of chang-

ing this parameter on the performance of the different schedulers. A simple capacity estimate 

for single-cell CDMA (and thus requiring no assumptions about inter-cell interference) can be 

formed by manipulating the expression for Eb/Io to give [311: 

N=1+ W/R 
	

(4.13) 
Eb/Io 

putting the values for W/R = 16 and Eb/lo = 5 dB = 3.16228, a simple estimate of the max-

imum usable number of resources per group can be calculated to be 6 codes. In the simulations, 

the maximum number of usable codes per group was set to either 3, 6, 10 and 16 codes. These 

correspond to pessimistic, conservative, optimistic and over-optimistic levels respectively for 

the number of free resources per group. 

For the fixed resource round robin scheduler the amount of resources assigned to each user in a 

time slot is set to 64. The per MS weights for the MG-GPS scheduler are set to 1. 

Figure 4.6(a) shows the average packet delay when 3 or 6 maximum usable codes per group are 

assumed, while Figure 4.6(b) shows the average packet delay when 10 or 16 maximum usable 

codes per group are assumed. 

Examining the case of either 3 or 6 codes, it is seen that the FR-RR scheduler has poorer average 

packet delay performance than either the FaR or the MG-GPS scheduler. This is because the 

FR-RR scheduler can only schedule a certain fixed number of users at each time instance; the 

other MSs must await their turn to be scheduled, which means their data is held in the queue for 

longer time periods than is the case with the other schedulers. In addition, the FaR scheduler 

is more inefficient than the other schedulers as at the lower session arrival rates there is a large 

amount of unused resource as scheduled MSs may not have enough backlogged data to fully 

take advantage of their resource allocation. The FaR and MG-GPS allow for smaller delays as 

each MS is guaranteed to receive some resource in each time period, thus the time each packet 

spends in the queue is lower as each MS gets service in every scheduling instance. When a 

pessimistic number of maximum usable codes per group - i.e. 3 codes - is assumed, the delay 

is higher than that for the conservative number of codes of 6. This is due to the schedulers not 

having enough resources to fully meet the needs of the arriving traffic. Increasing the number 

of sessions arriving per second has the effect of increasing the amount of backlogged data in 
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the packet queues and hence the average packet delay. 

When the maximum number of usable codes per group is increased to either 10 or 16, the aver-

age packet delay begins to exhibit some tendencies peculiar to the nature of the schedulers. 

Initially, both the FaR and MG-GPS schedulers have lower packet delays than the FR-RR 

scheduler. However, this situation changes at higher session arrival rates; the exact point of 

change being dependent on the particular scheduler and the number of usable codes. When 10 

codes are assumed, the MG-GPS scheduler's average packet delay increases abruptly after an 

arrival rate of 1.3 sessions per second (for reasons of clarity the Figure has been truncated to 

show only maximum average delays of up to 0.45 seconds). A similar effect is seen, when 16 

codes are assumed, for the MG-GPS and the FaR schedulers for session arrival rates of 0.9 and 

1.3 sessions per second respectively. This phenomena is due to the relative efficiencies of the 

different schedulers. The MG-GPS scheduler in particular is an efficient scheduler and allocates 

all unused resource to MSs that have backlogged traffic. Therefore, when the load - in the form 

of the session arrival rate - is high enough, the MG-GPS scheduler will attempt to make use of 

all the resources available in a group. Of course as the maximum number of codes per group is 

set at an optimistically high level, some of the groups may be unable to support use of all the 

codes causing packet transmissions on these groups to fail. These packets will then have to be 

retransmitted whereupon, because the amount of backlogged data has increased, the MG-GPS 

scheduler will once again attempt to make use of all resources. This explains why the loading 

point at which the MG-GPS scheduler exhibits failure is lower when 16 codes rather than when 

10 codes are used. At the over-optimistic setting of 16 usable codes, the potential for large 

amounts of interference making most of these codes unusable is much higher. The inefficiency 

of the FaR scheduler relative to the MG-GPS scheduler is its strength in this situation. With the 

FaR scheduler, no attempt is made to allocate unused resources to MSs that request more than 

their fair share. Groups with such unused resource are given the benefit of lower interference 

levels meaning that the likelihood of such groups supporting the transmission is higher than if 

the more efficient MG-GPS scheduler was used. 

Figures 4.7(a) and 4.7(b) show the average packet call throughput when the maximum usable 

amounts of codes per group is set to either 3 or 6 and 10 or 16 codes respectively. 

When 3 or 6 codes are used, the MG-GPS scheduler performs better than either the FaR or 

FR-RR scheduler, this is due to the MG-GPS being more efficient in its use of resources. Sim-

ilar to the case for the average packet delay, when 10 codes are used the MG-GPS scheduler 
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exhibits better average throughput performance than the FR-RR scheduler due to the MG-GPS 

scheduler's efficient use of resources. When 16 codes are used the MG-GPS scheduler initially 

has better average throughputs for low loads, however as the load increases the MG-GPS, in 

its efficiency, aggressively attempts to use all 16 codes leading to large amounts of interference 

rendering these codes unusable and resulting in a large drop in the throughput. 

A key pointer from this is that to obtain maximum performance out of the MG-GPS scheduler, 

a measure of the amount of usable resources per group should be obtained. This is even more 

important in a heterogeneous traffic scenario when the number of usable resources for the non-

real time traffic becomes even more time varying due to some of these resources being used by 

other traffic types. 

4.6 Conclusions 

Work on multi-carrier systems has largely focused on the PHY layer aspects, in this chapter 

a performance evaluation of several resource management issues that impact on the grouped 

MC-CDMA system has been carried out. 

It has been demonstrated that the best power control variant is a hybrid DCPC with per group 

and per MS constraints. With regards to multi-group allocation, a least interference multi-

group allocation was found to perform best, however the additional complexity involved in 

using such an allocation relative to a least resource multi-group allocation means the least-

resource allocation is in fact a better candidate for implementation. In addition, for traffic with 

a fixed data rate requirement, it was found to be better to allocate groups in super-groups as 

such groups experienced similar interference levels. 

For non-real time data scheduling a simple multi-group generalised processor sharing scheme 

was proposed. This scheduler initially performed better than other schedulers, but then due 

to its efficiency in using resources, performed poorly to the other schedulers at high loads. 

This effect may be mitigated by the integration of estimates of the number of free resources in 

making the scheduling decision. 

One major conclusion of this chapter is the need for accurate capacity estimation. For real- 

time traffic this will allow access to the system to be limited at high loads to protect ongoing 

calls. For non-real time data traffic, availability of accurate capacity estimates will aid in the 
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scheduler deciding how much data can be transmitted at any one time avoiding the need for 

retransmissions which increase the packet delay and reduce the achievable throughput. The 

issue of dynamic capacity estimation is the topic addressed in the next chapter. 



Chapter 5 
Dynamic Capacity Estimation 

The previous two chapters concentrated on techniques to manage radio resources at the PHY 

and MAC layers. It was shown that performance gains can be achieved by separately opti-

mising the allocation decisions at these layers. However, whilst these decisions were treated 

separately, they are inherently linked and co-dependent. For example, in Chapter 3 the sub-

carrier allocation algorithm performed MS grouping and allocation with regard only to a PHY 

layer parameter; the amplitude of each subcarrier. Chapter 4 introduced the MAC layer alloca-

tion of resources which took into account the MS's slow fading and Q0S requirements in the 

form of multiple data rates. In a real system both these separate elements will have to occur 

concurrently i.e. BSs will need to allocate both the PHY and MAC layer resources to MSs. 

The conventional approach is to do as was done in the previous chapters and allocate these re-

sources separately. The Resource Metric Estimation framework diverges from this approach in 

that it aims to allocate resources across layers whilst taking cognisance of the advantages and 

limitations of each layer. With this approach additional performance gains are to be expected. 

In a CDMA system the capacity is not fixed and is instead time-varying and dependent on the 

interference conditions experienced by MSs in the system. In this chapter capacity estimation 

is investigated in which algorithms and models are developed that deliver estimates of the max-

imum capacity and hence the free resource. These capacity estimation algorithms will then be 

used, in the subsequent chapter, to aid the Resource Metric Estimator in providing cross-layer 

resource allocation decisions by bridging the gap between the PHY/MAC and network layers. 

The definition of maximum capacity adopted is that number of users that can exist in a system 

below a certain, predefined, probability of outage. 

In the first section of this chapter the issue of capacity estimation in the single-cell environment 

is examined, here some assumptions are also made relating to the traffic and interference char-

acteristics; section 5.2 then presents some simulation results pertaining to this environment. 

Section 5.3 removes the assumptions of section 5.2 and looks at the issue of dynamic capacity 

estimation (DCE) in a multi-cell downlink environment, a capacity model is outlined and prac- 
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tical methods for estimating various parameters introduced. In section 5.4 the performance of 

the multi-cell DCE is presented. The chapter finishes with some conclusions in section 5.5. 

5.1 Single-Cell Capacity Estimation 

In this section an expression for the capacity of a single-cell grouped MC-CDMA system is 

developed. For the purposes of the analysis each user uses all the available groups and multiple 

data rates are provided by allocating more than one code to a user i.e. multi-code allocation. 

Let m be the number of code allocations given to a user. With rn code allocations the user will 

have a data rate of m times the basic rate R i.e. a rate of rriR bit/s. Subrates may be achieved by 

discontinuous transmission of one of the assigned codes (such techniques are already utilised in 

current 3G systems). For a multi-code system, the received power for each of the m codes (of 

the same multi-code user) is the same. The multi-user interference experienced by each of the 

m codes is also the same [79].  With these insights an expression for the SIR in the multi-code 

case can be developed. The Eb/Io for any of the codes in the g-th group of the u-th user is 

given by 

7 

20

\ 	 KLu,gPu,g 

=-YU,g = 	54mjLj,gPj,g + (m - l)L u , gPu , g  + vow' 	(5.1) 

Where m is the number of codes assigned to the u-th user, K is the spreading gain and L u , g  

is the path-loss between the BS and the ti-th user on the g-th group. The first term in the 

denominator is the interference experienced from the m3  codes of the j-th user. The second 

term is the self-interference experienced from the u-th user's own codes where it is assumed 

the codes are completely non-orthogonal. 

To obtain an expression for the overall Eb/lo  for each user the multi-code Eb/lo is averaged 

across the groups 

G 	C 
Yu = 	>'Y,g = 	

( 	 KLu,gPu,g 	

) 	
(5.2) 

g=1 	g=1 	rnL,9Pj ,9  + (m - 1)L, 9P,9  + 770  

The long-term fading for each group is the same, L, 9  = L, furthermore if a user occupies 

all groups, then the interference and hence the power assigned to each group is the same. Thus 
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equation (5.2) reduces to 

KL P 
'Yu 

=5   	
(5.3) 

1jU mL3P + (m  - 1)LP + i10W 
 

In an interference limited system such as MC-CDMA, the power of an individual user must 

be controlled to limit the effect of interference on other users. Conversely, the feasibility of 

assigning an appropriate power level to a user may be used as a way to develop an expression 

for the capacity. Following the approach by GurbUz [801,  equation (5.3) can be rearranged and 

the following expression derived to indicate that a feasible power solution for each user can 

exist if and only if 

U  m 	 ow 	
<1 	 (5.4) 

ç'y 	__________________ 
+ 	

___ 
 

j1 
- + K 	1<u<N 1 maxu L  U mjyj j 

Where Pmax,u  is the maximum transmit power limit for the u-th MS. 

The maximum capacity U is thus defined by the number of users that the system will support 

before the outage probability P ut  exceeds a certain predefined threshold [81]. It is impor-

tant to note that the maximum capacity developed above assumes that users are continually 

active, although an activity factor may be included to account for the effects of discontinuous 

transmission. 

5.2 Single-Cell Capacity Estimation Simulation Model and Results 

In this section some results are presented to indicate the maximum capacity values obtained. 

Table 5.1 shows the parameters used to obtain the theoretical capacity values. Three traffic 

types are investigated, voice, video and data. The video and data traffic types respectively 

require 8 and 16 times higher data rates relative to the voice traffic. 

The impact of systematic errors in the power control is also investigated; Viterbi [821 showed 

that for CDMA systems with imperfect power control, the statistics of the E/Io followed a 

log-normal distribution with a mean corresponding to the desired Eb/Io level and a standard 

deviation on the order of 1.5dB to 2.5dB. 

Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show the theoretical capacities with no systematic error and 2 dB of sys- 
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Parameter Value 

Number of groups 2 

Spreading Gain 512 

Total Number of Subcarriers 1024 

Base Data Rate 8 Kbps 

Data Rate per Serial-to-Parallel Channel 4 Kbps 

System Bandwidth 1024*4 Kbps = 4.096 MHz 

Noise Spectral Density -174 dBmIHz 

Maximum Mobile Power Limit (voice, video and data) 5, 14.1, 17.1 dBm 

Standard Deviation of Shadowing 10 dB 

Mean of Required Eb/Io for voice, video and data 5, 5, 7 dB 

Rate for voice, video and data 8, 64, 128 Kbps 

Number of Code Channels required for voice, video and data 1, 8, 16 

Outage Probability constraint 1% 

Table 5.1: Parameters used for single-cell capacity estimation 

tematic error respectively. As can be seen by comparing these two figures, the systematic error 

reduces the capacity in the system. 

The data traffic has less stringent latency requirements relative to those for the voice and video 

traffic. Therefore, when there is real-time traffic present in the system the data traffic has to 

contend with lower priority and use the spare or residual capacity that is not being used by the 

real-time traffic. Figures 5.3 and 5.4 illustrate how the throughput of the real-time users affects 

the spare capacity for non-real time traffic with no systematic error and with a systematic error 

of 2 dB respectively. In these figures the Aggregated Data Rate (ADR) is the sum of data rates 

from users. The blue plots on these figures show the maximum ADR possible for different 

numbers of voice and video users Kid. The red plots show the residual ADR which is the 

Maximum ADR minus the ADR from the voice and video users. The residual ADR is the data 

rate available for utilisation by non-real time data users. Similar to the observations for Figures 

5.1 and 5.2, the presence of video users has a large effect on the achievable throughput for data 

users, with the presence of systematic error reducing the throughput data user can achieve. 
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5.3 Multi-Cell Dynamic Capacity Estimation 

In the preceding section, an expression for the capacity of a single-cell MC-CDMA system was 

presented. However, there were some assumptions made which while simplifying the analysis, 

limit the usefulness of the resulting capacity model. Firstly, in the cellular environment, most 

CDMA networks will not have cells operating in isolation of other cells, multiple cells will 

be required. In a multi-cell CDMA network interference will be received from both intra and 

inter-cell interferers. The capacity model needs to explicitly account for these interferers for it 

to be of most use in the RME framework. Secondly, users were assumed to be constantly trans-

mitting; to account for the characteristics of different traffic types a more sophisticated traffic 

model is required. Thirdly, the assumption was made that each group had similar interference 

characteristics. To take advantage of the groups as an extra dimension of resource allocation 

freedom, different groups may be assigned to different traffic types and hence such groups will 

have different interference characteristics. Finally, the capacity model assumed that users were 

completely non-orthogonal, in a real system there is bound to be some modicum of orthogo-

nality between users. In this section a comprehensive capacity model is outlined that takes into 

account all the aforementioned factors. It largely follows an approach similar to the works by 

Viterbi [83] and Choi [84]. 

5.3.1 Analytical expression for capacity 

To develop the capacity model a three stage process is followed. Firstly, the interference in the 

system is modelled, thereafter the traffic in the system is characterised. Finally, the two are 

combined to give an analytical expression for the capacity and hence the capacity model. 

5.3.1.1 Interference Model 

In the forward-link the power allocated to an individual mobile station (MS), u, can be consid-

ered as a fraction, (0 < OU  < 1), of the total power allocated to traffic sources by a base 

station (BS) [83]. 

The received E&110 for the u-th MS communicating with BSO using traffic type t (e.g. t1 = 
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VoIP, t2 = WWW data, t3 = packetised video streaming data etc.) is as follows 

m) 
U 

- w 	, 

(t 
(5.5) 

Ioitm = 
m - 	PbLb + aPoLo, + N0W 

where 
W = spreading bandwidth 

data rate for traffic type tm  
Pb 	= total power transmitted by the b-th BS 

11' 	= proportion of total BS power allocated to traffic channels 

Lb,u = path loss from the b-th BS to the u-th MS 

ci 	=1—s 

a 	= orthogonality factor, where, 

'0' = Completely non-orthogonal 

'1' = Perfectly orthogonal 

No  = noise power 

The following assumptions are now made 

the background noise is negligible compared to the total signal power. 

the same Eb/lo is required by MSs communicating with each respective service type 

(e.g. all voice users require the same Eb/I0, 'Yt1 all data users 'Yt2'  etc.). 

no soft handoff, mobiles only implement hard handoff. 

Further, the following notation is adopted; that the received signal power at the u-th MS from 

the 0-th BS is So (= PoLo,) and that the out of cell interference received by the u-th MS is 

It (= PbLb) then 

w  
I0+cso 	

(5.6) 

If the user is required to meet a certain Eb/Io, 'Ytm' for the traffic type tm , then equation (5.6) 

can be rearranged to obtain the relative power allocation for the u-th user 

	

(tm) = 'Ytm 1 tm tIOUt 	\ 
(5.7) U 	WW \SQ 	/ 
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The u-th user receives a fraction V)u  of the transmitted power under the conditions 

Ub 

1 	 (5.8) 

where Ub is the total number of users attached to a BS. 

Let, Yu  be 

y = (-r + a) 	 (5.9) 

where the -IS-,OIL 
term is the other-cell relative downlink interference and the a term is the 

orthogonality factor (see equation (5.5)). 

Now a key, but temporary, constraint is made; that all mobiles are located at the boundary of 

the cell whose BS they are communicating with. Without this constraint, an analysis of the 

distribution of y,  which depends on relative MS-BS distances and on log-normally distributed 

random variables, would prove to be analytically intractable [83]. Intuitively this also makes 

sense as mobiles that are located at the edge of the coverage area are likely to have a greater 

impact on the cell capacity than those at the centre. With this constraint however, Yu  can be 

treated as a lognormally distributed random variable with mean dB value rn and standard 

deviation of dB value a t,. To account for the fact that MSs are in fact not all located at the cell's 

edge, but instead uniformly distributed across the cell, the constraint is relaxed by introducing 

a forward-link power factor ij [84]. The forward link power factor is the ratio of the average 

I/So to that of the worst case I0 /So where all MSs are at the cell boundary. The outage 

probability can then be derived as 

U11 	
W I Ut m  __ ________ 	 m Rtm

= Pr 	 t 
GYu + + w 	

Omy> -( 5.10) 
1A 1 	 17 

11  
= 	 (5.11) 

where Ot In is the activity factor of the traffic type tm assigned to the u-th MS. Utm  is the number 

of active sessions for traffic type tm and Ztm = Ytm &m Z_ tm 0 t U 
w 	u=1 u 

Since y, are independent identically distributed lognormal random variables, Ztm  can be ap- 

proximated as lognormally distributed random variables conditioned on the number of active 

sessions [84]. The technique for calculating the mean and variance of Z (which is approximated 
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by a lognormal random variable [85]) is outlined in the works by Choi and Sampath [84, 86]. 

The probability of outage, conditioned by the number of active sessions for each traffic type, is 

then 

=Pr[Z=1r1(Z)> In( )IUti Ut2  ... Utm ] 	 (5.12) 

5.3.1.2 Analytical descriptions of the traffic models 

The number of active sessions for each traffic type is a random variable dependant upon the 

characteristics of that traffic type, the focus is on two traffic types; VoIP and WWW data. 

VoIP As outlined in section 4.3.2.1, a VoIP session can be thought of as an ON-OFF source; 

during the ON-period the user is talking and fixed size packets are generated at regular time 

intervals by the voice codec. In the OFF-period the user is silent, no packets are transmitted 

and hence the wireless resource may be used by other users. The activity factor, Ut1  (defined as 

the percentage of time the source transmits to the duration of the session) is 

Ut 1  = 
ON-time 

OFF-time + ON-time 
(5.13) 

VoIP packets have strict latency requirements, thus the scheduling policy adopted is that VoIP 

packets are transmitted in the next appropriate time slot after each packet's arrival. By assuming 

the session arrival process and the session length process to be Markovian, with rates A t , and 

pt, respectively, then for m servers such a process can be modelled by an M/M/rn/m queue. 

This leads to the formula of equation (5.14) for the occupancy distribution of sessions [87,881 

in which the occupancy is decreased by the activity factor Ut 1 . 

(U1 
At ,  liLt1 )/ ! 

P(ri=N)= 	 (5.14) Fm (9i 1 At 1  / jut 1)3  

j=O 	j! 

where n is a random variable representing the number of active sessions in the system at steady 

state and P(n = N) - the occupancy distribution - indicates the probability of n being some 

value N. 

WWW data With reference to the WWW data traffic model introduced in section 4.3.2.2, 

a WWW data session can be modelled as a series of packet calls within which a number of 
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packets are transmitted. Each packet call can be thought of as the downloading of a page by a 

user. Molina et al. [89], show that for a large number of users the interarrival process of page 

requests at the BS is exponentially distributed. Thus, the page (packet call) arrival is a Poisson 

process. If the arrival rate of user's WWW sessions at the BS is ) and the mean number of 

packet calls per session is Np, then the arrival rate of packet calls at the BS is 

At, 	 (5.15) 

Within a packet call, a number of packets are transmitted and there is a time interval between 

two consecutive packet transmissions. This behaviour can be characterised by an activity factor 

Ot 2  [84] 

Ot, >PTON 	 E[TON] 

= pTOFF + pTON E[TOFFJ + E[TON] 	
(5.16) 

where P is the average number of packets per packet call, TON is the duration of a packet 

transmission during a packet call and TOFF is the duration of the time intervals between two 

successive packet transmissions in a packet call. 

The serving time of a packet call does not follow a negative exponential distribution. As this 

is non-real time data with lenient latency requirements (relative to for example real-time ser-

vices like VoIP), there is no blocking of unserved packet calls. The queue system may thus be 

modelled as an M/G/oo queue. The occupancy distribution of such a system is given by the 

following Poisson distribution [88] 

(O2A2/ii2 
)fl eO2At2/h1t2 	 (5.17) P(n=N)= 	

n! 

where p2  is the serving rate of a packet call. The above equation describes the probability of 

ri MSs (that are accessing WWW data) transmitting packets in the system at steady state. 

5.3.1.3 Probability of outage and final capacity expression 

Incorporating the information on the number of sessions developed in equations (5.14) and 

(5.17) into the expression for the probability of outage conditioned on the number of active 

sessions in equation (5.12) the following final expression for the probability of outage in the 
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case of the two traffic types can be obtained 

00 	

(0t1 A t  1 I/It1 )t/l! 
X... 

	

Pout = 	 jt1 
(91Ajj/it1)i 

- 	'=0 	j! 

[] 

	

X 	et2At2t2 
(0t2At2//It2) 	

( 	

- E 	
(5.18) 

I ii! 
n=0 	 Var()  

in which 

= I W/Rt, j 
L 	)tr 

The maximum capacity is then that load for which the outage probability is less than or equal 

to some pre-defined maximum value i.e. Pout Pout ,max 

5.3.1.4 Providing code capacity estimates 

The DCE may also be used to provide estimates of the number of usable codes in each group 

- the code capacity. This is achieved by modifying the previous analysis to consider a code 

as an active user that is always on, the maximum number of usable codes can then be found 

as that number of always on users for which the outage probability is less than the pre-defined 

maximum value. 

5.3.2 DCE Procedure 

With the insight gained from the analytical expression for the capacity developed in section 

5.3.1 the procedure for the Dynamic Capacity Estimator can be outlined. This is as follows: 

Statistics estimation - Each individual MS estimates the mean other-cell downlink rel-

ative interference, y (see equation (5.9)) on some, or all, of its groups. This statistic 

is communicated to the BS at appropriate intervals. With information from the MSs in 

its cell, the BS can calculate the cell-wide mean, m, and standard deviation, o,, of the 

other-cell downlink relative interference. 

Cell edge detection - Each MS determines whether it is at the edge of the coverage area 

of the BS it is communicating with. A single bit indicating this is passed to the BS along 

with the statistics of Yu. 



Capacity Estimation 

Maximum capacity per group - With knowledge of m and o-, the current outage prob-

ability per group can be calculated using equation (5.18). The maximum capacity per 

group is then obtained by iteratively placing higher (or lower) packet arrival and serving 

rates into the equation to find that load for which Pout 	Pout,max. To account for the 

fact that the statistics upon which this estimate is based are obtained from MSs, some of 

which are not right at the edge of the cell, a Degree of Confidence Level in the estimate 

of the current (DCL CUI-I-) capacity is required. 

Maximum total capacity for the whole system i.e. all groups - The maximum total 

capacity in the system is a weighted sum of the maximum capacity per group. The exact 

nature of the summation depends on the scheme used to allocate users to groups. 

Further details on most of the above steps can be found in the following sections. 

5.3.3 Statistics Estimation 

The key statistic to be estimated at the MS is Yu  (equation (5.9)). y can be broken down 

into its constituent components; firstly, the orthogonality factor, a and, secondly, the other-cell 

downlink relative interference, Iout/S. ('out is the out-cell interference, while S0 is the in-cell 

received power.) 

Channel estimates are required in the receiver to perform coherent detection, the orthogonality 

factor can be readily calculated from these estimates and thus estimation of this parameter is 

not treated further. 

A scheme, termed the null pilot assignment plan, for separately measuring the out-cell interfer-

ence and in-cell received power is explained in section 5.3.3.1. 

5.3.3.1 Null pilot assignment plan 

Conventionally, the BSs surrounding a cell and the in-cell BSs transmit at the same time, mak-

ing it difficult to isolate and measure the out of cell interference Iout The novel null pilot 

assignment plan is designed to overcome this problem. 

The MC-CDMA frame format is as shown in figure 5.5. One frame is transmitted per time 

slot. There are two common pilot symbols time multiplexed at the beginning of the frame, 
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these are mapped over all subcarriers. In the middle of the frame are 3 mid-amble symbols, 

these mid-ambles exist for each code and amongst other tasks are used to obtain SIR estimates, 

the mid-ambles are also mapped across all subcarriers. Within each frame there are a pair of 

what are termed null pilot symbols', these are similar to the mid-ambles with the exception 

that during the null pilot symbols the BS does NOT transmit any information. The out-cell 

interference is measured, by the MSs, during these null pilots. (The in-cell received power is 

measured outside these nulls, for example during the mid-amble.) 

Null Pilots 	Midamble 
Code 	 / 

Common P11 

ime 

Frequency 

Figure 5.5: MC-CDMA frame 

If— according to the PHY layer assumptions presented in section 5.4.1 - it is assumed that there 

are 85 symbols per frame, then the use of two null symbols per frame results in a small 2.5% 

reduction in the achievable throughput. 

The exact position of the null pilots within the frame needs to be chosen such that in each frame 

every MS is permanently able to measure the out-cell interference. To achieve this, each cell 

in a cellular network is allocated a null pilot offset (this is simply the number of symbols from 

the beginning of the frame to the first null pilot). In a large cellular network it would obviously 

be impossible to have a unique offset for each and every cell; offsets have to be reused. With 

the reasonable assumption that the majority of the interference comes from the first two tiers of 

cells surrounding the desired cell, a technique from cell frequency planning can be borrowed to 

design the offset plan shown in figure 5.6. This figure shows a cellular network and the different 

itfsets assigned to each cell. For example, cell 0 has null pilots at offset 'A' that is different 

:rn the offsets assigned to all the 18 neighbouring cells in the first two tiers. This is repeated 

the  
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Figure 5.6: Null pilot offset plan 

In selecting the offsets, care must be taken to ensure that the worst case propagation time does 

not result in the null pilot of a cell in the first two tiers clashing with that of the central cell. A 

result of this is that in cases where the cell radius is large, a larger offset reuse factor would be 

required. 

5.3.3.2 Averaging techniques 

The number of null pilot symbols is kept intentionally low to avoid adversely affecting the 

throughput per frame. This small number of pilot symbols means that it may be difficult for 

an estimator to form a reliable estimate of the out-cell interference, especially under heavily 

fluctuating traffic and propagation scenarios. Under such conditions, the choice of averaging 

scheme becomes important, in section 5.4 three averaging/filtering techniques are investigated; 

I. Weighted Multi-Slot Averaging (WMSA) was proposed by Andoh et al. for pilot based 

channel estimation in CDMA systems [90],  Lee et al. then applied it to the case of 

SIR estimation in TDD-CDMA [91]. Two different averaging lengths are used, the first 

(WMSA 1) is 8 slots long and has coefficients [0.3 0.8 110.8 0.31. The second (WMSA2) 

is 10 slots long and has coefficients [0.15 0.3 0.8 11 0.8 0.3 0.151. The coefficients are 

chosen to give a tapering weight between the samples. 

2. Moving average. The length of the moving average filter is chosen to correspond to that 

of the longest WMSA filter i.e. 10 slots. 
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3. Median filtering. The length of the median filter is also 10 slots. 

A diagram of the full statistics estimation process is shown in figure 5.7. Firstly, the out-

cell received power is measured by calculating P_ = E(Ix1I2) during the null pilot 

symbols (where xi,, is the input signal) and then, during the mid-amble and normal symbols, the 

total received power is measured using a similar procedure. These two values are manipulated 

resulting in an estimate of the other-cell downlink relative interference. This estimate can then 

be averaged across a suitable number of time slots before being passed to the BS. 

During 
Null Pilot 
symbols 

l interier1_ 
 Estimation 	J During 

Midamble and 

7Total 

Normal 
symbols 

eceived ___
Estimation 

Out  instantaneous 	 average 

1'rx 	I 	flrx 
Smart Averaging 

Figure 5.7: Statistics estimation procedure 

5.3.4 Cell edge detection 

MSs need to determine when they are in a position to effect a handoff from one BS to another. 

The measurements taken by an MS for the handoff decision are utilised to allow the determi-

nation of whether or not an MS is at the edge of its BS' coverage area. Thus the cell edge 

detection does not require any extra measurements/communication other than what is already 

provided for handoff detection. 

The ideal scenario would be to take information only from MSs that are right at the edge of the 

cell. Unfortunately such a scenario is unrealistic for a number of reasons 

any MSs that were in such a position would be excellent candidates for handoff and 

would not be present at that position for any meaningful period of time 

MSs are uniformly distributed over the cell area, thus the number of MSs right at the 

edge is likely to be extremely low which would mean that it would be harder to collect 

results that would form a statistically large enough sample to result in good estimation of 

the parameters of y 

detection of the cell edge is not straightforward especially considering that the coverage 
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area for each cell is non-static and depends on a lot of parameters e.g. propagation 

conditions, traffic load, maximum power etc. 

There is therefore a trade off between having a mobile at the edge of the coverage area and 

having enough mobiles present at the edge to give good data. To solve this, the requirement for 

MSs to be right at the cell edge is firstly relaxed (Figure 5.8(a)), instead this area is broadened 

into a cell edge region as seen in figure 5.8(b). As the cell edge region is larger than the cell 

edge, it provides a relatively large amount of MSs from which to collect the statistics of Yu, 

furthermore, these MSs are likely to exist in this region for a longer period of time than at the 

cell edge. 

Ixi 
(a) Edge of cell 
	

(b) Cell edge re- 
gion 

Figure 5.8: Expansion of the cell edge 

Handoffs are normally requested if the handoff metric crosses some threshold value. Cell edge 

region detection is then simply a matter of loosening that threshold, so that whenever the hand-

off metric crosses the looser threshold, the MS is deemed to be in the cell edge region. 

The broadening of the area from which statistics of Yu  are collected is bound to have an effect 

on the DCE algorithm. This is accounted for with a Degree of Confidence Level (DCL CWT ) in 

the current maximum capacity. The DCL CUff  is explained further in section 5.3.5. 

5.3.5 Degree of Confidence Level in the current capacity 

A key feature of the interference analysis presented in section 5.3.1.1 was that the other-cell 

downlink interference was taken from the edge of the cell. This constraint allowed the other-cell 

downlink relative interference to be modelled as a log-normally distributed random variable. In 

section 5.3.4 it was explained that it was more practical to take such measurements from a 

cell-edge region instead of the absolute cell-edge. However, a consequence of using a cell-edge 
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region is that the other-cell downlink relative interference will no longer be strictly log-normal, 

but will also be affected by the varying MS-BS distances (i.e. distance between the MSs in the 

cell-edge region and their serving BSs). Therefore, this will result in the estimate of the mean 

of the other-cell relative downlink interference at the cell-edge being biased, with an attendant 

degradation in the capacity estimate calculated using this mean. 

To account for these effects, a Degree of Confidence Level in the current (DCL CWT) estimate 

of the maximum capacity is introduced. The DCL CUIT  can be thought of as a quantifier of the 

distance between the maximum capacity estimate and the true capacity. 

MSs are assumed to be uniformly distributed across the network, thus if a cell is viewed as 

a circle then due to the geometry of circles there is a higher probability of MSs existing at 

the cell-edge than at areas closer to the cell's centre. As a corollary to this, having a larger 

number of MSs equals a larger number of MSs at the cell-edge. Therefore, at high loads/high 

outage probabilities the estimate of the maximum capacity is likely to be more accurate as 

these situations equate to more mobiles being present in the cell/higher powers and thus more 

statistically meaningful results. The inputs to the DCL CUIT  will thus be the current load and the 

calculated outage probability. The DCL CUIT  is calculated via an empirical approach whereby 

MSs are distributed across a network and simulations run to determine the capacity of that 

network. Results are stored for various loads and current outage probabilities. These results 

are then compared to the maximum capacities calculated using the developed DCE framework, 

the result of this comparison is the DCL CUIT  i.e. the distance between the estimated and true 

capacities. 

The procedure for calculating the DCL CU  is as shown in algorithm 4. 

The DCLCUT  may then be used to weight the maximum capacity estimate, Cest, as follows: 

Cest  = DCLcurrCmax 	 (5.19) 

5.3.6 Maximum system capacity from per group capacity 

The maximum capacity is first estimated per group, the total maximum capacity for the system 

(i.e. all groups) can then be obtained by appropriate summation of the per group capacities. 

In actual fact, the maximum system capacity depends on the model used to decide which user 

is allocated to which group. In the best case, the allocation model would be such that the 
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Algorithm 4 Calculating DCLCUIT  

if (P0 	Po,jmax ) then 
DCL curr  = 1 

else 
D CLcurr = f (Cmax , Cnorrn) Pout, Pout,max) 

end if 

where, 
Cmax = Estimated maximum capacity 
Cnorm = Load at which the maximum capacity was estimated 
P0 t = Probability of outage for C,orrn 

P0U max = Maximum allowable probability of outage 
= Function decided via an empirical approach which may 

for example involve running simulations where users are 
distributed across the cell and collecting data on 
capacity limits to decide the DCL CUTT  

maximum system capacity is the summation of the individual per group capacities, this can 

be considered an upper capacity limit. For some allocation models, the allocation of users 

to groups may result in undue interference on other users and hence the maximum system 

capacity being lower than the upper limit. The level at which the allocation model approaches 

the upper limit is what is termed, in this thesis, the 'group utilisation' of the model. If an 

allocation model has 100% group utilisation this means that its maximum system capacity is 

equal to the summation of individual per group capacities. An 80% group utilisation means 

that its maximum system capacity is equal to 80% of the summation of individual per group 

capacities, and so forth. 

The simulation results presented in section 4.4.1 show that the least resource multi-group allo-

cation has a 100% group utilisation, whilst the random multi-group allocation has an approxi-

mately 90% group utilisation. 

5.3.7 Note on data transmission overhead 

As outlined in the preceding sections, the multi-group multi-carrier DCE process is largely per-

formed on a per group basis. The number of groups in the system depends on the length of the 

spreading code and the number of subcarriers; shorter spreading codes/more subcarriers equal 

more groups. Conceivably some objections could be raised regarding the data overhead (in 

terms of other-cell downlink relative interference measurements) that each MS has to transmit. 
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To assuage such fears, it may be useful to highlight that groups can be managed in groups of 

groups i.e. super-groups. If the allocation model now allocated users to groups on the coarser 

super-group boundaries, then each of the individual groups in that super-group would experi-

ence broadly similar long term fading and interference. The data transmission burden can then 

be reduced to the transmission of information for one group per super-group. There is unfor -

tunately a trade-off in that the allocation model loses flexibility which could potentially impair 

its performance. 

5.4 Multi-Cell DICE Simulation Models and Results 

5.4.1 Estimation of the other-cell downlink relative interference 

In this section methods for the estimation and averaging of the other-cell downlink relative 

interference are investigated using physical layer simulations of a MC-CDMA system. 

Figure 5.9 shows the structure of the simulation. The out-cell interference is modelled as an 

MC-CDMA source with added AWGN noise. 

Out-Cell Interference Source 	 I AWGN I I 	I AWGN 

MC-CDMA H Multipath i._4 Shadowing 
Symbol 	 Channel 	and Path Loss F_* 	f_.1P_*E_h1H MS Receiver 
Source 

In-Cell Transmitter 

MCCDMA 	Multipath 

H Symbol 	 Channel 	and Path Loss 
Source 

Figure 5.9: MC-CDMA PHY layer simulation structure 

The PHY layer simulation parameters can be found in Table 5.2. The channel model used is a 

24 tap exponential delay model as outlined by Maeda et al [61]. The maximum delay spread of 

this channel model is 1.15 is, whilst its RMS delay spread is 0.2912 ts. 

In evaluating the performance of the estimator and averaging techniques two performance mea- 

sures will be used. The first is the normalised (to the true value of the ratio) mean square error 

(MSE) which is used to measure how close the results get to the true value. The second is the 
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Parameter Value 

Total Number of Users 64 

Total number of subcarriers 512 

Spreading gain per group 16 

Spreading code type orthogonal Gold 

Total number of groups 32 

Number of groups per user 8 

Group to subcarrier allocation Fixed 

Proportion of out-cell interference power that is AWGN 40% 

Channel model 24-tap, exponential delay [611 

Channel model, maximum delay spread 1.15 us 

Carrier frequency 5 GHz 

Bandwidth 80 MHz 

Number of midamble symbols 3 

Total number of symbols per slot 85 

Total number of slots simulated 1000 

Table 5.2: PHY layer si,nularion Parameters 

normalised (again to the true value) standard deviation which is used to measure the variability 

in the estimates. 

Figure 5.10 shows the normalised MSE and the normalised standard deviation results of the 

estimation process for different other-cell downlink relative interference values at a Doppler 

frequency corresponding to a mobile velocity of 5 km/h and an SNR of 30 dB. 

Simulation results by Viterbi [83] show that the majority of the other-cell downlink relative 

interference occurs in the range 0 to 0.5. The simulation results in Figure 5.10 show that the 

estimation process is most accurate at these values of interest. (N.B. Preliminary results showed 

that the trend seen in the figures was closely followed for intermediate values in the ranges 0.1 

to 0.5 and 2 to 4. To reduce the overall amount of simulation time required, these results are 

not shown here.) Of the four averaging schemes, the WMSA variants initially perform better 

than the moving average and median filter for a small range of ratios between 0.005 and 0.025. 

Above these values, the moving average and median filter clearly outperform both variants of 

the WMSA filter (WMSA1 and WMSA2). The moving average and median filter at first exhibit 

broadly similar performance in the 0 to 0.5 range, however, in the 1 to 4 range the median filter 
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is observably superior. This is due to the fact that at higher ratios there is a larger amount of 

power coming from outside of the cell; the power levels may have relatively large variations 

between symbols, because the number of the null pilots in such instances is not large enough to 

average out these variations, data outliers are produced. The median filter is more immune to 

such outliers than any of the other averaging techniques and is thus the best choice of averaging 

technique. 
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Figure 5.10: Estimation of other-cell down/ink relative interference, Doppler = 23 Hz (5 km/h), 
SNR = 30 dB 

Figure 5.11 shows results of when the estimation process is tested at a Doppler frequency 

corresponding to the higher mobile velocity of 30 km/h. These results do not differ appreciably 

from those at the lower Doppler frequency. Since the MC-CDMA system is assumed to be 
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intended to be deployed in microcells where mobile velocities are not expected to be much 

higher than 30 km/h, the effect of even higher Doppler frequencies is not tested. Hence, for the 

system assumptions, the estimation process is robust to changes in Doppler frequency. 

To check the robustness of the algorithm to changes in orthogonality factor, the channel was 

changed by reducing the maximum delay spread by 75% to 0.2875 As (RMS delay spread of 

0.0725 fzs). Such a channel would have a higher orthogonality factor relative to the channel 

with the previous delay spread. There were, for all intents and purposes, no differences in the 

estimation results. 
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can be seen in Figure 5.12 where the SNR is now 20 dB. Comparing Figures 5.11 and 5.12, it 

can be seen that in general the normalised MSEs for all the algorithms at the SNR of 20 dB are 

higher than those when the SNR is 30 dB. Thus, while the estimation process still works well 

at the lower SNR, the quality of the estimation process drops as the SNR is decreased. This is 

due to the increased noise power in the signal making it difficult to correctly estimate the power 

of the desired component. 
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Figure 5.12: Estimation of other-cell downlink relative interference, Doppler = 139 Hz (30 
km/h), SNR =20 dB 

5.4.2 DCE 

The simulation model for the system-level (i.e. cellular) simulation of the DCE process is the 

same as that used earlier in section 4.3. Table 4.4 in that section contains the main simulation 

parameters. 

Simulation results are collected from all 19 cells, wraparound of the interference is performed 

to counteract edge effects. Power control is performed using the Hybrid DCPC scheme of 

section 4.1.1.3. Only one time slot is simulated. For the purposes of simplicity, only one traffic 

class, VoIP, is used to evaluate the performance of the DCE. Users are allocated to groups using 

the Least Resource multi-group allocation scheme of section 4.1.2.2. 

The metric chosen for cell edge detection and handover is the MS-BS path gain, the MS is 

deemed to be at the cell-edge when the path gain between the serving BS and that of the next 

strongest BS differ by less than 6 dB. The MS-BS path gain is also the metric which the MSs 
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use to determine to which BSs they belong to. To ensure that MSs do not fluctuate unnecessarily 

between BSs, there is a handoff margin; an MS is only allowed to handoff to a BS if the path 

gain to that BS is greater than the path gain to the current BS by an amount exceeding the 

handoff margin. 

5.4.2.1 Degree of confidence level in the current capacity 

An example of the degree of confidence level in the estimate of the current maximum capacity, 

DCLCWT , for the system assumptions is shown in figure 5.13. The figure shows the current load 

estimate, the calculated probability of outage and the DCL CUIT  in the estimate of the maximum 

capacity at these values. A DCL CUff  of greater than 1 indicates that the estimate of the maximum 

capacity is overly pessimistic. Such situations tend to occur when the current load and/or 

consequent probability of outage values are high. A DCL CWT  of less than I indicates that the 

maximum capacity estimate is overly optimistic. Such situations tend to occur when the current 

load and/or consequent probability of outage values are low. 
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Figure 5.13: DCL curr  

5.4.2.2 Capacity estimation 

Figures 5.14-5.16 show the estimated per group capacity (N.B. the capacity is after error con- 

trol coding) performance of the DCE for different orthogonality factors, with and without the 
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DCE and with various levels of PHY estimation errors. These results are drawn by averaging 

the estimated per group capacity across all groups for a simulation time corresponding to 30 

minutes of real world operation. 

The length of the filter here describes the equivalent length, in seconds, of the moving average 

filter used to obtain averages of the other-cell downlink relative interference. The 'True Value' 

in the figures indicates the true capacity value after running the simulations and is that capacity 

value for which the outage probability is 1%. 

The PHY estimation errors are added in the following manner. Firstly, simulations of the NPAP 

scheme —as explained in section 5.3.3.1 - are performed for various values of the other-cell rel-

ative downlink interference. Secondly, from these simulations, the mean and standard deviation 

of the estimated other-cell relative downlink interference after median filtering are calculated. 

These values are stored in a Look Up Table (LUT); the LUT's parameters are the desired other-

cell relative downlink interference, the mean of its estimated value at the PHY layer and the 

standard deviation of the estimated value at the PHY layer. Finally, in the simulation a perfect 

calculation of the other-cell relative interference is made. To add the PHY layer estimation 

errors this value is fed to the LUT from which the mean and standard deviation of the other-cell 

relative interference after PHY estimation are drawn (after suitable interpolation). The result-

ing mean and standard deviation are used to generate a normally distributed number. This new 

number is the other-cell relative downlink interference after the PHY estimation errors. 

The following three PHY estimation error scenarios are simulated: 

. Perfect PHY estimate: No errors are made in the estimation of the other-cell relative 

downlink interference. 

. PHY estimation errors (1): Small errors in the PHY estimation of the other-cell relative 

downlink interference, corresponding to the use of a Doppler frequency of 23 Hz (5 km/h) 

and an SNR of 30 dB. 

. PHY estimation errors (2): Larger errors in the PHY estimation of the other-cell relative 

downlink interference, corresponding to the use of a Doppler frequency of 139 Hz (30 

km/h) and an SNR of 20 dB. 

A common trend in the results is that the use of the DCL CU, improves the performance of the 

capacity estimation process. With the DCL CUIT  using moving average filters with a length of 10 
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Figure 5.14: Estimation of per group capacity with and without DCL CUrr  and with various lev-
els of imperfect estimation (at the PHY layer) of the other-cell downlink relative 
interference. Orthogonality = 0.1. 
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Figure 5.15: Estinzation of per group capacity with and without DCL CUrr  and with various lev-
els of imperfect estimation (at the PHY layer) of the other-cell downlink relative 
interference. Orthogonality = 0.5. 
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Figure 5.16: Estimation of per group capacity with and without DCL curr  and with various lev-
els of imperfect estimation (at the PH Y layer) of the other-cell downlink relative 
interference. Orthogonality = 0.9. 

seconds results in an excellent estimate of the capacity for all orthogonality factors. 

The addition of the PHY errors causes underestimation of the capacity. This effect is due to the 

PHY errors causing the overestimation of the other-cell downlink relative interference, resulting 

in a larger mean value than if no errors were present. Similarly, with PHY errors, the standard 

deviation of the other-cell downlink relative interference is larger than if no errors were present. 

Larger mean and standard deviation values correspond to larger P 0  values for a given load and 

thus a lower estimated maximum capacity. The lower orthogonality factor is seen to be more 

immune to PHY error effects, this can be explained by examining equation 5.9 for the other-cell 

relative downlink interference. This equation is reproduced below for convenience. 

1/u = 	+ a so  

At lower orthogonality factors, the a term in this equation begins to dominate (recall that a = 

1 - orthogonality factor) and errors in the 	term have less impact. so  

5.4.2.3 Results of the total capacity estimate 

Figures 5.17-5.19 illustrate the performance of the DCE when estimating the total capacity. 

These results are drawn by averaging the estimated total capacity for a simulation time cone- 

LU 
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sponding to 30 minutes of real world operation. 

As in the previous subsection, the performance of the DCE improves with the use of the DCL CUIT  

and is degraded when PHY estimation errors are added resulting in the DCE underestimating 

the total capacity. 
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Without DCL 	 0- PHY estimation errors (2) 
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Figure 5.17: Estimation of total (all groups) capacity with and without DCL C .urr  and with var-
ious levels of imperfect estimation (at the PHY layer) of the other-cell downlink 
relative interference. Orthogonality = 0.1. 

5.5 Conclusions 

This chapter explored the concept of capacity estimation in multi-carrier CDMA. A simplified 

model for the single-cell capacity was presented. Thereafter a more comprehensive model for 

the multiple-cell capacity per group was performed. Using information gleaned from the com-

prehensive analysis, a Dynamic Capacity Estimation scheme and procedure has been proposed 

that is able to estimate the maximum capacity in one group and by extension the whole system. 

Further a degree of confidence level in the current capacity was utilised to account for errors 

produced during the estimation process. System level evaluation has shown that the DCE is 

able to capably deliver estimates of the maximum capacity aided by the DCL CU . 

Simulation results demonstrate that it is possible to estimate the main parameter (the other-cell 

downlink relative interference) required by the DCE with little modification to a conventional 

transmit frame, namely the introduction of null pilots. Although the use of some symbols as 

null pilots degrades the throughput achievable, under the system parameters such degradation 
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Figure 5.18: Estimation of total (all groups) capacity with and without DCL CUrT  and with var-
ious levels of imperfect estimation (at the PHY layer) of the other-cell downlink 
relative interference. Orthogonality = 0.5. 
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Figure 5.19: Estimation of total (all groups) capacity with and without DCL curr, and with var-
ious levels of imperfect estimation (at the PHY layer) of the other-cell downlink 
relative interference. Orthogonality = 0.9. 
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was limited to 2.5% of the throughput. To reduce this value, alternative schemes may be utilised 

for estimating the other-cell downlink relative interference. As the focus of this work is on the 

applications of RME to RRM such an investigation is left as an area for further research. 

In chapter 6, algorithms that exploit the DCE to aid in the cross-layer scheduling of resources 

are presented. 
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Chapter 6 
Resource Control and Scheduling 

The preceding chapters have investigated the management of radio resources in both the PHY 

and MAC layers; in Chapter 5 a dynamic capacity estimation scheme was introduced that pro-

vided capacity estimates that could be used by the Resource Metric Estimator to bridge the gap 

between the PHY and MAC levels. 

This chapter investigates the use of the DCE in aiding the provision of cross-layer resource 

allocation decisions. In making a decision on how to allocate the resources, the nature of each 

traffic type must be considered. For real-time traffic flows, their strict latency requirements 

means that once a real-time traffic flow is accepted into the network, then the quality of that 

flow should be guaranteed for the duration the flow is active. For non-real time flows, their less 

stringent latency requirements means that each flow can cope with temporarily poor transmis-

sion conditions by the resource controller choosing to allocate resources away from such a flow 

to other flows. Thus the resource allocation decisions for real-time and non-real time traffic 

may be reduced to decisions on call admission control and packet scheduling respectively. The 

admission control algorithm must decide if a real-time flow can be accepted into the network, 

whereas non-real time flows are always admitted into the network, meaning the scheduling 

algorithm must decide when packets may be given access to the network. 

In this chapter the concepts from previous chapters are integrated via the Resource Metric 

Estimation framework with this unit taking in data from both layers and using this data to 

provide cross-layer allocation decisions. Section 6.1 focuses on admission control for real-time 

\oIP traffic. Section 6.2 deals with a cross-layer resource allocation and scheduling algorithm 

that uses the MG-GPS scheduler of chapter 4 and information from the DCE to make cross-

aver aware decisions. The chapter finishes with conclusions in section 6.3. 
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6.1 Call Admission Control for Real-Time traffic 

6.1.1 Introduction 

A call admission control algorithm decides on whether or not to admit a call based on some 

criteria; the aim in making this decision is to admit as many calls as possible whilst ensuring 

that the quality of ongoing calls is preserved. In noise-limited systems based on orthogonal 

channels, the capacity is fixed at a value which normally corresponds to a multiple of the num-

ber of orthogonal channels available, the admission decision is thus based on whether or not 

an orthogonal channel is available for a newly arrived user. In interference-limited systems, 

such as CDMA, the capacity is time varying due to its dependence on other user's signal power, 

allowing a more flexible use of the wireless resources. However, to get the most out of this 

flexibility the question as to what metric the admission decision should be based on becomes 

crucial. 

There have been a number of suggested metrics in the literature. Liu and Zarki [92] proposed 

an SIR based admission control that was shown to outperform a fixed call admission control. 

Kim [93] proposed an SIR based call admission algorithm whereby new calls are admitted 

provisionally into the system, power control conducted and the decision on whether or not to 

accept a call is made depending on whether or not the call's SIR meets a threshold value after 

the call has interacted with the system for some time. A drawback of this scheme is that it 

may take too long to come to a decision. Jeon and Jeong [94] proposed a scheme that uses the 

estimated average SIR and a CAC threshold SIR to make the admission decision. Gunnarson et 

al. [95] developed an admission control scheme that makes an admission decision based on the 

uplink relative load (a value that is related to the noise rise) in the target and surrounding cells. 

Admission control using a similar metric is mentioned in the book by Holma and Toskala [38]. 

Dimitriou et al. [96] proposed an admission control scheme that makes its decision based on 

whether or not the multiple access interference exceeds a certain threshold. 

By far what appears to be the most popular class of admission control schemes is those that 

use the powers users are assigned/experience as an estimate of the interference condition in 

the cell and hence as a parameter upon which to base an admission decision. These schemes 

typically admit a user if the power metric (either received or assigned transmitted power for the 

uplink and downlink cases respectively) does not exceed some predefined threshold. Examples 

of such schemes are those proposed by Huang and Yates [97], Knutsson et al. [98], Kim and 
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Han [99], Perez-Romero et al. [100], Holma and Toskala [381, Aissa et al. [101], etc. The 

appeal of the transmit/received power as a metric is due to its ready availability, needing little 

to no measurement over and above that already being performed for other services in a wireless 

communication system. 

6.1.2 DCE CAC algorithm 

All the metrics and algorithms mentioned in section 6. 1.1 perform well with the proviso that the 

threshold on which the admission decision is made is set correctly. This threshold will typically 

vary depending on the different classes of cells, propagation conditions etc., and in some cases 

may even need to be set on a cell by cell basis. Thus in this section a new downlink admission 

control scheme is investigated that utilises the earlier developed DCE framework to perform a 

joint admission control and multi-group allocation without the need for pre-set thresholds. This 

algorithm is termed the DCE CAC. 

The performance of this algorithm is compared to that of two other algorithms; one without 

CAC using only dynamic multi-group allocation (termed No CAC) and the other a joint power 

threshold based CAC and dynamic multi-group allocation algorithm (termed Power threshold 

CAC). 

Previous CAC algorithms that make a decision without a predefined threshold include works 

whereby the CDMA power control problem is set up as a constraint model, the feasible condi-

tion of which determines whether or not a call may be accepted [80,102-104]. A drawback of 

these works is that they fail to consider the statistical multiplexing gains that may be obtained 

from the inactivity of users. Everitt [105] proposed a scheme, based on assumptions on the 

interference factors between a target cell and its interfering cells, that allowed the calculation 

of linear constraints that define the uplink capacity region in terms of the number of users. 

These inter-cell interference factors were assumed to be constant when in actual fact they are 

dynamic, exhibiting random behaviour dependent on the propagation conditions, MS move-

ment etc. Ishikawa and Umeda [106] developed an analysis of the CDMA uplink that produced 

a calculation of an effective CAC threshold and Erlang capacity that could be used to make 

an admission decision; similar to the work by Everitt, they also assumed constant inter-cell 

interference factors. Evans [107] developed a traffic model for the uplink and introduced the 

concept of effective bandwidth in CDMA systems. He then proceeded to outline an effective 

bandwidth based call admission control algorithm. 
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6.1.2.1 Joint power threshold CAC and dynamic multi-group allocation 

This algorithm combines a power threshold CAC algorithm (based on the downlink CAC algo-

rithm proposed by Knutsson et al. [98]) with the Least Resource multi-group allocation algo-

rithm of section 4.1.2.2. The algorithm is as follows: 

A new session arrives and requests admission. 

The Least Resource multi-group allocation algorithm selects a group(s) for this session. 

Power threshold CAC is performed for the groups from step (ii). Admit the new session 

and assign it to the group(s) from step (ii) if 

Ptot,g < Pthr 	 (6.1) 

where Ptot,g  is the total output power for the BS's g-th group before the new session is 

admitted and Pthr  is a predefined power threshold. This power threshold is chosen by 

maximising the system's performance for a certain load. 

If the session is denied access to these group(s), then blacklist them and proceed back to 

step 2. 

If the algorithm has iterated through all the groups, then the session is denied admission. 

6.1.2.2 Joint DCE CAC and dynamic multi-group allocation 

This algorithm combines the Least Resource multi-group allocation algorithm with a new DCE 

based CAC algorithm. The following steps describe the algorithm 

A new session arrives and requests admission. 

The Least Resource multi-group allocation algorithm selects a group(s) for this session. 

DCE CAC is performed for the groups from step (ii), and admit the new session and 

assign it to the group(s) from step (ii) if 

Cnorn-, g  < CrnadeLq 	 (6.2) 
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Where 	is the current load for the BS's g-th group and is estimated by multiplying 

the average per user throughput by the number of users currently in the system. C,kj,9 

is the maximum capacity for the g-th group as estimated by the DCE whilst taking into 

account the DCL CUIT . 

If the session is denied access to these group(s), then blacklist them and proceed back to 

step 2. 

4. If the algorithm has iterated through all the groups, then the session is denied admission. 

The DCE CAC algorithm utilises information from the various layers to make a decision. PHY 

layer information is fed in to the DCE to develop a capacity estimate. From the upper layers 

information on the current carried traffic load is drawn. 

6.1.3 Simulation results 

In this section some simulation results illustrating the performance of the various CAC schemes 

outlined in the previous section are presented. The performance measures used to evaluate 

the CAC algorithms are the probability of outage, the call blocking probability (see section 

4.3.1.3 for further explanation of these measures) and the Grade of Service (GoS). The GoS 

is a combination of the first two performance measures and is motivated by the well accepted 

notion that it is more annoying for a subscriber to have an ongoing session interrupted (due to 

it being dropped) than for that session to be blocked. The GoS can be stated thus 

CoS = 10 * P0  + Pblock 	 (6.3) 

The system-level simulation parameters are the same as those of Table 4.4 in section 4.3.3. The 

orthogonality factor is fixed at 0.9. A number of power thresholds were tested for the Power 

Threshold CAC scheme, a value of Pth = —5dBm was found to be most suitable. 

Figures 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3 show the probability of outage, blocking and the grade of service 

respectively for the different CAC algorithms. 

It can be seen that the use of CAC reduces the probability of outage under high load conditions, 

allowing more users to enjoy a good QoS. The joint DCE CAC performs slightly better than 

the joint power threshold CAC. At low loads both the CAC algorithms perform slightly poorer 
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- but not appreciably so - than if no CAC was used. 
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Figure 6.1: Probability of outage for the different CAC schemes 

Of course the improvement in the outage probability comes at a price; an increase in the block-

ing probability. If no CAC is used, the blocking probability (for the loads in question) is zero. 

The CAC algorithms, on the other hand, will obviously have non-zero blocking probabilities. 

The joint Power threshold CAC has a lower blocking probability than the joint DCE CAC. Thus 

the DCE CAC trades blocking for outage. 

The GoS results show that both the CAC algorithms deliver comparable GoS and are much 

better than using no CAC at higher traffic loads. 

6.2 Resource Scheduling with MAC and Physical Layer Interac-

tions/Criteria 

6.2.1 Introduction 

As researchers seek greater performance improvements in wireless systems, there has been a 

realisation that the previously held view that the performance should be optimised on a per 

layer basis is inadequate in the context of modern wireless systems. The issue of cross layer 

resource management has therefore recently become an area of increasing focus. 
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Figure 6.2: Probability of blocking for the different CAC schemes 
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Figure 6.3: Grade of Service for the different CAC schemes 
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The approach taken in most cross-layer approaches is to marry together one or more physical 

and MAC layer algorithms and gain benefits from their interaction. Adaptive Modulation and 

Coding (AMC) at the PHY layer is combined with H-ARQ at the MAC layer by Liu etal. [108]. 

Their cross layer algorithm showed increased throughput under prescribed delay constraints. 

Friderikos et al. [109] proposed a cross layer algorithm that used information from the TCP 

state machine to perform power and rate allocation. A number of schemes have also been 

proposed that integrate information from smart antennas at the PHY layer with either H-ARQ 

or scheduling at the MAC layer to provide increased throughput [110-112]. 

With regards to resource management for multicarrier systems, the research traditionally fo-

cused on optimisation of Q0S via power allocation, bit loading and subcarrier selection [33, 

35, 113]. Currently there is little published work on cross-layer resource management for mul-

ticarrier systems, but it is highly unlikely that this situation will persist. Already there have 

been some publications integrating the PHY layer subcarrier, bit and power allocations of pre-

vious work with scheduling at the MAC layer. Cai et al. [114] proposed a scheme whereby 

power and subcarrier allocation were integrated with GPS scheduling via an optimisation con-

dition that minimised the total allocated power. Their scheme showed better performance in 

terms of packet throughput and transmission delay than a packet GPS scheme and achieved 

similar fairness as a pure GPS scheme. A scheme that adopted a virtual clock scheduling al-

gorithm integrated with an optimisation of the allocation of time slots, subcarriers and powers 

was proposed by Zhang et al. [1151. This scheme enhanced the system's spectral efficiency 

whilst improving the queueing performance. Li and Niu [116] considered the use of multiple-

input, multiple-output (MIMO) antennas combined with OFDM. They found that the multiple 

transmit antennas in combination with the OFDM subcarriers could be considered as multiple 

parallel channels. They then proceeded to optimise the channel allocation using the received 

SINR as the optimisation metric whilst using a Weighted Fair Queueing scheduling algorithm. 

The optimisation of the subchannel allocation allowed the algorithm to simultaneously exploit 

the joint multi-user diversity and space frequency diversity whereas the WFQ scheduling pro-

vided throughput fairness. Their algorithm showed that it could provide minimum data rate 

guarantees and at the same time make efficient use of the wireless resource. A utility based 

framework for cross-layer optimisation was recently proposed by Song and Li [117, 118], they 

also proposed a set of algorithms for the cross-layer management of resources. 

In contrast to the case of OFDM systems, there is, to the author's knowledge, currently no work 
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that considers the cross-layer management of resources in an MC-CDMA system. Therefore, 

in this section a new scheme that takes into account both PHY and MAC layer information to 

manage the resources across these layers is proposed. The scheme utilises the techniques de-

veloped in the previous chapters, namely a modified version of the local search based algorithm 

of Chapter 3, the MG-UPS scheduler of Chapter 4 and the DCE of Chapter 5. 

Figure 6,4 shows an overview of the new cross-layer resource management structure. The 

Traffic 	 Traffic 
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rf 	DCE 	1 Estimates I 
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I 	 Capacity 	 Amount of resource to be 
Estimates 	 allocated to each MS 

14 Cross-Layer Metric 1 	RDP 	r Cross-Layer Aware 
Calculator 	j I 	 Multi-Group Allocation 

PHY 
MS to Group/Code 

Allocation 

PHY estimates 

Figure 6.4: Overview of the cross-layer resource management framework 

Resource Metric Estimator includes two units, the DCE and a cross-layer metric calculator. 

The DCE takes in information and metrics from the PHY layer and outputs estimates of the 

free capacity. In this particular embodiment, the capacity estimates are in terms of the number 

of usable code resources in each group. The capacity estimates are then passed on to the MG-

GPS scheduler, which makes a decision as to what MS(s) should be scheduled for transmission 

at a particular time instance and how much of the free resource should be assigned to each such 

MS. The information at this point is purely in terms of number of resources to be allocated 

to each MS; a decision has not yet been made on which group and how many codes from 

a particular group an MS should allocate to fulfil its resource assignment. The decision on 

group/code allocation is taken by a cross-layer aware multi-group allocation algorithm. This 

algorithm uses the metrics calculated by the cross-layer metric estimator; these metrics take 

the form of a Relative Downlink Power (RDP) which is dependent on the PHY layer state of 

each group's subcarriers in conjunction with the estimated out-cell interference and maximum 

capacity per group from the DCE. The cross-layer aware multi-group allocation uses the RDP 
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to optimise the allocation of MSs to groups and codes within each group. 

Each of these elements is explained in further detail in the sub-sections below. 

6.2.2 MG-GPS scheduling with DCE 

Section 4.5 of Chapter 4 highlighted the fact that the choice of what per group capacity value 

to use impacted significantly on the performance of the MG-GPS scheduler. The best value of 

per code capacity was found to be 10 codes, however this value is not fixed and may vary for 

different propagation scenarios. The DCE of Chapter 5 provides a good framework to utilise 

the MG-GPS scheduler without any pre-existing assumptions on the free capacity. In this form 

the DCE is adapted to output per code estimates of the capacity in each group. The MG-

GPS scheduler can then be easily modified to take into account these estimates. The MG-GPS 

scheduling equation (4.4) of chapter 4 is repeated below for ease of reference. 

G 	I 	
Bm gmmifl 

([ 1i9=1  j 	
Rres 

In this equation the assumption, C9 , of the per group capacity is replaced with the DCE estimate 

of the per group capacity CDCE,g  which gives the following DCE aware MG-GPS scheduling 

equation: 
G 	I 	

B..i: CDCE.9 = min 

	i 9=1 	j' Li) 	
(6.4) 

6.2.3 Cross-layer aware multi-group allocation 

In this section an algorithm that takes into account cross-layer information to allocate MSs to 

groups and codes' within those groups is presented. 

The approach followed for implementing a cross-layer aware allocation algorithm is to define 

a metric that incorporates information from the different layers. A metric termed the Relative 

'An assumption is made that all codes experience largely the same amounts of interference from each other. 
This is true for the case where the equalised channel coefficients are uncorrelated [119]. This can easily be assured 
if, for example, subcarriers are allocated to groups randomly, or with a fixed allocation whereby there are a large 

number of subcarriers between each successive subcarrier allocation to a group. Therefore, the allocation to codes 
is done in the sense that multiple codes from one group may be assigned to an MS. There is no allocation of MSs to 
a particular code in preference over another code in the same group. 
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Downlink Power (RDP) is proposed for this purpose. The RDP is the power required, relative 

to the current power allocation, for a given MS to meet its Eb/Io target. 

Section 4.1.1 of Chapter 4 presented the Distributed Constrained Power Control algorithm. 

This algorithm is a special case of the general (and unconstrained) Distributed Power Control 

(DPC) [31] algorithm. The DPC updates the power according to the following rule: 

Pu , g (fl+ 1) = 	
-yt 

y,9(n) p.,, 
(n) 	 (6.5) 

where -'y e  is the Eb/Io target, -y,,, g (n) is the current Eb/Io and Pu,g(fl)  is the current power for 

the u-th MS on the g-th group. This equation may be rewritten as 

Pu,g(fl + 1) - 
(6.6) 

Pu,g(fl) 	- 

Adding the amount of code resources assigned to an MS on a particular group, c 9 , and substi-

tuting the current Eb/Io, yu ,g (n), for the Eb/Io estimated by the cross-layer metric calculator, 

an expression for the RDP may be obtained: 

- t Cu,9 
(6.7) RDPU,9 - ,

9 (n) 

From the above equation, the RDP may also be thought of as the resource product of the dif-

ference between the estimated and target Eb/IO. The smaller the RDP, the better the quality 

an MS will experience, or equivalently, the smaller the power an MS will require to achieve a 

given target Eb/Io. 

The achievable Eb/Io for each group depends on a number of variables at the PHY and MAC 

layers. In calculating an estimate of the Eb/Io, the cross-layer metric estimator must account 

for all these variables. The variables, and how the estimator accounts for them, are outlined in 

the following sub-sections. 

6.2.3.1 Cross-layer metric: PHY layer effects 

At the PHY layer the quality of the subcarriers assigned to a group will affect the frequency 

diversity and orthogonality achieved, in addition, use of a multicarrier detector will result in 

the enhancement of noise and out-cell interference. The in-cell received power level will be a 

function of the MS to BS gain. 
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Adopting the earlier notation of equation (4.7), the received Eb/Io at the output of a grouped 

multi-carrier receiver for the u-th MS attached to BS 0 and communicating on the g-th group 

may be expressed as: 

Eb" 	 Rtrn po,,9Lo, () 

oJ ,g = ao,u,gPo,gLo,u + Ij + NWgrp 	
(6.8) 

where the I term accounts for the out-cell interference experienced at the u-th MS's location. 19 

If PHY layer effects are accounted for and a single user receiver that performs chip-by-chip 

equalisation as outlined in chapter 2 is used, this equation may be re-written as equation (6.9). 

The latter equation involves two additional factors; a frequency diversity gain O,u,g  and an 

interference plus noise enhancement factor [119-121]. These two factors together with 

the orthogonality factor, cO,u ,g , fully account for the effects of the PHY layer subcarrier quality 

on the received Eb/Io. 

Wg rp 

()

Eb Rm O 9po,,9 Lo, 

u,g = 0,9 P0,9L0 + #o,u,g (I + NW9rP) 
(6.9) 

The frequency diversity gain parametrises the diversity gain introduced by the channel, the 

orthogonality factor parametrises the degradation in orthogonality between orthogonal code 

sequences from the same BS caused by the channel after the MC-CDMA chip-by-chip equal-

isation is performed. Finally, the interference plus noise enhancement factor characterises the 

gain in out-cell interference plus noise caused by performing the chip-by-chip equalisation. 

Expressions have been developed for each of these factors [119-121]. The diversity gain can 

be expressed as: 

= 	re, 101 + 	(i_ J) 
  

FQk[1 ] 	 (6.10) 

where K is the spreading gain and Fpk  is the statistical correlation function of the the equalised 

channel coefficient Qk  in which k denotes the k-th subcarrier of a group: 

F ,k[l] = IE{Qk[nJQk[ri; - l]} 	 (6.11) 

The equalised channel co-efficient is that channel coefficient after the channel has been equalised 

by applying a chip-by-chip equaliser (see Chapter 2 for further details). 
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The orthogonality factor can be written as: 

a = F,[0] - ]E{k}2 	 (6.12) 

Finally, the interference plus noise enhancement factor can be expressed as: 

k = IE{zk[n]} 2 	 (6.13) 

where zk is the per chip channel equalisation coefficient. 

The cross-layer metric calculates the effect of the PHY layer subcarrier channel coefficients by 

estimating the above three factors. However, these expressions utilise expectations and hence 

ensemble averages. For the estimation of each of the factors the cross-layer metric calculator 

replaces the ensemble average with sample averages. This begs an examination as to whether 

sample averages are adequate for this purpose: this question is answered by way of simulation. 

A simulation corresponding to the set up in chapter 3 was run, with the exceptions that a spread-

ing length of 16 instead of 8 was used and a single user MMSE detector was used in place of 

the ML-MUD receiver. The objective of the simulation was to verify that sample averages 

were sufficient to allow a good estimate of the degradation in the received Eb/Io caused by 

the channel. The calculated Eb/Io using sample averages to calculate the various factors was 

compared with the Eb/Io measured by the subspace-based SIR estimator algorithm developed 

by Ramakrishna et al. [122]. 

Figure 6.5 shows that the measured and calculated Eb/IO, with the exception of a few outliers, 

show excellent agreement. Thus it is concluded that the use of sample averages by the cross-

layer metric estimator is sufficient to characterise the PHY layer degradations caused by the 

channel in an MC-CDMA system. 

6.2.3.2 Cross-layer metric: MAC layer information 

The expression for the E&/lo of equation (6.9) has as some of its variables in the denominator 

the total in-cell transmitted BS power, Po (which is related to the in-cell interference via the 

orthogonality factor), and the out-of cell interference I°. These terms are related to MAC 

layer parameters, namely the number of users that are allowed to access the system in the cell 
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Figure 6.5: Use of sample averages for calculating frequency factors and thereafter Eb/JO 

of interest and in the surrounding, interfering, cells. 

For the purposes of estimating the in-cell interference for the cross-layer metric calculation an 

assumption is made that all available codes are allocated. The number of codes available for 

allocation is drawn from the DCE capacity estimate. Although the assumption that all codes are 

utilised may not be met for a lightly loaded system, the assumption will generally be true for 

the most interesting cases of systems that have moderate to high loads. The cross-layer metric 

calculator also assumes that each of these codes is assigned unit power. 

As was explained in chapter 5, one of the measurements required by the DCE is the other-cell 

downlink relative interference 1/So. Combined with the knowledge of the total BS power 

and the MS-BS gain, use of this measurement allows the cross-layer metric estimator to obtain 

a good estimate of the out-cell interference received at a particular MS location: 

Iout = P0,9L0,. 
(--) 	

(6.14) U19 

where P0,9  is an Exponential Moving Average of the total BS power assigned to a particular 

group: 

= 1P0,9  + ( 1 - t9)Po,9 	 (6.15) 

in which t9 is the forgetting factor. 
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In the event that an MS does not have a measurement of the other-cell relative downlink inter-

ference, cell wide averages for that particular group may be used. 

6.2.3.3 Summary of cross-layer multi-group allocation 

The cross-layer aware multi-group allocation can now be summarised as follows: 

The multi-group allocation receives from the MG-GPS scheduler information as to how 

much resource should be allocated to each MS. 

For each group of the active MS, the cross-layer metric calculator takes per subcarrier 

channel estimates 2  and uses these to calculate the frequency diversity gain, orthogonality 

factor and interference plus noise gain. Information from the DCE is used in conjunction 

with these factors to calculate the in-cell and out-cell interference. All these estimates are 

then combined in equation (6.9) to provide an estimate of the received Eb/lo, tug(fl). 

That estimate is then used in equation (6.7) to calculate the cross-layer metric: the RDP. 

The RDP is used in the optimisation (the general notation from chapter 3 is reused here) 

G-1U-1 

	

minimise 	 RDPU,9 
(= gO u=0 

subject to: Ecu,g = MG-GPS Allocation for the u-th MS 

VuE[0,1,...,U-1] 

i cu ,9  < C9  

Vge[0,1,...,G-1] 

	

Cu,g 	E 	[0,1,... ,Cg ] 	 (6.16) 

As this can readily be seen to be an integer linear program, the mixed probabilistic-greedy 

algorithm of section 3.3.2 is applicable to this problem with some minor modifications, 

namely that the optimisation is changed from a maximisation to a minimisation and the 

algorithm changed to allow for non-binary (i.e. '0' or '1') integer allocations. 

As was explained in chapter 3, it is assumed that a TDD system is used and that subcarrier channel estimates 
h' 	ihr hn iJJ v th 13S To dc Ju Jtti tin 	\IS 
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After the local search algorithm reaches a solution, the total RDP for each group is 

checked, if it is found to exceed a threshold RDP thr h then the offending MS in that 

group has a resource unit deducted from its allocation. This continues until all groups 

have an RDP less than the threshold. The algorithm then goes back to step 3. 

Once all groups have been allocated in such a manner that no group exceeds the RDP 

threshold, the cross-layer algorithm proceeds to inform the BS of the groups and codes 

that have been assigned to each MS. The BS will then transmit packets from each MS on 

the selected resources. 

6.2.4 Performance Evaluation 

A system level simulation with PHY layer interactions was performed to evaluate the perfor-

mance of the cross-layer resource scheduler. The same model as presented in section 6.2.3.2 

was used as a link between the system and PHY layers in the simulation. The simulation pa-

rameters were the same as those of Table 4.4 of section 4.3 with the exception that the mean 

time between packets was changed to 40 As giving a peak bit rate of 100 Mbps. The PHY 

channel model used was the exponential model of section 3.4.1. The RDP thr h was set to 20. 

The cross-layer resource scheduler (referred to in the results as MG-GPS+Cross-Layer) is com-

pared to the Fixed Resource (Fix-RR), Fair Resource (FaR) and basic MG-GPS schedulers 

introduced in chapter 4. In addition to these schedulers, it is also compared to the MG-GPS 

scheduler utilising the Local Search grouping and subcarrier allocation algorithm of chapter 3 

(referred to in the results as MG-GPS+LocalSearch). The MG-GPS+LocalSearch is an example 

of an algorithm with loose coupling between the PHY and MAC levels. 

Figure 6.6 shows the average packet call throughput of these scheduling algorithms. As in 

chapter 4, the various MG-GPS based schedulers outperform the other schedulers particularly 

at high loads. Focusing on the MG-GPS based schedulers, it can be seen that at low loads 

all these schedulers exhibit roughly the same level of performance, this is despite the MG-

(3PS+LocalSearch and the MG-GPS+Cross-Layer adding extra complexity by trying to opti-

mise the allocation of MSs to groups. This can be explained by noting that at low loads there 

are very few users requesting channel access at any one scheduling instant, there is thus little 

opportunity for either of the algorithms to take advantage of multi-user diversity. In fact, for 

ces '. here there 	only one user recitieStmL,  channel 	ces. the allcation deckion may. 
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if the user has enough backlogged data, default to allocating most/all of the groups and codes 

to that user i.e. no optimisation is possible. 

As the load increases the number of users requesting channel access at any one scheduling 

instant goes up proportionally, giving the optimisation based allocation algorithms leeway to 

take advantage of the multi-user diversity presented. The MG-GPS+LocalSearch algorithm 

is able to improve the throughput by several percentage points. On the other hand, the MG-

GPS-+-Cross-Layer algorithm with its tighter coupling between PHY and MAC layers is able to 

offer a throughput improvement of between 10% to 25% at moderate to high loads. 
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Figure 6.6: Average packet call throughput performance for various scheduling algorithms 

Figure 6.7 shows the average packet delay for the scheduling algorithms. At low loads the 

non MG-GPS algorithms exhibit the same performance as the MG-GPS, this situation changes 

at loads of 3 and 4 session arrivals per second where the performance of the Fixed Resource 

and Fair Resource schedulers respectively, diverge rapidly from those of the MG-GPS based 

algorithms. From this figure it can be seen that the MG-GPS-s-Cross-Layer exhibits slightly 

better delay performance than either the MG-GPS+LocalSearch or plain MG-GPS schedulers. 
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Figure 6.7: Average packet delay performance for various scheduling algorithms 

6.3 Conclusions 

In this chapter the concepts explored in earlier parts of the thesis were brought together and 

ways to integrate them were explored. For real-time traffic, a joint call admission control and 

multi-group allocation algorithm that based its decision on the capacity estimates delivered by 

the DCE was explored. This algorithm was found to perform better than using no admission 

control, and the same as a joint power threshold admission control and multi-group allocation 

algorithm. However the DCE algorithm required no setting of thresholds and is suitable for use 

in a variety of propagation environments due to its ability to make run-time capacity estimates. 

The scheduling of data and resources for non-real time traffic was examined. A new algo-

rithm that was based on the earlier proposed MG-GPS scheduler and that used various types 

of information from the DCE and PHY layers to schedule data and resources in a cross-layer 

aware manner was proposed. This algorithm was evaluated against other sets of scheduling 

algorithms, and in particular against another MG-GPS scheduler with looser cross-layer links. 

The cross-layer aware resource scheduler was found to improve the Q0S in terms of packet call 

throughput and delay experienced by non-real time users at moderate to high traffic loads. 

1: 

10 
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Chapter 7 
Conclusions 

In this chapter a detailed summary of the contents of the thesis is provided, some conclusions 

from the work are presented and finally limitations and areas for future research are highlighted. 

7.1 Summary and Conclusions 

7.1.1 Introduction 

In the first Chapter, the key aim of the thesis was stated; to investigate the management of 

resources in an MC-CDMA system, leveraging estimates of the wireless resource to enhance the 

Q0S experienced by users. This led to Chapter 2 in which the usage of multicarrier transmission 

in conjunction with CDMA multiple access techniques was explained in depth. Quality of 

service and methods to provide quality of service in the different layers of a wireless system 

was discussed; a common feature of all the methods is that they depend on estimates of the 

state of the wireless resource. The concept of the resource metric estimator (RME) and how it 

may aid in the provision of Q0S was explained. 

7.1.2 PHY layer subcarrier allocation 

The major part of the thesis began with an examination of physical layer allocation for a 

grouped MC-CDMA system. In particular, the manner in which users should be allocated 

to groups and subcarriers in order to provide QoS in terms of the bit error rate was addressed. 

Several metrics upon which to base the allocation decision were presented, it was decided that 

the most suitable metric at the PHY layer was the received per subcarrier amplitudes. The in-

troduction of a subcarrier and group sharing factor allowed the group and subcarrier allocation 

problem to be formulated as a multi-dimensional optimisation in which the allocation of sub-

carriers to groups and users to groups was simultaneously solved. This formulation was found 

to be impractical due to the large number of constraints it would entail. A sub-optimal approach 

,,\ as warranted that split the allocation into two steps; a grouping of subcarriers followed by an 
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optimisation of the allocation of users to those groups. The resulting optimisation problem was 

recognisable as an integer linear program belonging to the class of AlP-complete problems. 

Two algorithms were proposed to solve the integer linear program. Firstly a branch and bound 

based technique that used specialised heuristics in an attempt to reduce the size of the search 

space and the time taken to find a solution. The second algorithm was a local search based 

algorithm that used a mixed probabilistic-greedy algorithm to navigate the search space. These 

algorithms were compared to two others from the literature; a fixed allocation algorithm and a 

swapping algorithm. A simulation study of the different algorithms showed the integer linear 

program based algorithms were able to provide larger mean per subcarrier amplitudes and fewer 

low quality subcarriers than the other algorithms. The improvement in subcarrier amplitudes 

was due to the way the integer linear program based algorithms were able to successfully navi-

gate the search space, unlike the case for the swapping algorithm which effectively resulted in a 

reduction in the quality of subcarriers available to users in a group. It was shown that the gains 

in subcarrier amplitude by the integer linear program based algorithms translated into better 

QoS in terms of BER for more users. Of note in the case of the mixed probabilistic-greedy 

local search algorithm is that this Q0S improvement came with a complexity that was 20% of 

the complexity of the swapping algorithm and a minuscule 0.001% of the complexity of the 

branch and bound based algorithm. 

7.1.3 MAC layer QoS provisioning: power control 

The focus then moved to examine how QoS could be provided at the MAC layer by judicious 

management of resources in a multi-group MC-CDMA system. The first Q0S provisioning 

technique examined was power control. Three power control variants based on distributed 

constrained power control (DCPC) were discussed; DCPC with maximum per MS power limits, 

DCPC with maximum total per group power limits and a hybrid DCPC with both maximum per 

MS and total per group power limits. The simulation results revealed that the best power control 

scheme was the hybrid DCPC due its flexibility in giving more power to MSs with a medium 

quality channel whilst at the same time ensuring that those MSs with a bad quality channel 

were cut off before they were able to instigate a power race. The power control algorithm with 

maximum per group total power constraints behaved poorly for precisely this reason, whereas 

the algorithm with per MS constraints lacked the flexibility to selectively assign more power to 

some deserving MSs. 
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7.1.4 MAC layer Q0S provisioning: multi-group allocation 

The mix of data services in next generation networks will require the provision of multiple data 

rates. A multi-rate allocation model termed multi-group allocation (MGA) was described and 

three multi-group allocation schemes outlined; random, least-resource and least-interference. 

The performance of these three algorithms was examined in terms of their per MS and per 

MS's group probability of outage. It was found that the least interference algorithm performed 

better out of the three due to its improved selection of groups that have the smallest amounts 

of interference. The random algorithm had a similar per MS, per group outage value to the 

least resource algorithm, however its per MS outage was vastly different to that of the least 

resource algorithm. This was due to the random algorithm's allocation procedure resulting in 

very different per group interference values. Thus it can be concluded that if an application e.g. 

a real-time service has strict bandwidth guarantees, then the best multi-group allocation model 

would be one where the groups are allocated on a super-group basis. 

7.1.5 MAC layer Q0S provisioning: scheduling 

The final element of work on MAC layer Q0S provisioning was an evaluation of scheduling 

for multi-group CDMA. A new multi-group generalised processor sharing scheduler was pre-

sented. The performance of this scheduler was compared to other schedulers, assumptions were 

made as to the maximum availability of codes in a group. The MG-GPS scheduler was shown 

to perform better than other schedulers due to its ability to reassign unused resource to needy 

users. The key finding of this section was that while in general the MG-GPS performed better 

than the other schedulers studied, the assumption as to how much code capacity was available 

in each group had a significant effect on the QoS in terms of packet call throughput and packet 

delay. 

7.1.6 Dynamic Capacity Estimator 

The interference in CDMA systems is time-varying and interference limited, proper estimates 

of the capacity can be a useful aid to radio resource management algorithms that seek to max-

imise their use of the available capacity. The issue of how to estimate the capacity in MC-

CDMA systems was addressed. The first step in the investigation into capacity estimation was 

the estimation of the single-cell capacity for MC-CDMA using a constraint model to develop a 
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feasible condition for the power solution for each user. Simulation results showed the achiev-

able capacity for different traffic services and values of the power control error. 

A drawback of this capacity model is that it is for a single-cell only and does not consider 

the statistical gain possible from the inactivity of various traffic sources. These issues were 

addressed in the subsequent sections where a capacity analysis was highlighted that took into 

account multiple cells and different traffic models. The capacity analysis made use of the other-

cell downlink interference ratio as its primary metric; this is the ratio of the total interference 

received from surrounding cells versus the total in-cell received power. A new method to es-

timate these values called the null pilot assignment plan was proposed. This method required 

the insertion of null pilots into a transmit frame in specific places for each cell to allow all the 

MSs in a given cell to measure the other-cell interference. Another metric used in the capacity 

estimation scheme was the information on whether or not an MS was at the edge of a cell. A 

cell edge detection procedure was proposed that utilised the same metrics (the MS-BS gain) 

as used in making handoff decisions. To cope with the discrepancy introduced by taking edge 

results from a region wider than the very narrow cell edge assumed in the interference analysis 

a degree of confidence level (DCL) in the capacity estimate was proposed. 

Simulations of the null pilot assignment plan and several averaging methods showed the plan 

was able to offer good estimates of the other-cell downlink relative interference and that the 

best averaging method was a median averaging which was able to cope well with outliers. This 

new framework for estimating the various metrics and using them in the equation derived from 

the traffic and interference analysis to estimate the capacity was termed the dynamic capacity 

estimator (DCE). The performance of the DCE was evaluated for different orthogonality factors 

and levels of physical layer imperfections introduced by the metric estimation procedure. The 

DCE was found to be able to estimate the capacity at time scales of greater than 1 second with 

the DCL improving the performance of the estimate, the exact improvement depended upon the 

orthogonality factor. 

7.1.7 Cross layer resource management 

The final contribution of the thesis was to integrate the disparate MAC and PHY techniques 

for QoS provisioning into one algorithm for the provisioning of Q0S for real- and non-real 

time traffic across layers. For real-time traffic the DCE was integrated with the least resource 

multi-group allocation algorithm to provide a joint multi-group admission control algorithm 
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that aimed to ensure the quality of ongoing calls was preserved. This algorithm was compared 

to not using any admission control and an integrated power threshold/least resource algorithm. 

The integrated DCE and power threshold algorithms were shown to have better performance 

than not using any admission control. In relation to each other, both the algorithms showed 

similar levels of performance, the DCE based algorithm having a slight edge in preserving the 

probability of ongoing calls. The DCE based algorithm also has the advantage in that it does 

not require the setting of an admission threshold. 

For non-real time traffic the DCE was used to provide the MG-GPS scheduler with per group 

code capacity estimates. For the allocation of MSs to resources, a new metric termed the relative 

downlink power (RDP) was proposed. The RDP is the power required, relative to the current 

power, for an MS to meet a given Eb/Ia target. The RDP incorporates various phenomena 

from the different layers; from the PHY layer it includes the MS-BS gain and information on 

the degradation caused by the subcarrier channel gains; from the MAC layer it includes the 

in-cell and out-cell interference, values which are dependent on the MAC decisions as to how 

many users are accessing the channel at a given time instance. Thus the RDP allows for a 

cross-layer aware allocation of resources. 

The RDP was placed into an expression in which the allocation of MSs to group and code 

resources was optimised to minimise the total RDP. This optimisation turned out to be quite 

similar to that developed for the PHY layer grouping and subcarrier allocation algorithm of 

Chapter 3. As a result, with some few modifications, the mixed probabilistic-greedy algorithm 

of that chapter was easily applied to solve the RDP optimisation. The performance of the DCE 

enhanced MG-GPS scheduler with RDP based cross-layer aware multi-group allocation was 

evaluated and compared to schedulers previously introduced in Chapter 4, it was also compared 

to a MG-GPS scheduler utilising the grouping and subcarrier allocation algorithm of Chapter 3. 

The MG-GPS based schedulers were found to have significant performance improvements over 

the other schedulers tested. Out of the MG-GPS schedulers, it was seen that at low loads the 

optimised allocation algorithms were unable to take advantage of the multi-user diversity due 

to a dearth of multiple users requesting access to the system during any one time instance. As 

the load increased, there was an attendant increase in users simultaneously requesting channel 

access and thus better opportunities to exploit the multi-user diversity. It could be seen that 

cross-layer aware algorithm resulted in performance improvements over the other MG-GPS 

algorithms due to its tighter coupling between MAC and PHY layers giving it more opportunity 
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to exploit the multi-user diversity. 

7.1.8 Conclusion 

Finally, in conclusion, there has been to date little work done on the management of resources 

in multicarrier CDMA systems, most work instead focusing on PHY layer activities. This thesis 

has made a contribution to the understanding of resource management in MC-CDMA. Several 

algorithms have been proposed to manage resources at the PHY and MAC layer to provide 

increased QoS. A capacity estimation scheme has been defined and techniques to measure 

metrics for this scheme investigated. The developed capacity estimation scheme has then been 

used in conjunction with multi-layer aware algorithms to make decisions across the MAC and 

PHY layers that result in better Q0S performance. 

7.2 Limitations and areas for future research 

There are number of limitations to the work carried out in this thesis, these are primarily focused 

on the DCE. Some suggestions are given as to how future research work may address them and 

other interesting topics that may spawn from this research. 

The DCE was found to need a filter length corresponding to a length of more than a second to 

produce a good capacity estimate. As has already been outlined before, the interference situa-

tion in CDMA systems can be quite fast-changing resulting in similar changes to the achievable 

capacity. Due to the length of this filter these changes may be averaged out, algorithms that 

use the resulting capacity estimate may thus not be able to take full advantage of short-lived 

favourable interference conditions when they occur. It should be noted that in the DCE scheme 

consideration was not given to collecting estimates of the other cell downlink relative interfer-

ence for inactive groups (i.e. groups that an MS is not actively transmitting on). If a protocol 

was instituted whereby such groups periodically measured the ratio (say at an interval of every 

several hundred milliseconds) then the length of the averaging filter could be reduced as more 

ratio estimates would be available on which to estimate the capacity. 

The traffic analysis does not include an expression for the delay a non-real time flow experi-

ences, the traffic model for non-real time traffic could be modified to include a delay bound. 

The degree of confidence was calculated off-line, future research may consider developing an 
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on-line estimator of this value, perhaps by using a hidden Markov model to model the capacity 

states and associated degrees of confidence. 

In actual systems, real- and non-real time traffic do not exist in isolation. The chapter on 

resource scheduling and control did not include an evaluation of the interaction between these 

traffic types. Future work could consider this issue and further how congestion control may 

be performed such that the amount of non-real time traffic allowed to access the network is 

controlled dynamically depending on the free capacity and the amount of real-time traffic in 

the network. 
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Abstract— In this paper we present an adaptive linear pro-
gramming based algorithm to exploit the multi-user diversity 
present when communicating to multiple users on a inulticarrier 
CDNIA (MC-CDMA) downlink. Utilising the received channel 
characteristics as the adaptation criteria, we adaptively allocate 
subcarrier.s to groups and thereafter adaptively assign users to 
those groups (the grouping is done to allow the use or a maximum 
likelihood multi-user detector - ML-MUD). The objective in per-
forming this adaptive grouping and allocation is to improve the 
quality of service (Q0S) - in terms of bit error rate (BER) - seen 
by users in the system. Employing a simulation study, we compare 
the results of the proposed linear programming algorithm with 
the results of other approaches from the literature. These results 
show that the proposed algorithm gives better QoS performance, 
for more users in the system, than previous approaches. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recently, combined OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency Divi-
sion Multiplexing) and DS-CDMA (Direct-Sequence Code 
Division Multiple Access) transmission systems have received 
significant interest as potential multiple access methods for 
the next generation of high data rate wireless systems. OFDM 
modulation provides robustness against multipath fading as 
well as good spectral efficiency, while the CDMA part allows 
the transmission of multiple users in parallel by allocating a 
distinct spreading code to each user. 

There are two main types of combined OFDMICDMA 
schemes. One converts the original data stream from serial-
to-parallel, spreads the converted data using a spreading code 
and then modulates a different subcarrier with the resulting 
spread data stream [I ](this is similar to a normal DS-CDMA 
system where the spreading operation is performed in the 
time domain). In the second type, the original data stream 
is spread using a spreading code and then each chip of the 
resulting spread data stream is used to modulate a different 
subcarrier [21, [31(this is equivalent to the spreading operation 
being performed in the frequency domain). These two schemes 
are commonly known as MC-DS-CDMA and MC-CDMA 
respectively. In this paper we consider the latter. 

Orthogonal spreading codes can be used in an MC-CDMA 
system, but in a frequency selective channel the attenuations in 
subearriers destroy the orthogonality of the codes [2] resulting 
in Multiple Access Interference (MAI). A Multi-User Detector 
MUD) such as the Maximum-Likelihood MUD (ML-MUD) 
an be used to mitigate the effects of NMI. To reduce the 

complexity of the ML-MUD (which grows exponentially with  

the number of users), a grouped MC-CDMA scheme was 
proposed in [4] whereby the users in the system were sub-
divided into a set of smaller groups and each group transmitted 
on a subset of all the subcarriers. They employed a fixed 
allocation of users to groups and subcarriers, i.e. channel 
information was ignored and the users were simply divided 
amongst the groups/subcarriers. 

In this paper we utilise the ML-MUD and grouping archi-
tecture, but we develop a linear programming (LP) algorithm 
to adaptively -. according to the channel characteristics - 
perform the grouping and subcarrier allocation. By doing 
this, we are able to take advantage of the channel diversity 
that exists between users, resulting in significant performance 
improvements. The paper is organised as follows; in section II 
we describe grouped MC-CDMA in more detail and present 
our system model. Section Ill explains how the grouping and 
subcarrier allocation problem is fitted to a linear programming 
approach. The Branch and Bound technique used to solve the 
linear program is outlined in section IV. Section V presents 
simulation results showing the performance of the proposed 
linear programming approach. Conclusions are drawn in the 
final section. 

II. SYSTEM MODEL 

Our system model is as shown in figure 1. We concentrate 
on the downlink. The transmitter comprises a user grouping 
algorithm that divides the U users in the system into C groups, 
spreaders, a subcarrier allocation algorithm that allocates K 
subcarriers to each group and finally an inverse discrete Four -
ier transform (IDFT) for OFDM multiplexing. The receiver 
for the u h user belonging to the g 1h  group comprises a 
discrete Fourier transform (DFT) for OFDM demultiplexing, a 
subcarrier selection block to select the K subcarriers assigned 
to this user's group and an ML441JD. 

The grouping and allocation algorithm allocates subcarriers 
to groups resulting in a subcarrier grouping vector 

SUBC9  = [subct, 9 , ,subc1 ....... subcK_j, 9 ] 	( I) 

for g = 0..... C - 1 that shows which K subcarriers are 
assigned to the 9th  group. The algorithm also assigns a 
grouping vector 

CRP., = 	Igrpe q . qrp 1 ,. ..... grp. 	(2) 
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Fig. I Downlink adaptive Grouped MC-CDMA receiver 

for g = 0..... C - 1 that indicates which user u is in the 9 t group. lxi indicates that x is rounded up to the nearest 
integer. 

After grouping and allocation, the data bits d of each user 
u in the 9th  group are spread by a spreading code vector C.  
of length K. The chip streams of all users in the gthi  group 
are then added synchronously in the base station to yield the 
vector S9 . 9=0.1..... C-1, with 

S9  = duCu  = 	89,1 ..... .Sg,K_i] 	(3) 
,E GRP9  

The S. is OFDM modulated using an IDFT and passed 
through a frequency selective Rayleigh fading channel. We 
assume that the duration of the cyclic prefix is greater than the 
multi-path spread of the channel and that the channel varies 
slowly compared to the symbol duration. We also assume 
the presence of additive white gaussian noise (AWGN). The 
received signal is then 

G-1 K-1 

r() = 	 au.aubcg,ksg,kexp(j27rf8Uhcg.) 

j=O k=O 

+ n(t), 	tEtO,T] 	 (4) 

where csU,SUIC9k  accounts for the effects of frequency non-
selective fading for the kthl subcarrier, of the desired user iL 

that is in the gU  group. fsbc9,,  indicates the frequency of 
the k °  subcarrier in the gtf  group. T is the OFDM symbol 
duration. 

At the receiver, the signal is OFDM demodulated using a 
DFT. We assume that the receiver has knowledge of which 
group it belongs to and which subcarriers are allocated to 
that group. With this knowledge, the receiver can extract the 
desired subcarriers from the set of all received subcarriers. 

Therefore, the received signal, R9 , can be written as a vector 
of K components with 

R9 =H9S+N 	 (5) 

where H9  is a diagonal matrix that describes the flat Rayleigh 
fading on the subcarriers assigned to group g. SIT represents 
the transposed transmitted sequence and N is the noise vector. 

As mentioned earlier, a ML-MUD detector is used in the 
receiver. We denote l', j = I,..., 2<  as the set of all possible 
transmitted sequences. Then the estimate of the received signal 
S9  = V, if the Euclidean distance between the received and 
all possible transmitted sequences is minimised. i.e. 

e = rninIR9 - H9 V3nj 2 	 (6) 

The estimate of the data bit of the desired user, d,., can be 
obtained from S9 . 

Ill. GROUPING AND SURCARRIER ALLOCATION 

There are several criteria that may be used to execute 
the grouping and allocation of subcarriers, these include the 
Global Received Amplitude and Bit Error Rate (BER). The ra-
tionale behind the Global Received Amplitude is that choosing 
those subcarriers that are least faded (and hence have higher 
amplitude) will aid in the diversity reception of the chips on 
those subcamers. Correspondingly a low received amplitude 
will hinder diversity reception of the transmitted chips. With 
BER as a criterion, the grouping and allocation could be 
performed to maximise the BER seen by users in a cell. As 
for the availability of the two estimates; the received amplitude 
per subcarrier should already be available in the base station 
as these values (in the form of channel estimates) are required 
by the ML-MUD for coherent detection. The BER on the other 
hand needs to be estimated and it is computationally intensive 
to do so. Hence we select the Global Received Amplitude 
as the criterion for grouping and allocation due to the ready 
availability of estimates. 

The optimal approach would be to optimise the group-
ing and subcarrier allocation simultaneously (i.e. a multi-
dimensional optimisation), but this is computationally infeas-
ible due to the large number of constraints required. 

We implement a two stage sub-optimal, but computation-
ally feasible optimisation algorithm. Firstly, subcarriers are 
clustered into groups, the second stage is to assign users to 
these groups. Each of these stages is explained further below. 

The subcarriers are clustered into groups either randomly, 
or, based on how different the subcarrier amplitude profiles 
across users are. Figure 2 shows an example of subcarrier 
amplitudes for an 8 user, 8 subcarrier system, it is used to 
illustrate the concept of the subcarrier amplitude across users. 
The conventional subcarrier amplitude profile (for one user, or, 
equivalently across subcarriers) is that taken along the y-axis, 
while the profile we consider, the subcarrier amplitude profile 
across users, is that amplitude profile taken along the x-axis. 

As an alternative to grouping randomly, or based on how 
different the subcarriers are, we could have decided to cluster 
subcarriers into groups based on how similar their subcarrier 
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amplitude profiles were. Such a scheme may be attractive from 
the point of view that it would be easier for the second stage 
to converge to a solution if the subcarners in a group were 
similar. However, using this scheme would have meant that 
some groups would be composed entirely of subcarriers that 
have low amplitudes (i.e. highly faded) and thus whatever 
algorithm employed in the second stage to assign users, it 
would be unable to surmount the poor initial selection of 
subcarriers available to those groups. 

Fig. 2: Mesh showing subcarrier amplitudes across both 
users and subcarriers 

In the second stage, using the subcarrier groups from the 
first stage, we assign users to these groups by solving the 
following maximisation problem: 

U—i GK-1 

maximise 	
i 	 u.kPu,k 	(7) 
=O k=O 

GK-1 

subject to 	j Pu,k = K 

VUE 10,1..... U-11 	(8) 

jPu.k< 
u=O 	 [U] 

V  E 10,1..... GK— 11 	(9) 

Pu,k = ( 1 - bk+uGK) 

kESUBCg 	 ILI 
V u E [0,1..... U-1] 

Vg € [0,1.....G-1] 	(10) 

- 	'(1.11 	 (II) 

(i. Il 	 (12) 

p, is a sharing factor that can only take the integer values 
'fl 0r* 1'. It it is equal to 'I' it indicates that the the uU  user 
is .is'ined thc stjhearrier. The tir'i consir;iini equatioli  

(8)) limits the number of subcarriers allocated to a user, while 
the second constraint (equation (9)) limits the total number 
of users that can be allocated to a group. The purpose of the 
third constraint (equation (10)) is to ensure that the subcarriers 
from stage I of the algorithm are always grouped together. 
Essentially this constraint says that if a user u is to be assigned 
a subcarrier that is in a group SUBC9 , then that assignment 
can only proceed if the user is assigned to all the subcarriers in 
SUBC9 . This constraint makes use of slack variables bk+cK 

that can only take the integer values '0' or 'I'. 
Equations (7-12) form a linear program with integer vari-

ables. The procedure used to solve it is described in the next 
section. 

IV. SOLVING THE LINEAR PROGRAM 

Several methods exist for solving linear programs of the 
type outlined in section Ill such as Branch and Bound, 
Dual Ascent and Simulated Annealing [5]. These algorithms 
may be broadly divided into two categories; general purpose 
algorithms and special purpose algorithms. General purpose 
algorithms are fairly generic in nature and applicable to a wide 
set of problems. Special purpose algorithms may outperform 
their general purpose counterparts in terms of computational 
complexity with the caveat that to achieve the best perform-
ance they have to be designed to fit a particular problem. 

We select the linear programming based Branch and Bound 
algorithm as the method to solve the linear program of section 
Ill due to the generic nature of the Branch and Bound 
algorithm. However we introduce some specialisations to make 
the algorithm more efficient. 

Branch and Bound is a general purpose linear programming 
based tree search that systematically enumerates feasible solu-
tions such that the optimal integer solution is found without 
having to enumerate all the possible solutions [5].  In the 
Branch and Bound approach, the integrality constraints are 
relaxed and variables are allowed to take on values in the 
range of 0 to I. With the integrality constraints relaxed, the 
optimisation problem of section ill becomes a straightforward 
linear program with linear constraints that can be solved using 
conventional techniques such as the simplex algorithm [6]. 
This may result in a solution with values that are non-integer 
and therefore we now seek to add Lighter bounds to the 
problem to force those variables with non-integer values to 
take on integer values. To tighten the bound at a node, we 
select a variable with a non-integer value and force it to take 
on integer parts. As we are unable to tell which integer value 
the variable must have to give an optimal solution, we examine 
all the possible integer values that variable can take. In the 
case of a problem with '0' or 'I' values, this will result in 
the root node branching into two descendant nodes, the left 
descendant with the constraint that the variable takes a '0' 
value and the right descendant with the constraint that the 
variable takes a 'I' value. These two nodes are then solved, 
the descendant node with the lowest solution is pruned i.e. it 
is not considered anymore in the Branch and Bound process. 
Thk hranelun procco, can he carried MIt recursiscl\ : 
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of the descendant nodes resulting in two additional nodes. 

Eventually after enough bounds are placed on the variables, a 

solution to the relaxed maximisation problem whose variables 

are all integers with '0' or 'I' values is obtained. The value 

of the best integer solution found so far is retained. If we 

have no other nodes to examine then this is the solution to the 
maximisation problem. 

The specialisations we introduce to the Branch and Bound 

procedure aim to minimise the time required by the technique 
to converge to a good solution, and are as follows: 

I) Active node selection: To select which node is selected 

for processing next, we always select the node with the 

highest bound; this is also known as a 'best-first' search. 

Branching variable selection: To choose branching vari-
ables, we always select the variable whose value in the 

solution is furthest from being integral. The direction of 

processing is always the left branch. 
Additional branch pruning rule: We define a grouped 

MC-CDMA feasible solution as one in which subcarriers 

exist in only one group and all the constraints about 

users/subcarriers per group are met. Then, as an addition 

to pruning branches based on their bounds, we also 

prune those branches that result in a grouped MC-

CDMA feasible solution regardless of whether or not 

all the slack variables are integers. (For a grouped MC-

CDMA feasible solution it is not necessary for the slack 

variables, bk+GK, to be integers so long as the main 
constraints are met and the main variables, pu,k,  take on 

integer values). 

V. SIMULATION RESULTS 

Table I outlines the parameters used in the simulation. 

Parameter Value 
Total Number of Users, U 64 

Number of Groups. G 8 

Number of Subcarriers per Group is. 8 

Total Number of Subcarriers 64 

Channel Six tap Frequency Selective 

Spreading Code Type PN 

TABLE I: Simulation Parameters 

We simulate four grouping/allocation policies. Firstly, a 

fixed allocation as described in section I. 

The second grouping/allocation policy we simulate is the 

swapping algorithm of [7] in which they aim to maximise 

global received power; users are first clustered into groups 

based on their channel impulse responses. Then, each user's 

subcarriers are sorted by their amplitudes. The subcarriers that 

have high amplitudes for the majority of users in a group are 

allocated to that group. The algorithm swaps users amongst 

groups until no improvement in global received power is seen. 

It also swaps the weakest users amongst the groups to improve 
their perfonnance. 

The third policy simulated is the proposed linear program-
ming algorithm with subcarners assigned randomly (referred  

to as LP-Ran-Subc) to groups regardless of channel informa-

tion. 

The final policy is the proposed linear programming al-

gorithm with subcarriers assigned to groups according to how 

different (referred to as LP-Diff-Subc) the subcarrier amplitude 

profiles across users are. 

We firstly examine the effect of the four grouping/allocation 

policies on the user's subcarrier amplitudes. Figure 3 shows 

the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the mean of 

each user's subcarrier amplitudes for each of the four group-

ing/allocation policies. We see that of all the policies the 

fixed allocation has the highest percentage of users with a 

low mean subcarrier amplitude. This is hardly surprising since 

the fixed allocation does not make any attempt to allocate 

users to good subcarriers. Comparing the two proposed al-

gorithms (LP-Ran-Subc and LP-Diff-Subc) with the swapping 

algorithm, we see that initially the LP-Ran-Subc and the LP-

Diff-Subc algorithms have a larger percentage of users with 

low mean subcarrier amplitudes than the swapping algorithm. 

The proposed LP-Ran-Subc algorithm then goes on to have 

more users with larger subcarrier amplitude means in the 20% 

to 70% range. 

- 

30 

21 10  

M.,oI A,,. p. 51w  ( 

Fig. 3: CDF of mean of user's subcarrier amplitudes 

We then focus on the quality of service (QoS) - in terms 

of BER - experienced by users in the system. The majority 

of users will experience good QoS if the system has a low 

average user BER coupled with a low variation between 

individual user's BER's. The variation of BERs in the system 

is measured by calculating the standard deviation of user's 

BERs. Figure 4 shows the average user BER for the four 

grouping/allocation policies. Figure 5 shows the logarithm of 

the standard deviation of all the user's l3ERs for the four 

policies. 

In line with the results from figure 3. the fixed alloca-

tion exhibits the worst performance out of all of the four 

grouping/allocation policies due to it not being able to select 

which subcarriers to use. As for the algorithms that do try 

to optimise the allocation; initially the proposed LP-Diff-

Subc and LP-Ran-Subc algorithms perform roughly the same 

as the swapping algorithm. At SNRs above 8 dB. the two 

proposed (LP-Ran-Subc and LP-Diff-Subc) algorithms outper - 
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Fig. 4: Average user BER for various grouping/allocation 

policies 
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Fig. 5: Logarithm of the standard deviation of user's 

BER for various grouping/allocation policies 

form both the swapping algorithm and the fixed allocation. For 

higher SNRs, as can he predicted from figure 3, the LP-Ran-

Subc algorithm outperforms all the other grouping/allocation 

policies. However, figure 3 does not account for why the 

LP-Diff-Subc algorithm performs better than the swapping 

algorithm as the SNR increases. This discrepancy is most 

likely due to some underlying unfairness in the algorithms. 

To investigate further we examine the allocation, to each 

user, of subcarriers with low amplitudes. Figure 6 shows 

the CDF of the number of subcarners per user that have 

a low amplitude (i.e. amplitude of less than —8 db). From 

this figure, with the swapping algorithm, 50% of the users 

will have no low amplitude subcarriers, that figure is 45% 

and 40% for the LP-Diff-Subc and LP-Ran-Subc algorithms 

respectively. Therefore, the proposed algorithms tend to be 

unfair to some users by allocating them more lower amplitude 

tihcarriers than others, correspondingly some users get more 

Iuih amplitude subcarriers than others. At low SNRs the low 
amplitude suhcarrier tend to dominate, as the SNR increases 
he dominance of thee low amplitude subcarriers diminishes. 

Fig. 6: CDF of the number of subcarriers per user that have 

low amplitude 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This work investigated a new linear programming based 

approach to the grouping and subcarrier allocation problem 

for a grouped MC-CDMA system. A sub-optimal approach 

was suggested whereby the subcarners are first grouped and 

then users are assigned to groups using a linear programming 

algorithm. The subcarner grouping method that performed best 

was found to be grouping subcarners randomly. This sub-

carrier grouping in conjunction with the linear programming 

algorithm to allocate users to groups (LP-Ran-Subc) resulted 

in improved QoS performance, for more users, in the MC-

CDMA downlink. 
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,stract: In this paper, the radio resource allocation with 
source metric estimation (RME) technique is presented and 
scussed, which is applicable to wireless multimedia CDMA 
stems such as W-CDMA and single-code or multi-code multi-
rrier ((MC) 2 )-CDMA system. Based on call admission criterion, 
e admissible residual resource region in which Q0S and 
ceptable link quality for NRTT data users can be guaranteed 
e demonstrated. It is shown that the resource allocation with 
e predictive RME can deliver exact status of residual ADR and 
Imissible capacity region, which in turn can decide appropriate 
lowable rates for each data users. Thus, the full utilisation of 
rt resource, i.e. the residual apacity, can be achieved in a 
namic and predictive manner. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

EYOND third generation (3G) mobile wireless 
communication systems mobile information appliances 

ill be ubiquitous providing multiple multimedia services to 
ers. The visions of "Beyond 3G" and 4G throughout the 
arId are quite consistent as exhibited by "The book of 
sions" compiled within the Wireless Word Research Forum 
VWRF) [1]. Next generation wireless communication 
stems will require inter-disciplinary systems -level research 
order to provide more appropriate means to optimise and 
ploit scarce wireless resources, while maintaining true to 
e Internet model. In future evolutions toward 4G the 
itimisation of capacity in the air-interface for the lowest cost 
III gain momentum. This optimisation can only be made 
ssible with the adoption of efficient radio network 
chitectures and novel algorithms for radio resource and 
Liality of Service (QoS) management, all of which are 
tegrated into a complete system solution. 
The aim of any advanced radio resource management 
LRM) is to provide the requested Q0S and high capacity for 

active users in the network. One of the most pertinent 
aracteristics of multi-media services is the traffic 
ymmetry between uplink and downlink and from cell to cell 
e to unbalanced data traffic generated by IP-based 
formation retrieval applications. This has seen the mobile 
dustry move towards a cellular (P solution for 3G. It is clear 
at in 4G this trend will continue. Also of interest is which 

interface is likely to be adopted as the solution for 4G 
stems. From the RRM point of view, a multi-carrier based 

'his work is supported in pan by the WA3 area of the Core2 Research 
gramme of the Virtual Centre of Excellence in Mobile & Personal 
mmunications, Mobile VCE, www.mobilevce.cpni 

CDMA system is a good air interface candidate since it has 
the flexibility of a common pool of available resource units 
(RU) such as frequency unit and code slot unit. The definition 
of these RU can be enlarged to include spatial unit and time 
slot unit, i.e. a multi-dimension resource space, if the system 
is combined with multiple antenna technique, and time duplex 
division (TDD) techniques. In this paper, we present and 
consider a generic multi-carrier CDMA system with multiple 
codes and spreading gain cross frequency domain, which has 
a flexibility of variable rate transmission and of rate control 
feature. With this system, the resource allocation and 
management task needs an advanced approach to utilise the 
multi-dimensional resource plane, ultimately pursuing the 
optimal network capacity and QoS provision. 

Since current RRM functionality in 2G and 3G systems 
acts from the network layer down to the data link and physical 
layer, the wireless physical resources are utilised directly 
without intermediate layers. Therefore, research work 
incorporating an RRM that takes account of the conditions of 
the physical layer resources suggests the need to focus on its 
potential impact in the intermediate layer, i.e. radio resource 
metric estimation (RME), which can be aware of the cross 
layer capabilities and states. Based on the knowledge of the 
desired loads and channel and radio resources, the RRM in 
cooperation with the RME can manage both up and down the 
protocol stack. Thus, it can decide and control the parameters 
and functions required to optimise the desired features such as 
QoS, throughput, power utilisation and overall system 
capacity. In this article, we describe and present some of 
these concepts and techniques. The rest of this article is 
organized as follows. The RME technique and its role in RRA 
are described in the following section. The call admission 
control (CAC) criteria for multimedia CDMA systems are 
discussed. The multimedia traffic behavior with RRA using 
RME are demonstrated by simulation results, followed by 
concluding remarks. 

II. RADIO RESOURCE METRIC ESTIMATION 

A. Radio Resource Metric Estimation in RRA Algorithm 

Resource metric estimation (RME) is a crucial part of the 
radio resource allocation (RRA) algorithm that performs call 
admission control (CAC), resource scheduling and power/rate 
scheduling tasks, which provides the following control tasks: 
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Figure I: Resource metric estimator in RRA algorithm at the BS 

The radio channel characteristics and session quality 
requirements are used for optimal power and rate 
allocation. 
The current channel load in the BS, session traffic 
characteristics and quality requirements are used for 
controlling the resource scheduler. 
With the built-in capacity models, the RME assists 
CAC in accepting or rejecting new (or handoff) 
sessions. 

The question of how to combine the interference 
measurements with the current load situation and Q0S 
requirements of the existing traffic classes to control CAC, or 
channel allocation is a very interesting issue [2]. The most 
appropriate resource metrics permit efficient inter-working 
between the physical layer and higher layers in the protocol 
stack and thus, it is essential to optimize the overall system 
performance. In this paper, as a solution for efficient cross-
layer inter-working, the radio resource metric region (RMR) 
concept has been introduced, which can provide the 
acceptable Esource region where QoS and acceptable link 
quality can be guaranteed with an achievable resource margin 
to be utilised in terms of the resource metric mapping function 
(RMMF) [3]. 

B. RRA with Predictive Load Based RME 

The predictive RME method proposed in [4, 5] can provide 
the acceptable resource region where QoS and acceptable link 
quality can be guaranteed with an achievable resource margin 
to be utilised in terms of the RMMF [3]. In higher layers, this 
mapping function can be used as a resource look-up table 
having actual radio mobile channel and interference 
characteristics and as a monitor of resource availability or 
efficiency. With this mapping function, the predictive RME 
- an maximize the resource utilisation by delivering the 
'nformation of resource availability of the current and the next 
ime-stage to resource allocation or call admission control 
ilgorithm. This concept is depicted in Figure 2, where the 
itca.urement of SIR and traffic followed by a Kalman filter 
t:tscd prediction is performed [4, 5]. This provides measured 

or predicted resource parameters for the resource scheduler to 
search their current position on the surface of the RMMF and 
to deliver the actual status of the resource usage. All of these 
are integrated by establishing RMR in which the calculation 
and estimation of resource availability are performed based on 
the resource region decision criteria and help the call 
admission decision on a call, a packet, or a time slot basis. 

Resource Metric Estimation 
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Figure 2: The predicted load based resource metric esttmotlon technique [4,5]. 

The proposed predicted RME is dependent on the standard 
deviation of capacity and the degree of confidence (DCLi) of 
user's status that can be driven from second-order statistics of 
Eb / 'o- Note that the higher the variance of the Eb / Io the 
lower maximum capacity, capacity margin, and resource 
availability. Iör an estimation of the maximum available 
number of users and available resource margin, both the 
received Eb/lo and the variance of Eb 1 10 have to be taken 
into account. By using this DCL parameter, the current and 
predicted capacity statuses of users are delivered to RRA 
algorithm to accept or reject a new coming call. 

DCL is defined by the reliability change between the current measured 
capacity margin and the predicted ca pacity margin, which are dependent on 
the Oatus of users 
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Call Admission Control for W-CDMA 

The maximum achievable capacity can be achieved by 
following call admission control (CAC) criterion in [6, 7], 
assuming the existence of the optimal power level for each 
user: 

K 	 h0W 
+ 	 (1) 

j1 e1+G1 	
mm 1 PmaLl i 

h e,+G,] 
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where W is the system bandwidth, C1  is the processing gain, 

the channel coefficient h1  , and h0  is the noise spectral 

density. K is the total number of mobile user admitted in the 

system, which is the total sum of each users supporting 

corresponding data rate classes K = K, where N is the 

total data rate services classes. In our study, we consider three 
kinds of service classes, voice, video, and data, of which 
number of users are denoted as K,,, Kid ,  Kd, respectively. e1  
is the required Eb / I. for the i-th user, which is defined by 

GJ h 1P 
(2) e,=K 

hJ  +h0W 1_djarl  

where .F is the transmitted power for the i-th user. 

Call Admission Controlfor Multi-Carrier CDMA 

Single-code multi carrier CDMA system 

As shown in Figure 3, the single-code MC-CDMA system is 
the special case of the multi-code MC ((MC) 2 )-CDMA system 
and this use only one code branch, i.e. one code serial-to-
parallel (SIP) branch. Thus, the data coming in is of a rate 
NR bps using N rate S/P channels rather than MNR bps 
using M code S/P branches as like in a (MC)'-CDMA 
system. A single-code MC-CDMA system block consists of 
N rate SIP channels of rate R, each of these is spread by a 
spreading code of length C and passed to a NG -point IDFT. 
In a SC MC-CDMA system, the Eb / 10 for the i-th the 
desired user and the n-th rate SIP channel is given as follows: 

Ci. 1i 
e, = 

	

(3) 
jarlhJ.j.fl +h0W  

Assuming that Eb / 'o in a MC-CDMA system is the 

averaged value cross all sub-carriers, this equation can be 
educed to similar to that for conventional CDMA system 

s in Eq. (2). So, this system has the same CAC criterion to 
N-CDMA system. 

Hc:i 	t_c1Itfr 

Figure 3: Block structure of (MC) 2 -CDMA system 

• Multi-code multi-carrier ((MG) 2) CDMA system 

The processing gain G for each code remains the same, and 
the supported data rate for each user is decide by the number 
of multi-codes and rate channels, i.e. a rate of MNRbps. 
Assuming that for a multicode system, the received power for 
each of the Mcodes (of the same multicode user) is the same 
and the multiuser interference experienced by each of the M 
codes is also the same [8], the h 117111 and F m0  for each code 
channel is the same and thus, reduced h, and F 0  
respectively. The Eb / 10  for the n-th rate S/P channel of the i-
th user in a (MC)2-CDMA system can be given by 

e1,= 	K 	

Gill I  Pi. 	 (4) 
+ (P.4 - 1)F, + h0W 

where M is the number of codes assigned to the j-th user. 
The denominator includes the multi-codes interference by 
other users and the self-interference caused by the imperfect 
orthogonality. Thus, the overall Eb / 'o for the i-th user can 
be obtained by 

N, 

	

e =-J—>e1 	
(5) 

N 1  

where N1  are the number of rate S/P channels assigned to the 

i-th user. Now, the CAC criterion for (MC) 2-CDMA system 

with a maximum of K users is as follows 

M,  e, + 
	

h0W 	
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The maximum number of supportable user K is determined 
by the predefined outage probability P. , which is set to as 
0.01 in our study. 



MULTIMEDIA TRAFFIC SIMULATION MODEL AND RESULTS 

A single micro cell configuration in which a set of power 
controlled mobile terminals are transmitting packets to a BS, 
in a CDMA system, is considered. With uplink channel, RTT 
(voice call and video-phone calls) and NRTT mixed traffic 
are considered. We generated the video-phone traffic model 
as in [8] for H.263 video sequence of which distribution is 
assumed to be Gamma distribution. The call arriving of each 
service is modeled as Poisson random variables with 
corresponding exponential distributed holding time. For data 
traffic, packet switched Web browsing traffic is considered. 
The system level multimedia traffic parameters are shown in 
Table I. In order to fully utilise available resource (or residual 
capacity), the monitoring RTT load and controlling NRTT 

packet data traffic is crucial in multimedia traffic call 
admission control. Since RTT calls are always given the 
highest priority and they are allowed to transmit without delay, 
in our study, NRTT calls are allowed to transmit according to 
the available esidual capacity (here the residual aggregated 
data rate (ADRt))  obtained by subtracting RTF contribution 
from the total system capacity. Thus, the resource availability 
for data service is determined by estimating and predicting 
RTT load contribution for the next time state by Kalman 
filtering and the predictive load based RME [4, 5]. This 
predictive RME method can deliver the fidelity information of 
resource availability of the current and the next time-stage to 
resource allocation algorithm, taking the-variance of Eb/lo 
into account. 

TABLE I: MULTIMEDIA TRAFFIC SIMULATION PARAMETERS 

Common Parameters Value 

System bandwidth. W [MHz] 3.84 

Noise spectral density, h0  [dBmIHzl -174 

Max. MS power limit (voice, data, video) [dBm] 5, 	17.1, 	14.1 

Standard deviation of shadowing [dB] 10 
Mean of required Eb/lo for voice, data, video, 

eq 	eq 	[dB] 5, 7,5  

Data rate for voice, packet data, video: 
R0 , P R,,,,,  [Kbps] 8,128,64 8,128,64 

Outage probability constraint, 0.01 

Parameters for (MC) 2 -CDMA Value 

System bandwidth, W [MHz] 4.096 

No. of rate ST channels, N 2 

No. of code S/P channels for voice, data, video (M) I, 16, 8 

Spreading gain, C 512 

Total number of sub-carriers (IDFT point) 1024 

Base data rate of rate S/P channel, R [Kbps] 4 

Simulated and admission controlled multimedia traffic for 
both W-CDMA and (MC)2 -CDMA system is shown in Fig. 4 

where the systematic error, the standard deviation of received 
Eb/lo target (es = eds = cd ) are all assumed to be 2 dB. 

ADR is defined by the total sum of the number of users multiplied by 
'orresponding data rate, t.e A[)R ( K., R ± K,1R,,1 + K. P, ). 

This shows the achievable ADRs for each systems controlled 
by CAC criterion as in Eq. (1) and (6), respectively, with 
parameters given in Table I. In Fig. 5, DCL and admissible 
residual ADR with/without DCL for each system are shown 
in terms of frame index. It is demonstrated that DCL of 
(MC)2 -CDMA is relatively higher than that of W-CDMA, 

which means that for (MC)2 -CDMA system, the fidelity of 
information of the capacity status is more reliable than W-
CDMA since long-term fading is assumed in our study. Thus, 
compared to the optimistically estimated residual ADR opt. 
resADR in Fig. 5), the residual ADR with DCL weighting 
given by the predictive RME gives almost the same ADR 

unlike W-CDMA. 

10' 	 (8) 	 IhW108 ,5c 
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Figure 4: Simulated and admission controlled multimedia traffic for W 
CDMA and (MC)2 -CDMA system; [ I , 1. 'rid 1[3, 2, I] call/frame with 2 
dB standard deviation of required Eb/1 target. 
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Figure 5: DCL and admissible residual ADR for WCDMA and (MC) 2 -

CDMA system. 

With the same parameters, Fig. 6 and 7 show the 
admissible residual capacity plane with the predictive RME 

for W-CDMA and (MC)2-CDMA, respectively, for a 
multimedia traffic scenario. Here, the residual ADR for 
NRTT is estimated and predicted by Kalman filtering after 



measuring the current ADR for RTT, and this is converted 
into available data users versus voice or video users. As 
shown in Fig. 6 and 7, the admissible residual capacity region 
is quite dependent on the selection of system, i.e. the choice 
of resource dimension, which in turn delivers the exact 
capacity status to CAC algorithm and resource allocation 
algorithm to control the packet service data rate in a dynamic 
fashion. The adaptive rate control mechanism incorporating 
with the admissible residual capacity will be our future work. 
Compared to Fig.6, it is noticeable that Fig. 7 can achieve a 
larger admissible residual capacity area for NRTT users, 
which of course depending on the fidelity of between the 
estimated and predicted residual capacity and the selection of 
system with different resource dimension. For example a 
(MC)2 -CDMA system has a three-dimensional resource plane 
such as code, frequency and spreading gain, even though this 
could be constrained by the channel fading and the receiver 
structure. With these results, the resource allocation with the 
predictive RME can deliver exact status of residual ADR and 
admissible capacity region, which in turn can decide 
appropriate allowable rates for each data users. Thus, the full 
utilisation of left resource, i.e. the residual ADR, can be 
achieved in a dynamic and predictive manner. Furthermore, if 
combined with adaptive modulation, or rate control, the 
proposed resource allocation method becomes important to 
provide the exact resource availability. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, the resource allocation with a predicted load 
based RME method has been investigated for multimedia 
CDMA systems such as W-CDMA and (MC)'-CDMA. With 
aid of the predictive load based RME technique, the 
acceptable residual resource region can be achieved with QoS 
and acceptable link quality for NRTT data users guaranteed 
with an achievable resource margin in terms of capacity 
margin, the DCL of the system, and the second-order statistics 
of Eb  / 10 . With the DCL weighted admissible residual 
capacity plane, (MC) 2 -CDMA system with more flexibility of 
resource dimension can deliver more reliable and exact 
admissible residual ADR in our study, compared to W-
CDMA system. This result could be reversed if a more severe 
frequency-selective fading is considered. However, with an 
adaptive control of spreading gain corresponding to its 
channel characteristics such as coherence bandwidth, the 
severe frequency-selective fading would not be a major 
dr,-m back 
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